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CENTRE PHILOSOPHY
!

Children need protection and a safe and happy environment.

!

Children have rights and their views and opinions should be valued.

!

We create opportunities that promote learning, creativity, self-expression,
cooperation and play.

!

Independence, leadership and autonomy of choice help develop a positive selfesteem in children.

!

Children can learn to value themselves and make healthy choices.

!

Positive role modelling is essential in fostering children’s attitudes of tolerance,
respect and fairness to each other.

CENTRE OBJECTIVES
!

To provide the highest quality Outside School Hours Care in a friendly,
supportive, safe and caring environment.

!

To provide a program that is varied, stimulating and designed to cater for the full
range of ages, backgrounds, interests and needs.

!

To have open communication with children, families and the community and
continually evaluate and develop the program in response to changing needs.

!

To provide a welcoming environment for families and have a good working
relationship with parents. Enable parents to be involved in decision-making,
guidelines and program development.

!

To employ dedicated, experienced and highly motivated staff. Maintain staff
relations and a positive work environment through open communication, peer
support and providing opportunities for professional development.

Reviewed 1 July 2015
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GOVERNANCE & MANAGEMENT POLICY
POLICY STATEMENT
Our service aims to provide a quality education & care service and will operate
according to all legal requirements and recognised best practice in service
management. We will ensure there are appropriate governance arrangements in
place at all times (as per Quality Area 7.1.1). There will be an ongoing process of
review & evaluation and all relevant information will be readily available to
stakeholders.
The governing document of the organisation will be the constitution that deals with
the key legal requirements for running the organisation. A copy of the constitution
will be readily available to all committee members to consult. New members will be
given a copy of the constitution as part of their orientation.
For the purpose of Regulations, the Management Committee is the Approved
Provider. The Management Committee as the Approved Provider will ensure that all
aspects of governance and management are clearly articulated and complement the
service philosophy. The Management Committee as Approved Provider will ensure
that copies of the current policies and procedures required under Regulation 168 is
available for inspection at the service at all times (as per Regulation 171).
RESPONSIBILITIES
! The responsibilities of the Approved Provider that cannot be delegated to any
other person or body include:
" Compliance monitoring – ensuring compliance with the objects,
purposes and values of the service, and with its constitution;
" Organisational governance – setting or approving policies, plans and
budgets to achieve those objectives, and monitoring performance
against them;
" Strategic planning – reviewing and approving strategic direction and
initiatives;
" Regulatory monitoring – ensuring that the service complies with all
relevant laws, regulations and regulatory requirements;
" Financial monitoring – establishing and maintaining systems of
financial control, internal control, and performance reporting;
reviewing the service’s budget; monitoring management and financial
performance to ensure the solvency, financial strength and good
performance of the service;
" Financial reporting – considering and approving annual financial
statements and required reports to government;
" Organisational structure – setting and maintaining a framework of
delegation and internal control;
" Staff selection and monitoring – selecting, evaluating the performance
of, rewarding and, if necessary, dismissing the staff;
" Delegate the functions of sub-committees, the Nominated Supervisor,
and other staff.
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!

" Risk management – reviewing and monitoring the effectiveness of risk
management and compliance in the service; agreeing or ratifying all
policies and decisions on matters which might create significant risk to
the service, financial or otherwise;
" Dispute management – dealing with and managing conflicts that may
arise within the organisation, including conflicts arising between
committee members, staff, members, or volunteers.
The Nominated Supervisor is responsible for the day-to-day management of the
service and to address key management and operational issues under the
direction of, and the policies laid down by the Approved Provider, including:
" Developing and implementing organisational strategies and making
recommendations to the Approved Provider on significant strategic
initiatives;
" Making recommendations for the appointment of staff, determining
terms of appointment, evaluating performance, and developing and
maintaining succession plans for staff;
" Having input into the annual budget and managing day-to-day
operations within the budget;
" Maintaining an effective risk management framework;
" Keeping the Approved Provider and Regulators informed about any
developments that may impact on the organisation’s performance.

(a)
Philosophy and policies
! The development & review of the philosophy and policies will be an ongoing
process.
! The philosophy and associated statement of purpose will underpin all other
documentation and the practices of the service and will reflect the principles of
the approved national framework for school age care “My Time, Our Place”.
There will be a collaborative and consultative process to support the
development of the philosophy that will include children, families and Educators.
The statement of philosophy will be included in the Quality Improvement Plan
for the service. The statement of purpose will define how the statement of
philosophy will be implemented in the service.
! Policies and procedures will provide clear documentation that will define agreed
and consistent ways of doing things to achieve the stated outcomes.
! The Management Committee as Approved Provider will ratify the philosophy and
the policies. The Approved Provider can only alter policies and the changes
minuted as a record.
! All documents will be dated and include nominated review dates.
! There will be a comprehensive index for the service policies as it is likely that
some policies may address several aspects of operational practice.
! The service philosophy & policies will be available for all stakeholders as well as
reference to this in parent and staff handbooks and general service information.
(b)
Financial management
! The Approved Provider will be responsible for developing and overseeing the
budget of the service and for ensuring that the service operates within a
responsible, sustainable financial framework.
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!

In line with this responsibility the Management Committee will conduct a budget
planning meeting each year as part of its annual business planning. The details of
budgeting and fee setting are set out under the Fee Policy.
Financial reporting including an income and expenditure statement and balance
sheet will be presented to the Management Committee on a regular basis and
the opportunity provided to ask questions or seek further advice from any
Management Committee member.

(c)
Facilities and environment
! The Management Committee will ensure regulations 103–115 relating to the
physical environment required for an OSHC service are maintained at all times.
! In the event of the relocation of the site the Management Committee will ensure
that the requirements of the regulations are considered if and when site rearrangements are proposed.
! Work, Health and Safety implications will be considered by the Management
Committee in relation to educators locking up and leaving the service at the end
of the day and risk assessments of the practices will be undertaken.
(d)
Equipment and maintenance
! Appropriate equipment and furniture, to meet the needs of the children and
educators, will be well maintained and safe.
! Processes will be in place for routine cleaning of toys and equipment.
(e)
Review and evaluation of the service
! Ongoing review and evaluation will underpin the continuing development of the
service. The Management Committee will ensure that the evaluation involves all
stakeholders, especially families, children and educators.
! The development of a Quality Improvement Plan (QIP) will form part of the
review process. Reflection on what works well and what aspects of the service
need further development will be included in the QIP and discussed at
Management Committee meetings.
(f)
Confidentiality
! All members of the Management Committee will maintain confidentiality. This is
addressed in the Confidentiality Policy.
(g)
Maintenance of records
! Regulation 177 outlines requirements and includes references to records that
services must keep. Regulations 183–184 detail storage of records.
! The service has a duty to keep adequate records about staff, families and children
in order to operate responsibly and legally. The service will protect the interests
of the children and their families and the staff, using procedures to ensure
appropriate privacy and confidentiality.
! The Approved Provider assists in determining the process, storage place and time
line for storage of records.
! The service's orientation and induction processes will include the provision of
relevant information to educators, children and families.
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!

Clear guidelines on who can access particular records will be given to
Committee members, educators & families. These will be available at all times at
the service.
The Approved Provider will need to ensure that the record retention process
meets the requirements of the following government departments:
" Australian Tax Office (ATO)
" Family Assistance Office (FAO)
" Department for Education, Employment and Workplace Relations
(DEEWR)
In the event of ceasing to operate, the Management Committee will identify
where the records will be kept and seek professional advice on the winding up of
the service.
A list of nominated contacts for Child Care Management System, Australian
Taxation Office and superannuation funds, as well as any other accounts, will be
maintained and available to all members of the Management Committee. These
contacts will be reviewed annually and updated as contacts change to ensure
currency in communication for effective governance.

(h)
Work, Health and Safety
! Policies and procedures will be in place to address the legal requirements
relating to safety in the workplace and this information should underpin any
service specific requirements, including grievance/complaints procedures.
! The Nominated Supervisor will report back to the Management Committee on
any work, health and safety issues as they arise.
! All Committee members will be provided with information to assist them in
meeting their obligations under the legislation.
CONSIDERATIONS
Education and Care
Services National
Regulations
103, 168, 171, 172,
173, 177, 183 to 185

National Quality
Standard
7.3

Service policies/documentation
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Constitution
Service Philosophy
Quality Improvement Plan
Family Handbook
Staff Handbook
Fee Policy
Confidentiality Policy

Other
!
!

!

!
!

Food Safety
Standards.
Network Record
Keeping
Factsheet
Child Care Service
Handbook
(DEEWR)
Work, Health and
Safety Act (2011)
Child Care Benefit
legislation
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ENDORSEMENT BY THE SERVICE
Approval date: 1/07/2015
Date for Review: 30/06/2017
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RULES OF THE ORGANISATION, COMMITTEE
MEMBERS AND AGM
THE RULES OF THE ASSOCIATION
The Articles of Association is the most important policy document belonging to
North Sydney Community Centre Inc. It underpins all of the Centre's operations and
services and specifies the legal framework in which the Centre operates.
FAMILIARITY WITH ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION
Management Committee members and the Director should be familiar with the
details of the Articles and make sure that all of North Sydney Community Centre's
policies and practices are consistent with the Articles. In particular, the Committee
must make sure that the legal requirements specified in the Articles are met. A copy
of the Articles of Association is available on request.
NORTH SYDNEY COMMUNITY CENTRE INC
REGISTER OF MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEMBERS FOR 2014/2015
John Coffey
9 Bickell Road
Mosman 2088

PRESIDENT elected October 2014

Lynn Oswald
48 Mitchell Street
Naremburn 2065

VICE PRESIDENT elected October 2014

Helen Ritchie
12 Dalton Road
Mosman 2088

TREASURER elected October 2014

Beate Reinhardt
23 Wheatleigh Street
Naremburn 2065

SECRETARY elected October 2014

Drew Truslove
1/17 Lindsay Street
Neutral Bay 2089

COMMITTEE MEMBER elected October 2014

Norma Molloy
100 Epping Road
North Ryde 2113

COMMITTEE MEMBER elected October 2014

Sandy Boyd
52 Sutherland Street
Cremorne 2090

COMMITTEE MEMBER elected October 2014
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General Meeting (AGM) of North Sydney Community Centre Inc will be
held within six months of the end of the financial year in accordance with Articles of
Association.
AGENDA
The agenda for the AGM will be:
1. Opening and Welcome
2. Apologies
3. Acceptance of the report from the previous year.
4. Presentation of reports for the year just ended:
" President’s Report
" Treasurer’s Report and the Audited Financial Statements
" Playgroup Report
" After School Care Report
" Program Development Report
" Director’s Reports
5. The election of the new Committee
" President
" Vice President
" Treasurer
" Secretary
" Committee Members
6. The appointment of an auditor for the current financial year.
7. Any other business placed on the agenda before the meeting.
QUORUM FOR THE AGM
The quorum for the Annual General Meeting is eight members
NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Notice of the Annual General Meeting will be mailed to all current members and
other related services in the area. At least 14 days notice must be given of the Annual
General Meeting.
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Dealing with Medical Conditions and Medication
Administration
POLICY STATEMENT:
Our service will work closely with children, families and where relevant schools and other
health professionals to manage medical conditions of children attending the service. We
will support children with medical conditions to participate fully in the day to day program
in order to promote their sense of wellbeing, connectedness and belonging to the service
(“My Time, Our Place” 1.2, 3.1). Our educators will be fully aware of the nature and
management of any child’s medical condition and will respect the child and the family’s
confidentiality (“My Time, Our Place” 1.4). Medications will only be administered to
children in accordance with the National Law and Regulations.
PROCEDURE:
Dealing with medical conditions
•

Families will be asked to inform the service of any medical conditions the child
may have at the time of enrolment. This information will be recorded on the
child’s enrolment form.

•

Upon notification of a child’s medical condition, the service will provide the family
with a copy of this policy in accordance with regulation 91.

•

Specific or long term medical conditions will require the completion of a medical
management plan developed in conjunction with the child’s doctor and family.

•

The Coordinator will meet with the family and relevant health professionals as
soon as possible prior to the child’s attendance to discuss the content of the plan
to assist in a smooth and safe transition of the child into the service.

•

Content of the management plan will include:

•

"

Identification of any risks to the child or others by their attendance at the
service.

"

Identification of any practices or procedures that need adjustment at the
service to minimise risk e.g. food preparation procedures.

"

Process and time line for orientation or training requirements of educators.

"

Methods for communicating between the family and educators if there are any
changes to the child’s medical management plan.
The medical management plan will be followed in the event of any incident
relating to the child’s specific health care need, allergy or relevant medical
condition. All educators including volunteers and administrative support will be
informed of any special medical conditions affecting children and orientated
regarding the necessary management. In some cases specific training will be
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provided to educators to ensure that they are able to effectively implement the
medical management plan.
•

Where a child has an allergy, the family will be asked to supply information from
their doctor explaining the effects if the child is exposed to whatever they are
allergic to and to explain ways the educators can help the child if they do become
exposed.

•

Where possible the service will endeavour to not have that allergen accessible in
the service.

•

All medical conditions including food allergies will be placed on a noticeboard
near the kitchen area out of the sight of general visitors and children. It is
deemed the responsibility of every educator at the service to regularly read and
refer to the list.

•

All relief staff will be informed of the list on initial employment and provided
orientation on what action to take in the event of a medical emergency involving
that child.

•

Where a child has a life threatening food allergy and the service provides food,
the service will endeavour not to serve the particular food allergen in the service
when the child is in attendance and families will be advised not to supply that
allergen for their own children. Families of children with an allergy may be asked
to supply a particular diet if required (e.g. soy milk, gluten free bread).

•

Where it is necessary for other children to consume the particular food allergen
(e.g. milk or other dairy foods) the child with a food allergy will be seated
separately during meal times and all children will wash their hands before and
after eating.

•

Where medication for treatment of long term conditions such as asthma,
diabetes, epilepsy, anaphylaxis or ADHD is required, the service will require an
individual medical management plan from the child’s medical practitioner or
specialist detailing the medical condition of the child, correct dosage of any
medication as prescribed and how the condition is to be managed in the service
environment.

•

In the event of a child having permission to self-medicate this must be detailed in
an individual medical management plan including recommended procedures for
recording that the medication has been administered. The doctor must provide
this plan. In one off circumstances the service will not make an exception to this
rule and will require the families to complete the procedure for the educators to
administer the medication.
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Administration of Medication
•

Prescription medication will only be administered to the child for whom it is
prescribed, from the original container bearing the child’s name and with a
current use by date. Non-prescription medication will not be administered at the
service unless authorised by a doctor or a letter from the parents.

•

Educators will only administer medication during services operating hours.

•

Permission for a child to self-medicate will be administered with the families
written permission only, or with the verbal approval of a medical practitioner or
parent in the case of an emergency.

•

In the event that a case of emergency requires verbal consent to approve the
administration of medication, the service will provide written notice to the family
as soon as practical after administration of the medication.

•

An authorisation is not required in the event of an asthma or anaphylaxis
emergency however the authorisation must be sought as soon as possible after
the time the parent and emergency services are notified

•

Families who wish for medication to be administered to their child or have their
child self-administer the medication at the service must complete a medication
form providing the following information;
"

Name of child

"

Name of medication

"

Details of the date, time and dosage to be administered. (General time, e.g.
lunchtime will not be accepted.)

"

Where required, indicate if the child is allowed to administer the medication
themselves or have an educator do it.

"

Signature of family member

•

Medication must be given directly to an educator and not left in the child’s bag.
Educators will store the medication in a designated secure place, clearly labelled
and ensure that medication is kept out of reach of children at all times.

•

If anyone other than the parent is bringing the child to the service, a written
permission note from the parent, including the above information, must
accompany the medication.

•

An exception to the procedure is applied for asthma medication for severe
asthmatics in which case the child may carry their own medication on their
person with parental permission. Where a child carries their own asthma
medication, they should be encouraged to report to an educator their use of the
puffer as soon as possible after administering and the service maintain a record
of this medication administration including time, educator advised and if the
symptoms were relieved.

•

Before medication is given to a child, the educator (with current First Aid
Certificate) who is administering the medication will verify the correct dosage for
the correct child with another educator who will also witness the administration of
the medication.
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•

After the medication is given, the educator will record the following details on the
medication form: Name of medication, date, time, dosage, name and signature of
person who administered and name and signature of person who verified and
witnessed.

CONSIDERATIONS:

Education and
Care Services
National
Regulations
r90-91, 92-96,
178, 181-184

National
Quality
Standard
Standards
2.1, 6.2 and
6.3

Law s167, 173

Other Service
policies/documentation
-

Parent Handbook
Staff Handbook
Enrolment and
Orientation Policy
Providing a Child Safe
Environment Policy
Management of
incident, Injury, Illness
and Trauma policy
Administration of First
Aid policy

Other

- Disability
-

-

Discrimination
Act 1975
NSW Antidiscrimination
Act 1977
Work Health
and Safety Act
2011
Individual
Medical
Management
Plans and
corresponding
resources.
My Time, Our
Place.

ENDORSEMENT BY THE SERVICE:

Approval date: 1/07/2015_______________________________________
Date for Review: 30/6/2017__________________________________
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MEDICAL CONDITIONS - ASTHMA, ANAPHYLAXIS,
DIABETES AND OTHER MEDICAL CONDITIONS
AIMS
! To facilitate the effective care and health management of children with asthma,
allergies, anaphylaxis, diabetes and other medical conditions.
! To provide, as far as practical, an environment where a child with asthma,
allergies, anaphylaxis, diabetes or other medical conditions is able to participate
equally in all aspects of the program.
! To minimise the risk of exposure of children identified with asthma, allergies and
anaphylaxis to “known” allergens.
! To ensure that staff are aware of medical management plans and treatments for
children who may require emergency medication.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Serious medical conditions including asthma, anaphylaxis & diabetes need to be
effectively managed to ensure that staff can adequately meet the needs of children.
The management of such medical conditions needs to include the child, parents,
staff and medical professionals. With effective management of medical conditions
children will be able to participate in all aspects of quality care and education.
RELEVANT LEGISLATION
! Children (Education and Care Services National Law) 2010.
! Education and Care Services National Regulations, Work Health and Safety Act,
2011 and Regulation 2011.
RESOURCES
! Guidelines for Children’s Services 2007, NSW Health.
! Australian Society of Clinical Immunology Allergy @ www.allergy.org.au
! Anaphylaxis Australia @ www.allergyfacts.org.au
! NSW Asthma Foundation @ www.asthmafoundation.org.au
In this policy “staff” refers to staff employed by North Sydney Community Centre Inc.
PRACTICES
IDENTIFYING CHILDREN WITH MEDICAL CONDITIONS
At time of enrolment parents will be asked to identify if their child has a medical
condition, including the diagnosis of asthma, anaphylaxis or diabetes. Where the
parent indicates a medical condition the parents will be required to work with the
service to develop a risk minimisation plan, communication plan and an emergency
treatment plan (to be developed by a medical professional).
Parents will be provided with a copy of the service’s Medical Conditions Policy.
Parents are required to complete a checklist on enrolment of foods and food
substances that children are able to eat, along with details of foods or food
substances they are to avoid. Where the details of known allergens change or there
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is a change in the medical condition, parents will be required to notify these changes
to the Director as soon as practical, using methods identified in the Communication
Plan.
Where a child already enrolled in a service subsequently falls into this category then
the parents will also be required to follow these procedures as detailed above.
SERVICE EXPECTATIONS
Parents need to be aware that whilst all care is taken to reduce a child’s exposure to
any asthma triggers, allergens or potential allergens, the service cannot guarantee
that exposure will not occur. Whilst the service will implement a range of specific
procedures and risk minimisation strategies to reduce the likelihood of common
allergens within the service, staff and parents need to be aware that it is not possible
for a child care service to remain totally allergen free considering the nature of such
a service and the involvement with a large number of children, parents, staff and
community members.
Parents are asked not to bring food into the service to reduce the risk of exposure to
peanut products and the service does not provide products made of peanuts.
However, the service does purchase and will offer food to non-allergic children, or
those children whose risk minimisation plan allows “food that may contain traces of
nuts” such as Sao biscuits.
Common allergens and triggers for asthma and anaphylaxis:
Peanuts, eggs, tree nuts (cashews), cows milk, fish & shellfish, wheat, soy, sesame,
some insect bites, dust mites, chemicals, perfumes, exercise, air pollution, emotions.
PRACTICES
The service will:
! Display each affected child’s Emergency Action Plan within each playroom or
designated eating area of the service;
! Ensure that all staff are aware of any child enrolled in the service who has been
identified as having an allergy or as anaphylactic, a diagnosis of asthma, diabetes
or any other medical condition and this will occur during induction;
! Ensure that permanent staff is trained in Food Handling and Hygiene practises;
! Ensure that permanent staff has received training in anaphylaxis and the Epi-Pen
delivery and emergency asthma treatment where appropriate;
! Ensure that staff is trained in identifying signs of hypoglycaemia and
hyperglycaemia should a child with this condition be enrolled;
! Where a child is enrolled with other medical conditions the service will
endeavour to have staff trained in any emergency response first aid that may be
relevant and appropriate;
! Ensure that all staff are aware of where any medication for the treatment of
allergies, such as antihistamine or an Epi-Pen is stored, asthma medication or
other emergency medication;
! Ensure that a child’s medication or Epi-Pen is taken with the child should the
child leave the service for an excursion;
! Ensure that there is signage to indicate where each child’s medication is stored;
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!

Implement the Emergency Action Plan in the event of a medical emergency.

PARENTS OF A CHILD WITH KNOWN ALLERGIES OR CHILDREN WITH
ANAPHYLAXIS, ASTHMA, DIABETES OR OTHER MEDICAL CONDITIONS WILL:
! Inform service Director on enrolment of the child’s “known” medical condition.
! Develop an Emergency Action Plan for the child in consultation with the service
Director and the child’s doctor.
! The parent will assist in the completion of a risk minimisation plan that will be
conducted in consultation with the Director to identify any perceived risk and
determined strategies to reduce this risk.
! Develop a communication plan with the Director to determine the most
appropriate means of communicating about the child’s medical condition.
! Give permission for the centre or educator to display the Emergency Action Plan
containing a picture of the child, and parental contact phone numbers within the
centre/home. Parents are to acknowledge that this will be visible to staff, other
parents and community visitors within the centre. Where the venue is a
community venue these may be displayed in the staff area or kitchen to reduce
exposure to unrelated individuals in the facility.
! Provide any medication including an Epi-Pen (if required), asthma relieving
medication and spacer to the service.
! Regularly check the expiration date on any medication.
! Inform staff of any changes to the status of the child’s medical condition.
GENERAL RISK MINIMISATION STRATEGIES FOR CHILDREN WITH ALLERGIES OR AT
RISK OF ANAPHYLAXIS
! Children will be taught not to share food.
! Children will wash their hands at designed times throughout the day and prior to
and after meal times.
! Children with like allergies may sit together but not isolated to reduce the risk of
contact allergy/air borne reactions if so determined in consultation with parents.
! Staff will supervise meal times to reduce the risk of ingestion or crosscontamination of foods.
! The service will continue to remind parents that food is not to be bought into the
centre.
! The Director in consultation with staff will discuss and inform parents of any
observable change to any individual child’s reaction or perceived allergic
response to a possible or know allergen in order for them to review or develop a
specific health management strategy or Emergency Action Plan.
The service will endeavour to ensure all children have access to the daily
experiences and activities within the centre bearing in mind the potential risk that
such an activity may present to children with identified allergies and anaphylaxis. In
the event a particular activity may present the risk of an allergic reaction to any
identified child, consideration will be given as to its overall developmental merit. If
still determined to be beneficial and deemed as able to be contained that child may
be provided with an alternative experience whereupon all would be closely
monitored.
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FIRST AID POLICY
Policy Includes
Responsible Person
1/7/2015
Date of Next Review

Peter Hogan
1/07/2015
30/06/2017

POLICY STATEMENT
The service believes that in order to maintain the highest level of care for children
attending the service, all educators should be suitably qualified in emergency first aid
management. The service will ensure that first aid equipment & support is available
to all children, educators & visitors to the service & whilst on excursions. All
educators are required to undertake senior first aid, asthma management &
anaphylaxis management training as part of their conditions of employment to
ensure full & proper care of all is maintained (My Time Our Place 3).
CONSIDERATIONS
! National regulation 89: first aid kits.
! National Standard 2: Element 2.1.4 “Steps are taken to control the spread of
infectious diseases and to manage injuries and illness, in accordance with
recognised guidelines”
! National Regulation 12.
! National Regulation 87.
! National Law Section 174.
! The centre “Management of Incident, Injury and Trauma Policy”
! The centre “Hygiene Policy”
! ACECQA “Frequently Asked Questions”; www.acecqa.gov.au
PROCEDURE
The Nominated Supervisor is responsible for ensuring that a minimum of one
educator must be present at the service at all times who is currently qualified in
senior first aid, asthma management and anaphylaxis management. The service will
endeavour to have all educators with current first aid qualifications. A current first
aid certificate or willingness to undergo training will be advertised for all new
positions. Educators will undergo first aid training as part of their condition of
employment. Thereafter, educators will renew their certificates as required.
The centre will budget for the cost of the first aid course or renewal for each
educator as part of the training budget. A fully stocked and updated first aid kit will
be kept in the designated locked and secured place in the centre. Educators are to
ensure that this is easily accessible to all educators and volunteers and kept
inaccessible to the children. A separate travelling first aid kit will be also maintained
and taken on all excursions and to outdoor activities.
The first aid kit will contain the minimum equipment suggested by the Red Cross or
St John’s Ambulance and a first aid manual will be kept at the centre. A cold pack
will be kept in the freezer for treatment of bruises and strains. An inventory of the
kits will be maintained and checked on a minimum monthly basis and signed off by
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the Nominated Supervisor. The Nominated Supervisor may be required to produce
these checklists in the event of a request from management or from the NSW
regulatory authority.
Each school term, one educator will be designated the duty of maintaining the kits
to ensure that they are fully stocked, and that all items are within the use by date. At
orientation educators and volunteers will be made aware of the first aid kit, where it
is kept and their responsibilities in relation to it. Qualified first aiders will only
administer first aid in minor accidents or to stabilise the victim until expert assistance
arrives in more serious accidents.
Telephone numbers of emergency contacts, local doctor and poisons centre will be
located next to the phone. In the event of an emergency the educator administering
the first aid must not leave the patient until emergency services or the parent arrives.
All emergency calls should be made by another educator.
In the case of a minor accident the first aid attendant will:
1. Assess the injury;
2. Attend to the injured person and apply first aid as required;
3. Ensure that disposable gloves are used with any contact with blood or bodily
fluids;
4. Ensure that all blood or bodily fluids are cleaned up and disposed of in a safe
manner as per the hygiene policy;
5. Ensure that anyone who has come in contact with any blood or fluids wash their
hands thoroughly in warm soapy water;
6. Record the incident and treatment given (incident, injury, illness, and trauma)
recording the following details:
" Name and age of child;
" Date, time and location of incident;
" Description of injury and circumstances of how it occurred, including
witnesses;
" Treatment given and name and signature of first aid attendant;
" Details of any medical personnel contacted;
" Name and details of any parent or emergency contact notified or
attempted to notify;
" Time and date of report and name and signature of a person making
report;
" Name and signature of Nominated Supervisor;
7. Notify the parents either by phone after the incident if seen fit or on their arrival
to collect the child;
8. Obtain parental signature confirming knowledge of the accident report form.
Where the service has had to administer first aid and the incident is deemed serious
as per Regulation 12, the Nominated Supervisor will ensure that the steps outlined in
the service “Management of Incident, Injury and Trauma” policy are followed and the
Regulatory Authority is notified within 48 hours.
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ILLNESS AND INJURY POLICY
POLICY INCLUDES

RESPONSIBLE PERSON
DATE OF REVIEW
DATE OF NEXT REVIEW

Medical History
First Aid
Minor and Severe Injuries
Illness
Medications
Food Allergies
Documentation
Peter Hogan
1/07/2015
30/06/2017

OVERVIEW
In the event of a child suffering an illness or injury while attending our service, every
attempt will be made to ensure the sound management of the illness or injury to
prevent an exacerbation of the situation. Communication with families is vital for
preparing effective management plans for individual needs and ensuring parents are
informed of incidents.
OUR COMMITMENT
Medical history – parents are required to inform us of any medical problems, known
allergies or dietary requirements on enrolment. These medical conditions include
asthma, diabetes, and anaphylaxis. Information will be documented and
communicated to all relevant staff prior to the child’s attendance at the centre.
Action plans must be provided to the centre by the parent before the child’s
commencement at the centre.
FIRST AID
All permanent Leisure staff is required to obtain and retain a first aid certificate and a
minimum of one staff member who is qualified in first aid will be present during the
operational hours of the program. First aid supplies are available in the Wattle room,
sick bay and kitchen. Basic kits (gloves, gauze and band aids) are provided for
transfer of children from the school to Leisure and full kits will be taken on
excursions. The coordinator is responsible for checking and supplying these kits.
INJURIES
A staff member holding a first aid certificate will attend to injured child and assess
the seriousness to determine the appropriate action.
In the event of a serious accident:
! An ambulance will be called and parent/guardian will be contacted immediately;
! If a parent cannot be located the emergency contact will be called;
! A staff member will accompany the child to hospital if a parent/guardian has not
arrived and admin staff may be asked to assist with program supervision if
required;
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!

The coordinator will report all serious incidents to management,
cslicensing@dhs.nsw.gov.au and phone 1800 619 113 within 24 hours of the
incident.

In the event of a minor injury:
! The parent/guardian will be informed on arrival of the incident and what
treatment was given;
! Parent/guardian will be requested to sign the injury/illness form.
ILLNESS
If a child arrives at the centre unwell or becomes ill while at the centre, a
parent/guardian will be contacted to collect the child if the child is:
! distressed;
! has a known infectious or contagious disease;
! has symptoms or signs of infection (fever, vomiting, diarrhoea, rash or discharge
from the eyes or wound);
! is in need of one to one care;
! requires medical attention.
In the absence of the above, the child may be given a rest and hydration period and
parents contacted if there is no improvement after 30 minutes. The unwell child
may be placed in the sick room providing the Director or administration staff is
located in the office and have been informed that a child is in the sick bay. Leisure
staff must also regularly check the child and provide oral fluids.
EXCLUSION
See Infection Control Policy
MEDICAL AID
Staff reserves the right, in the case of illness or injury, to call medical advice.
Parents/guardians will be responsible for medical expenses incurred. If an
ambulance is required, the centre is covered by the NSW Ambulance Contribution
Fund.
FOOD ALLERGIES
The Australian Society of Clinical Immunology and Allergy Inc states that
“Risk minimisation with regard to particular foods (nuts and tree nuts) is indicated,
however the implementation of blanket food bans or attempts to prohibit the entry
of food substances into schools are not recommended”.
In order to minimise severe food allergies, foods offered for afternoon tea will not
contain nut as an ingredient but does not apply to foods labelled “may contain
traces of nuts”. Ingredients for activities involving food will be clearly advertised to
children and their families. Staff will encourage children to question and obtain
information about food before eating.
DOCUMENTATION
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An Illness and Injury form must be completed on all children who become unwell or
are attended to by staff for a minor injury during the program hours.
A North Sydney Community Centre incident/accident form is to be completed for
any incident that causes severe injury or outbreaks of contagious disease.
RESOURCES
Child Safety Policy
Infection Control Policy
WEBSITES
www.health.nsw.gov.au/
www.community.nsw.gov.au
www.healthinsite.gov.au/
www.medeserv.com.au/ascia/pospapers/anaphylaxis.htm
www.chdf.org.au/
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MANAGEMENT OF INCIDENT, INJURY AND
TRAUMA
POLICY STATEMENT
Our centre aims to ensure the safety & well being of educators, children & visitors
within the centre & on excursions, through proper care & attention in the event of an
incident, injury or trauma. The centre will make every attempt to ensure sound
management of the event to prevent any worsening of the situation and complete
reports on each event that will be signed by the parent of the child involved. Parents
or emergency contacts will be informed immediately where the incident, injury or
trauma is deemed serious (see Regulation 12) and all serious incidents will be
reported to the relevant authorities including the NSW Regulatory Authority.
CONSIDERATIONS
! National Regulation 85 “Incident, Injury and illness policies and procedures”.
! National Regulation 12: the Education & Care Services National Regulation
defines the ‘meaning of serious incident’ for reporting to the regulatory authority.
! National Regulation 86 “Notification to parents of incident, injury, trauma &
illness”.
! National Regulation 87 “Incident, Injury, trauma and illness record”.
! Work, Health and Safety Act 2011.
! National Standard 2: Element 2.1.4 “Steps are taken to control the spread of
infectious diseases & to manage injuries & illness in accordance with guidelines.
! Service Policy “Management of Basic First Aid”.
! Service Policy “Administration of medication”.
! Service Policy “Hygiene”.
! ACECQA “Frequently Asked Questions” www.acecqa.gov.au.
PROCEDURE
Parents are required to provide written consent for educators to seek medical
attention for their child, if required, before they start in the centre. This will be
recorded in the enrolment form.
Parents will be required to supply the contact number of their preferred doctor or
dentist, Medicare number and expiry date. Educators will be required to supply two
contact numbers in case of an emergency or accident, involving themselves.
If a child, educator or visitor has an accident while at the centre they will be
attended to immediately by an educator who holds a first aid certificate.
In the case of medication being required in an emergency without prior consent of
the parents/guardians, educators are to secure that consent from a registered
medical practitioner.
Anyone injured will be kept under adult supervision until they recover and an
authorised person takes charge of them.
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In the case of a major incident at the service requiring more than basic first aid, the
first aid attendant will:
! Assess the injury, and decide whether the injured person needs to be attended by
local doctor or whether an ambulance should be called and tell the educator in
charge or Nominated Supervisor of their decision;
! If the injury is serious the first priority is to get immediate medical attention.
Parents or emergency contacts should be notified straight away. If not possible,
there should be no delay in organising proper medical treatment. Another
educator can keep trying to contact the parents or emergency contacts in the
meantime if available;
! Attend to the injured person and apply first aid as required;
! Educators will ensure that disposable gloves are used with any contact with
blood or bodily fluids as per the hygiene policy;
! Educators will stay with child until suitable help arrives or further treatment
taken;
! The educators will try to make the child comfortable and reassure them that they
will be ok and their parents/caregivers will be on their way;
! If an ambulance is called and the child is taken to hospital an educator will
accompany the child and take the child’s medical records with them;
! Complete a centre accident report and a report for the regulatory authority.
The other responsible educator will:
! Notify parents or emergency contact person immediately regarding what
happened and the action that is being taken including clear directions of where
the child is being taken (eg. hospital). Every effort must be made not to panic the
parents and to provide minimal detail regarding the extent of the injuries;
! Ensure that all blood or bodily fluids are cleaned up in a safe manner;
! Ensure that anyone who has come in contact with any blood or fluids washes
their hands in warm soapy water;
! Try to reassure the other children and keep them calm, keeping them informed
about what is happening, and away from the injured child.
Accidents that result in serious injury (or death) of a child must be reported to:
! An ambulance service;
! The police;
! Parents/guardian;
! Regulatory authority.
The centre will notify the parent/guardian that a serious incident has happened and
advise them to contact the relevant medical agency. Only a qualified medical
practitioner can declare a person dead and therefore educators should ensure the
parents are only advised that the injury is serious and refer them to the medical
agency (ie. hospital) where the child has been taken.
This information should be provided in a calm and extremely sensitive manner.
The site of the accident should not be cleared or any blood or fluids cleaned up until
after approval from the police.
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All other children should be removed away from the scene and if necessary parents
contacted for early collection of children. The children should be reassured and
notified only that a serious incident has occurred.
DEATH OR SERIOUS INJURY TO A CHILD OR EDUCATOR OUT OF HOURS
Educators in the centre must be prepared to handle all incidents in a professional
and sensitive manner. In the event of tragic circumstances such as the death of a
child or educator, the educators will follow guidelines as set out below to minimise
trauma to the remaining educators and children in the service.
In the event of the death occurring out of centre hours, a clear emergency
procedure will be maintained for the other children at the centre.
If a child is the deceased, the Nominated Supervisor should make contact with the
child’s school to liaise with them regarding the school’s response to the event.
The Nominated Supervisor should also make contact with the NSW Regulatory
Authority to seek advice on an appropriate response from the service. The school
and Network of Community Activities should be contacted to seek additional
support, resources or advice.
REPORTING OF SERIOUS INCIDENT, INJURY AND TRAUMA
All serious incidents, injury or trauma will be recorded within 24 hours of the event
occurring. The child’s parent or emergency contact must be notified of any accident
or injury that has occurred to the child as soon as possible and no later than 24
hours after the event.
The Nominated Supervisor is responsible for ensuring that in the event of a serious
incident the regulatory authority is advised, as well as the approved provider (eg.
Management Committee). The form for notifying the regulatory authority of a
serious
incident
is
to
be
found
on
the
ACECQA
website:
http://acecqa.gov.au/storage/SI01_NotificationOfSeriousIncident.pdf
It may not be until sometime after the incident that it becomes apparent that an
incident was serious. If that occurs, the Nominated Supervisor must notify the
regulatory authority within 24 hours of becoming aware that the incident was
serious.
HOW TO DECIDE IF AN INJURY, TRAUMA OR ILLNESS IS A SERIOUS INCIDENT?
If the advice of a medical practitioner was sought or the child attended hospital in
connection with the injury, trauma or illness, the incident is a serious one and the
regulatory authority must be notified.
An injury, trauma or illness will be regarded by the service as a serious incident if
more than basic first aid was needed to manage the injury, trauma or illness and
medical attention was sought for the child, or should have been sought, including
attendance at hospital or medical facility for further treatment.
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MANAGEMENT OF CRITICAL INCIDENTS AND
LOCK DOWN PROCEDURE
Date issued: 1/07/2015
Date to be revised: 30/06/2017
AIM
To prevent where possible, and appropriately manage all critical incidents which
may affect the centre, its staff, visitors and children and in doing so provide support
and reduce the effect that the incident may have.
RELEVANT LEGISLATION
Work Health and Safety Act 2011, Work Health and Safety Regulation 2011, Children
(Education and Care Services National Law), 2010. Education and Care Services
National Regulations,
STRATEGIES
In meeting its obligations under relevant legislation, guidelines, industry codes of
practice North Sydney Community Centre will:
!

Develop, implement and regularly review procedures and plans of action for the
management of critical incidents and emergencies to ensure they reflect the
highest possible standards;

!

Allocate individual responsibilities to specific staff;

!

Ensure all staff are aware of and familiar with these procedures;

!

Identify and reduce risks and hazards through regular assessments;

!

Organise and monitor regular practice drills;

!

Establish close liaison with all local emergency services;

!

Organise staff development activities, where necessary.
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1.

CRITICAL INCIDENTS - SPECIFIC INFORMATION

1.1

IMMEDIATE ACTIONS

The Nominated Supervisor is to allocate responsibility for each of the following
steps:
* Gather factual information
* Contact emergency services

	
  

Dial 000

* Ensure safety & welfare of
staff and children
* Administer first aid until
ambulance arrives

	
  

* Inform Centre Director
* Give facts of the situation
* Receive advice on debriefing and counselling
* Refer media enquiries to Public Relations department
* Advise parents or families

	
  

* Contact the parents or families
of affected persons
	
  

*Approved Provider to notify DEC as required
* Fax a copy of the Incident Report form
to Children’s Services Manager
and Risk Manager
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1.2

IMMEDIATE KEY CONTACT LIST

Organisation

Details

Telephone

Emergency services

Police

000

Emergencies only

Ambulance

000

Fire brigade

000

North Sydney police

9956 3199

Local police

Poisons information

13 1126

Electricity

24 hours

13 1388

Gas

24 hours

13 1909

Water

24 hours

13 2090

Telstra

24 hours
corporate services

13 2255

Child Protection Helpline
(for reporting of child
abuse to community
services)

24 hours

13 3627
(For mandatory
reporters)
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1.3

LATER ACTIONS

1. Convene brief meeting of Nominated Supervisor with Children’s Services
Manager and Children’s Services Resource and Support Officer to:
" discuss intervention plan and obtain executive support.
2. Contact local support personnel.
3. Convene a full staff meeting to:
" present information and discuss the action plan;
" allow staff response and decide how children will be informed or given
additional information.
4. If appropriate, contact other centres for assistance.
5. Set up a recovery room in the centre:
" provide fluids and comfortable chairs;
" support personnel.
6. Inform children of:
" facts of the incident;
" centre actions;
" allow children’s discussion or response.
7. Identify “at risk” staff and children.
8. Contact parents or families of “at risk” staff or children.
9. Arrange a debriefing for “at risk” staff or children.
10. Inform all parents by letter with:
" the facts of the incident;
" the centre’s response plan;
" possible reaction of children;
" sources of help for families;
" encourage two-way communications between parents and the Centre.
11. Restore the centre to regular routine ASAP.
12. Obtain updated factual information.
13. Continue to inform staff, children & parents.
14. Continue to monitor the wellbeing of staff and children.
15. Inform the coordinator or supervisor of the threat who will then call:
" relevant emergency services;
" Children’s Services at North Sydney Council.
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2.

EVACUATIONS

EVACUATION PROCEDURES
In the event of an evacuation:

	
  

! REMOVE anybody from immediate danger.
! RAISE the alarm
! Notify the coordinator or supervisor and
ensure that emergency services have been
contacted.
! EMERGENCY signal will sound!
! EVACUATE to the nominated assembly area
remaining clear of danger.
! Remember: TAKE THE ROLLS AND PENS!
! REMAIN at the assembly area until the “all
clear” has been given by the emergency
services.
! ACCOUNT for all staff and students.
! Remember: only if it is safe to do so, fight the
emergency!
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3.

FIRES

Signal
Fire alarm is activated or emergency whistle is blown.
Actions
1. Implement the Evacuation Procedures if necessary. Doors and windows should
be closed on departure of rooms in order to prevent spread of fire and smoke.
2. A staff member should wait at the front driveway to direct Emergency Services to
the location of the fire.
3. Fire extinguishers and hose reels should only be used if staff is confident in doing
so and there is no additional risk to them or children or in the case of potential
entrapment.
3.1
BUSH FIRES
! If evacuation of staff and children is required, it should take place under the
direction of authorised emergency personnel (bush fire brigade, fire brigade or
police). If it is apparent that lives will be endangered unless evacuation occurs
immediately and the Nominated Supervisor is unable to contact the emergency
officer in charge, the Nominated Supervisor should make immediate
arrangements to evacuate to a place of safety.
! If the organised movement of staff and children is impossible.
! Direct staff and children to remain within the buildings.
! If time allows, block gutters, fill with water and hose down buildings.
! All windows and doors should be closed (BUT NOT LOCKED) and block under
doors to prevent smoke entry.
! Children should be assembled away from the part of the building that will be
initially exposed to fire.
! When the fire has passed, children should leave the building in an orderly manner
assembling away from the building and fire.
! Carry out a roll call.
! If it is safe to do so, attempts to extinguish any remaining fire may now be carried
out.
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4.

BOMB THREATS

TELEPHONE THREATS
PROCEDURES
If you receive a threat, REMAIN CALM. Try to complete as much of the form as
possible, trying to keep the caller on the telephone for as long as possible. Note any
background noises.
All of this information is vital for the police and their investigations.
!

On receipt of a bomb threat IMMEDIATELY NOTIFY POLICE and if directed
implement EVACUATION PROCEDURES.

!

On evacuation, staff and children should only take their personal belongings that
are in their immediate area and then proceed to the evacuation area.

!

After the evacuation, notify the Children’s Services Manager and Risk Manager of
the threat.

!

The person who received the threat should complete as much of the Bomb
Threat Report form as possible AFTER EVACUATING. Give this form to the
Nominated Supervisor and then the police.

!

The Senior Officer of the Emergency Services is the only authorised person to
give the “all clear” for the return of staff and children to the Centre.

5.

SUSPICIOUS DEVICE RESPONSE

Suspicious devices may take the form of a suspect article, either found in the
building or grounds, or an article being delivered by messenger or mail.

SUSPICIOUS DEVICES SHOULD NEVER BE TOUCHED, TILTED OR
TAMPERED WITH!!

PROCEDURES
! The Nominated Supervisor or delegated person should contact the police as
soon as possible, providing the following information:
" exact location of the device;
" description of the device, if known exact location of authorised supervisor or
person who can assist in the investigation on police arrival.
! The Nominated Supervisor must assess the threat and make the decision to
evacuate. Staff and children should evacuate the area or building to the
evacuation area; the designated area should be one that affords safety in respect
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!
!
!
!

!

6.

to the detonation of the device. This may be a different location to the normal
evacuation area, dependant on the location of the threat.
The Nominated Supervisor, if possible, should ensure that confidential
documents or valuables are secured.
Ensure that all staff and children reach and remain at the evacuation area.
Place responsible staff at all entry points to the Centre to prevent visitors or
others approaching the suspected danger area, until the arrival of the police.
Where required, the Nominated Supervisor should accompany the police to
show the exact location of the device and to also assess that safety measures
implemented have remained in place.
The Nominated Supervisor and individual teaching staff should be prepared to
assist the police, if required, to make a full search of buildings or classrooms for
other suspected devices as long as staff/child ratios are followed.
LOCKDOWN PROCEDURE

Where there has been an identified threat outside of the service the service will
implement a lockdown procedure. This is to occur where the service is not required
to evacuate the building, but is required to protect the staff and children inside the
building from an external threat.
When the threat is identified, inform Nominated Supervisor and sound alarm. Gather
children to a safe area within the service, usually this should be away from windows
and doors. One staff member will be directed to lock all windows and doors of their
playroom. Staff to contact emergency services and await further instruction.
7.

CHEMICALS, GAS AND EXPLOSIONS

Whenever there is a major escape of gas, chemicals or threat of explosion within the
Centre, immediate evacuation from the affected buildings must be implemented.
ACTIONS
! Notify the Nominated Supervisor immediately;
! Remain calm and keep the children as calm as possible;
! Attempt to leave the building as long as you are completely certain the route is
safe;
! Special care must be taken with stairs or steps;
! If you are unsure of the safety of the exit, then stay where you are until assistance
arrives.
ADJOINING FACILITIES OR BUILDINGS
Where adjoining buildings, homes or facilities are affected, the authorised supervisor
should act in accordance with the instruction of emergency services present, or
order immediate evacuation where deemed necessary.
In some cases it may be necessary to keep staff and children within the building
rather than evacuate them.
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8.

TRANSPORT OR INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS

In the event of a transport or industrial accident, always ensure that children and
staff are safe. Assess the situation and take action accordingly.
ACTIONS
!
!

If danger to children exists in playrooms, evacuate immediately. If however
children are safer within the playrooms, keep them there.
If roads are closed, keep children at the Centre until parents are able to pick
them up or inform the staff of their wishes.

9.

NATURAL DISASTERS

9.1

WIND STORMS

Warning of an impending windstorm may be received in time to allow children to go
home before the emergency. However if warning time is insufficient to allow this or
if high winds develop during opening hours without warning the following should be
implemented:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

9.2

Direct children and staff to assemble inside buildings:
Stand against interior walls away from windows;
Avoid rooms that will bear the full force of the wind;
Close all windows and blinds on the windward side;
Secure all loose objects in the open that may become missiles, eg. garbage bins;
Close down any Centre utilities that may cause additional hazards, eg. power,
gas;
Ensure all staff and children have taken shelter, conducting a roll call at the first
appropriate time;
The Nominated Supervisor should notify the Children’s Services Manager of
action taken;
Notify utility companies of any break or suspected break in lines;
Keep children and staff at the Centre until it is safe to return to normal activities
or to go home.
EARTHQUAKE

The effects of any earthquake vary depending on geographic location, ground type,
intensity of the event and the construction of the buildings.
In the event of an earthquake the following procedures should be implemented:
INDOORS
! If you are indoors, stay there. You could be hit by falling debris outside.
! Take cover under a door frame, table, bench or desk.
! Keep away from windows.
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OUTDOORS
! If you are outdoors, move away from buildings, high walls, electric power lines
and dangling electric wires.
! Sit down.
! If you are near a large building, seek refuge under archways or doorways that
could offer protection from falling debris.
WHEN THE EARTHQUAKE STOPS
! Immediately evacuate buildings, if safe to do so.
! Assemble staff and children well clear of buildings, but not under trees.
! Take the roll for all ages and years account for all.
! Liaise with Emergency Services if possible.
If time permits and it is safe to do so, turn off heaters and other appliances prior to
the evacuation.
If damage has occurred, turn off gas and electricity, if it is safe to do so.
Do not use telephones other than for emergencies. Telephone exchanges needed
for rescue and medical services become overloaded.
10.

SERIOUS INJURY/DEATH

Staff or children who witness a serious injury or death must receive immediate
assistance and support (trauma counselling or crisis debriefing). By preference, this
should occur on the same day as the incident or immediately the next day and must
be provided by an experienced professional.
ACTIONS
! The Nominated Supervisor must be informed immediately;
! The Nominated Supervisor must then put into place adequate support
mechanisms for all those who require it (by contacting the Children’s Services
Manager, and relevant trauma/grief counsellor).
! The Nominated Supervisor is required to refer to Children’s Services Incident,
Injury, Trauma and Illness Policy 2.2.3 for further reporting requirements.
11.

VIOLENT INTRUDER

To ensure the safety of staff and children, follow all instructions of the intruder. The
safety of staff and children is paramount and nothing should be done to threaten
that safety.
The Nominated Supervisor must be notified of the presence of the intruder as soon
as it is safe to do so. Never endanger a staff member or children in doing this.
Try to observe and remember as much detail as possible for later police
investigation.
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12.

HOSTAGE SITUATIONS

ACTIONS
! Staff and children not involved should be evacuated to a safe area, if possible;
! The Nominated Supervisor must be notified of the situation as soon as it is safe to
do so. Never endanger a staff member or children in doing this.
! The Nominated Supervisor or other staff must inform the police.
! Follow all police instructions and provide trauma counselling where required.
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SIEGE / HOSTAGE QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Date

/

/

Time:

Reported by:

2. Exact location of hostage incident

3. Number of hostages
4. Name(s) of hostage(s)

5. If name(s) unknown, hostage(s) details:

Height ...................................................
Sex .........................................................
Age ........................................................
Colouring .............................................

6. Number of assailants
7. Notable characteristics of assailant(s)

8. Number of weapons
9. Description of weapons

10. Mood of assailant(s) eg. calm, irrational, nervous

11. Any other information
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13.

CRIMINAL ACTIVITY

VANDALISM/BREAK-IN
ACTIONS
!
!
!

!
14.

Immediately inform the Nominated Supervisor.
The Nominated Supervisor must inform the police.
Do not touch anything nor let children into the area, until Police have inspected
the area and advised that it is safe to enter the area and to handle things. This
may mean that the Centre opens late to families.
The Nominated Supervisor must inform the Children’s Services Manager, Risk
Manager and Property Manager at North Sydney Council.
STUDENT LOST OR INJURED ON EXCURSION

Please refer to the ‘Excursion Policy’ for conduct of excursions.
ACTIONS

!

!

!
!

!

!

!

!
!

12.1 INJURY
Give appropriate first aid treatment if
injury is minor.
If injuries are major, immediately
contact ambulance/police (if
required).
Contact the Nominated Supervisor.
The Nominated Supervisor is to
ensure any emergency information is
provided to the staff member on the
scene.
The Nominated Supervisor should
contact the child’s parents and notify
them of the details.
If more than one staff member is
present, one to stay with the group
and the other to remain with the
patient.
If possible, a staff member should go
with the child to the hospital
(depending on the staff: child ratios)
and ascertain the hospital the patient
is taken to and inform the Centre.
A staff member is to remain on site
until relieved or directed to leave.
Always ensure the safety of the group.

!
!
!

12.2 LOST
Conduct immediate search of area.
Contact Police or other emergency
personnel.
Contact the Nominated Supervisor

!

The Nominated Supervisor should notify
the child’s parents when necessary.

!

A staff member is to remain on site until
relieved or directed to leave.

!

Always ensure the safety of the group.
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15.

TEMPERATURE EXTREMES

HEAT
Transient periods of high temperatures will often occur during the summer months.
The Centre should continue to operate without disruption to normal routines and
children should not be sent home.
Please refer to the ‘Sun Protection Policy’.
HEAT STRESS
Heat stress is a serious condition that can lead to death if not treated. Symptoms
include:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Tiredness;
Weakness;
Visual disturbances;
Headaches;
Nausea;
Muscle cramps;
Breathlessness;
Dizziness;
Palpitations.

PREVENTION OF HEAT STRESS
The following precautions should be taken to prevent heat stress in staff and
children:
! Encourage staff and children to drink lots of water each day (at least a glass of
water every hour if inactive, or a glass of water every 1/2 hour if active) to avoid
dehydration;
! Encourage the wearing of hats, the use of a 30+ sunscreen and protective
clothing. Lightweight cotton, (closely woven) clothing provides protection from
the sun and is cooler;
! Introduce the Summer Program so that outdoor activities are limited to the
cooler parts of the day;
! Encourage children to remain in shaded areas during outdoor play periods;
! Enforce the “No Hat - No Play” procedure;
! As part of the regular maintenance program, ensure that blinds, fans, cooling and
heating devices are working efficiently.
COLD
Periods of extremely cold weather will also occur during the year. If the body
temperature falls below a certain point, shivering will occur. Action should be taken
to immediately warm the body. This can include exercise, wearing more clothing or
moving the person to a warmer place.
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16.

MEDIA ATTENTION

STAFF AUTHORISED TO SPEAK
No staff at the Centre are authorised to speak to the media, if they are approached
for comment. All enquires should be referred to Centre Director or ASC
Coordinator. Inform the Director/authorised supervisor if you are approached by the
media.
17.
PEOPLE AFFECTED BY CRITICAL INCIDENTS
People affected by a critical incident can vary. They may be directly involved in the
incident, they may be managing it or those who witness it. All will encounter
different experiences. The following should be used as a guide in identifying those
who may require assistance or support.
! People directly exposed to the incident - those who suffer intense trauma and
experience either physical or psychological injuries.
! Relatives and friends - those who are grieving for the injured and affected, eg.
families, students and staff.
! People with previous trauma or grief - those who are not directly affected by the
incident but who may be affected because of a previous incident or experience.
! Helpers or recovery personnel - recovery personnel who are required to maintain
functional efficiency during the incident and to cope with the psychological
effects, eg. staff, school counsellors, administrators and emergency service
personnel.
! The community and people indirectly involved - those in the community affected
but not directly involved, eg. other parents, staff and students from neighbouring
schools, those that could have been direct victims but were not due to chance,
those for whom stress is triggered as a result of the incident.
18.
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
It is essential for services to prepare for the roles and responsibilities of people
before a critical incident occurs. Therefore services are to use the example below to
develop a chart indicating who is responsible for managing different aspects of a
critical incident.
ROLE / TITLE
Chief emergency officer/s

RESPONSIBILITIES
To make decisions and
control Centre emergencies
and evacuations

Wardens

To ensure the area they
control is completely
evacuated in an emergency
To assist wardens in
evacuations
To administer first aid
during the incident

Evacuation assistants
First aid officers

PERSON/S
Nominated authorised
supervisor or certified
supervisor in charge.
Room supervisors
All teaching staff
All staff
Director
Other staff with first aid
certificates
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19.
TIMEFRAME FOR ACTION
The successful management of critical incidents is dependent on the service taking
appropriate action and providing support during and after the incident. Timeframes
following a critical incident will vary depending on the circumstances.
The following is a guide to probable critical incident management at North Sydney
After School Care.
Immediately
! Ensure the safety and welfare of students and staff, arranging first aid if
necessary; set up a recovery room or centre if necessary,
Within 24 hours
! Gather the facts.
! Where possible notify the time and place of debriefing to all relevant persons.
! Manage the media via North Sydney Council’s Media Policy.
! Keep staff, children and parents informed as appropriate.
! Arrange counselling and debriefing as necessary.
! Develop plans to restore normal functioning of the service.
Within 48 to 72 hours
! Provide opportunities for staff and children to talk about the incident.
! Provide support for staff and helpers.
! Continue to debrief all relevant persons.
! Restore normal functioning and service delivery as soon as possible.
! Keep parents informed.
! Identify behavioural changes and the possibility of post-traumatic stress disorder,
refer to Child and Family Health Centre Counsellors for children, and Employee
Assistance Program (EAP) for staff.
Within First Month
! Arrange a memorial service if appropriate.
! Encourage parents to participate in meeting to discuss children’s welfare.
! Monitor progress of hospitalised staff or children.
! Monitor psychological and physical health of all helpers.
In the Short Term.
! Continue to monitor staff and children for signs of post traumatic stress order
disorder - refer for specialised treatment.
! Continue to provide support.
In the Longer Term
! Plan for and be sensitive to the disturbing influence of anniversaries, inquests and
legal proceedings.
! Access specialist support whenever necessary.
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20.

TELEPHONE THREATS RESPONSE CHECKLIST

RESPONSE BY RECEIVER OF CALL
Record the exact wording and nature of the threat.
Below are some examples of questions that you may have the opportunity to ask.
These will help the police to investigate the incident.
GENERAL THREAT
What are you threatening to do?

Why are making this threat?

When do you intend to carry it out?

Do you intend to phone again?

What is your name?

Where are you?

What is your address?
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BOMB THREAT
When is the bomb going to explode?

Where did you place the bomb?

When did you put it there?

What does the bomb look like?

What kind of bomb is it?

What will make the bomb explode?

Why did you place the bomb?

What is your name?

Where are you?

What is your address?
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IDENTIFYING/LOCATING THE CALLER
(Tick the appropriate boxes)
CALLER’S VOICE
Male
Female
Old
Young

Slow
Rapid
Soft
Loud
Laughing
Emotional
Well spoken
Foul

Slurred
Nasal
Stuttering
Lisping
Raspy
Abusive
Incoherent
Recorded

Deep breathing
Cracking voice
Disguised
Accented
Familiar
Inconsistent
Irrational
Message read by caller

House noises
Motor
Aircraft
Clear
Muffled
Animal noises

Office machinery
Factory machinery
Static
Fading
Local
Long distance

BACKGROUND NOISES
Street noises
Crockery
Voices
PA system
Music

Any other details
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FIRE EVACUATION PLAN EVALUATION
CRITERIA TO BE MET:

CIRCLE ONE

1. Building was evacuated within one & one half minutes

YES

NO

2. No objects were encountered as people exited

YES

NO

3. People exited according to our evacuation plan

YES

NO

4. Staff closed doors behind them on exiting

YES

NO

5. Assigned staff checked rooms for children, including bathrooms

YES

NO

6. Class rolls and pens were brought out for head count

YES

NO

7. Staff correctly simulate reporting the fire to fire dept

YES

NO

8. Staff and students assembled in the correct area

YES

NO

9. Staff were able to describe their roll in implementing the drill

YES

NO

10. All children and staff were accounted for after the drill

YES

NO

11. Mobile phone was taken outside to make phone calls

YES

NO

DATE:

TIME:

STAFF ON DUTY:
SUMMARY OF FIRE DRILL:

PERSON IN CHARGE:
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FIRE EVACUATION
North Sydney Community Centre, After School Care
In the event of fire, staff members working in each designated area have the
following responsibilities.
Inside staff member
! To take attendance rolls to the meeting point.
! Clear and check Wattle room.
! Gather children at playground meeting point taking attendance rolls.
! Check roll and notify admin staff if any children are missing.
Playground staff member
! Check outside toilets.
! Gather outside children at playground meeting point.
! Assist with roll check and moving children to the Civic Park amphitheatre.
Activity staff member/s
! Clear and check Jacaranda room, Moreton room, Bay room and kitchen.
! Go to playground meeting point and assist roll check and moving children.
Park activity staff member
! All names of children attending activity in the park are to be recorded prior to
leaving Leisure boundaries.
! During an evacuation, children already in Civic Park do not return to the
playground.
! Gather children at the Civic Park amphitheatre.
Admin staff member/s
! Chief fire warden to take emergency bag to playground meeting point.
! Clear and check offices, toilets, sick bay, staff room, language lab and art room.
! Notify fire service on arrival of any missing children.
Walk children to the Civic Park amphitheatre preferably via the playground side gate.
If a child is missing from the roll check, alert admin staff and continue to proceed to
Civic Park. If safe to do so, admin staff will look for missing children or hand over
information to the fire service on their arrival. Remember to check cupboards and
storerooms as children may hide during emergencies.
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FLOOR PLAN

AREA MAP
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CHILD SAFETY POLICY
Policy Includes

Responsible person
Date of review
Date of next reviews

Occupational Health and Safety
Maintenance
Hazardous Substances
Sun Protection
Emergency Procedures
Peter Hogan
1/07/2015
30/6/2017

OVERVIEW
Leisure’s philosophy is that every child needs protection and a safe environment.
Management and staff have a duty of care to provide a safe physical environment
that will allow children to play safely and prevent injury or harm.
OUR COMMITMENT
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY (OH&S)
North Sydney Community Centre undertakes to comply with all relevant OH&S
legislation and regulations (see Occupational Health and Safety Policy and Risk
Management Policy). All staff is required to attend the Community Centre’s
fortnightly OH&S meetings where maintenance and safety issues can be identified,
addressed and corrective actions followed up.
MAINTENANCE
! Staff will inspect the building, grounds and equipment daily and report if
necessary any issues.
! Maintenance requests and building defects should be reported to the Director as
soon as possible.
! Faulty equipment should be placed where children are unable to access them
until it can be assessed for repair or removal.
! When there is faulty equipment, the area will be clearly signed ‘”out of bounds”
and urgent maintenance will be requested.
! Except in emergencies, maintenance and repair work will occur outside of the
program hours of 3-6pm.
! All electrical appliances will be checked on a yearly basis by qualified persons.
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
Poisonous and dangerous products such as cleaning products, garden and pest
controls, medications and sharp objects must be kept out of reach of children at all
times. With the exception of sun-screen, potentially dangerous substances must be:
! Stored in the appropriate containers;
! Clearly labelled;
! Stored in the designated secured area that is inaccessible to children;
! Have a Material Safety Data Sheet.
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SUN PROTECTION
! All children must wear a suitable hat when playing outside during daylight hours.
The phrase “No Hat, No Play” is taught to children in line with the North Sydney
Demonstration School’s Sun Safety Policy. Children who do not have a hat must
play in a sheltered area or wear a hat provided by the program.
! SPF 30+ sunscreen is available to all children. Children will be encouraged by
staff to put on sunscreen when picked up at the school in terms 1 and 4.
! Outdoor staff is responsible for stopping games occasionally for drink breaks and
encouraging sunscreen reapplication.
! Children are requested to wear clothing that covers their neck and shoulders.
! Staff is responsible for their own sun protection but are expected to set an
example to children.
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
All staff, including relief staff, will be informed of the procedure and their specific
duties in the event of an emergency evacuation. The evacuation plan will be on
display and children and staff will practice the emergency procedure once a term.
The evacuation plan will include:
! Staff responsibilities in an emergency;
! A safe assembly point;
! Early identification of missing children.
RELEVANT POLICIES
Emergency Evacuation Procedures, After School Care
Occupational Health and Safety Policy, North Sydney Community Centre Inc
Risk Management Policy, North Sydney Community Centre Inc
Exclusion Policy, North Sydney Community Centre Inc
WEBSITES
www.kidsafe.com.au
www.kids.nsw.gov.au
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PROVIDING A CHILD-SAFE ENVIRONMENT 2015
POLICY STATEMENT
Our service provides an environment that ensures the safety, health and wellbeing of
children at all times. The welfare and protection of all children is of paramount
importance. Educators will maintain the premises and equipment, adhere to
procedures regarding safe practices and operate in line with legislative requirements
relating to child protective practices and the Education and Care Services National
Regulations and Law. Educators and management are aware of their legal
responsibility as Mandatory Reporters to take action to protect and support children
they suspect may be at significant risk of harm. Educators will ensure that children
are adequately supervised at all times and that every reasonable precaution is taken
to protect children from harm and any hazard likely to cause injury or trauma
(National Quality Standards 2.3.1 & 2.3.2).
PROCEDURES
a) MANAGING THE FACILITY
Security
! Only approved educators and management members will be given a key to
access the building and equipment areas.
! A key register will be maintained that indicates the person's receipt of the key,
date received, and date returned on completion of employment or completion of
term as member of Management.
! Extra keys will only be cut after agreement by the management and a record
made of where they are.
! All monies and important documents will be kept in a lockable place and access
will only be permitted by approved staff and management members.
! Educators will ensure that the building is left in a secure manner before leaving
and all windows, cupboards, safe, and other relevant areas are locked. All heating
and lighting is off and all doors properly secured.
! Educators will inform the police and the Committee as soon as possible if there
has been a break in to the service of any kind.
! Educators will remain at the service until the police arrive or inform them of what
to do.
Buildings, Equipment and Maintenance
! Equipment will be chosen to meet the children's developmental needs and
interests. There will be sufficient access to furniture, materials and
developmentally appropriate equipment suitable for the education and care for
each child.
! Service premises and all equipment and furniture will be maintained in a safe,
clean condition and in good repair at all times.
! Children will be provided with adequate, developmentally and age-appropriate
toilet, washing and drying facilities. These will enable safe use and convenient
access by children.
! There must be no damaged plugs, sockets, power cords or extension cords.
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!
!
!
!
!

!
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

!

!

!
!
!

!

All plug sockets shall be maintained as child safe.
Electrical appliances shall be in good working order.
Electrical circuit breakers will be installed and be maintained.
Provision will be made in the budget for regular maintenance and repair work
and for deferred costs of major capital repairs.
Management will develop a list of fully licensed and insured trades persons,
which is made available to educators. This list will be reviewed on an annual
basis.
All contractors should have their own public liability insurance.
The service and equipment will be regularly checked to ensure that they are in a
good and safe condition, comply with relevant Australian Standards and have
appropriate soft-fall surfacing maintained.
Equipment will be regularly washed and cleaned.
Recycled craft materials should be checked for potential hazards.
Educators should ensure safe handling of all tools if used as part of any activity.
Families will be encouraged to notify educators of any safety issues they observe.
Anything that requires maintenance is to be reported to the Nominated
Supervisor as soon as possible.
Faulty equipment should be removed or protection placed around any
dangerous building sites.
A maintenance book will be kept that records any maintenance that needs to be
addressed. The maintenance book will record:
" Type of problem;
" Date that it was observed;
" Who notified the Nominated Supervisor and when?;
" What was done to rectify the problem?;
" Date repaired;
" Tradesperson employed to repair the problem.
For urgent repairs the Nominated Supervisor will organise a contractor to attend
to the problem. The contractor will be chosen from a list that has been
previously approved by the Committee.
Non-urgent repairs will be recorded in the maintenance book. The Nominated
Supervisor will note this in their report and bring it to the attention of
management at the next meeting. Management and the Nominated Supervisor
will organise to rectify the problem.
For major repairs a minimum of three quotes will be sought and reviewed by
management who will make a decision on a further course of action. The
Nominated Supervisor or someone with management control may obtain the
quotes.
Maintenance reviews should be done as part of the Nominated Supervisor’s
report at each meeting.
The Nominated Supervisor will also give a review of works completed by any
tradesman employed, for future reference.
It is the responsibility of management, once a problem has been raised, to ensure
that it is rectified in the most efficient manner and that the service is safe for
educators and clientele.
Should the service be considered unsafe or as being a health risk, then the
service will be closed, after notice has been given to all relevant parties, until the
problem has been rectified.
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The service will have an appropriate number of first aid kits that are suitable to
the ages and needs of the children attending. The first aid kit will be well stocked
and be easily recognised and accessible at al times.

Storage
! A storage system should be devised that ensures easy access and un-cluttered
storage of all equipment.
! Storage areas will be cleaned and tidied at least twice a year or when seen as
necessary.
! Play equipment and toys should be easily accessible to all children during the
operating hours of the centre.
! Children will show respect for the equipment and be expected to pack
equipment away that they have used to avoid trip hazards.
! All equipment is to be neatly packed away at the end of each session.
! Craft equipment will be stored in a separate area, children should ask permission
before removing any craft equipment, such as paints and glues etc. which has
not been set up by the staff.
! All craft equipment is to be properly washed and cleaned before storage.
! Where room permits, a separate storage area will be available for sporting and
large outdoor equipment to prevent clutter.
! All items such as cleaning materials, disinfectants, flammable, poisonous and
other dangerous substances, tools, toiletries, first aid equipment, and
medications should be stored in the designated secured area which is
inaccessible to the children. Educators are responsible to ensure that these areas
remain secure and that they do not inadvertently provide access to these items.
! Kitchen and other refuse areas will be provided with lidded facilities that are
cleaned and emptied daily.
! Educators and management will ensure that all family records are kept in a
nominated secure place, ensuring that records are kept confidential and not left
accessible to others during the course of the daily operations.
Ventilation, temperature and natural light
! All heating and cooling systems will be of good quality and checked regularly to
ensure safety and reliability.
! All heating and cooling systems and power cords will be kept in a safe area and
away from children.
! Educators will take individual needs and specific activities into account when
ensuring that heating, ventilation levels are comfortable.
! Should educators, children or families complain about the temperature in the
service not being at a comfortable level, this matter will be drawn to the
attention of management and steps will be made to address the problem.
! Adequate ventilation will be provided at all times. Windows will be properly
maintained to ensure easy opening and protection from bugs and insects.
! Where activities involve toxic materials such as paints and glues, staff are to
ensure there is adequate ventilation before undertaking the activity.
! Windows are to be opened during operation of the service unless closed to
protect from extreme weather conditions.
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Natural light is considered to be most desirable. Provision of natural light areas
will be enhanced as much as possible.
In areas made available for children's homework or other fine detail, natural light
will be made available where possible and good overhead lighting provided.
Adequate light will be maintained both indoors and outdoors. A security light will
be placed at the entrance to the service that clearly provides unobstructed view
of the door and surrounding areas.
Outdoor lighting will be suitable so that parents, staff and children can enter and
exit the building without any unsafe dark areas.

Pest Control
! Equipment and especially food items will be properly stored so as not to attract
pests and vermin.
! Refuse bins and disposal areas will be emptied and cleaned daily.
! Kitchen, food preparation areas and storage will be cleaned and maintained daily.
! All areas will be checked daily for any signs of pests or vermin.
! Should any pests or vermin be identified then action should be taken to rid the
centre of the problem by:
" Initially using non-chemical methods such as physical removal;
" Maintaining a clean environment, and use of any non-chemical products;
" Low irritant, environmentally friendly sprays to be used minimally and
only with adequate ventilation and preferably not in the presence of the
children;
" Other methods such as the employment of a pest control company if
deemed necessary by management where the above methods have failed.
! If urgent, the Nominated Supervisor may obtain a contractor from management
list to address the problem.
! If non urgent, the Nominated Supervisor will bring the problem to the attention
of management in their report and management will decide on the appropriate
course of action.
! All parents will be notified of any use of chemicals.
! Any use of chemical products should only be conducted outside the hours of the
children and educators’ presence in the building.
! All action will be taken to remove the children, educators, families and visitors
from the environment for as long as is safe and viable.
b) MANAGING THE INDOOR AND OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENT
Indoor Environment
! The services indoor environment will be smoke free and no smoking notices will
be prominently displayed.
! The Nominated Supervisor will only enrol the number of children in the service,
which can comfortably fit into the building space and in accordance with the
National Regulations.
! Where children are indoors for long periods due to weather conditions, special
activities will be planned and other areas sought to disperse the group such as
school halls and verandas.
! Separate areas in the indoor environment will be provided for:
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Signing children in/out of the centre;
Collection of fees, answering phones, and maintaining daily records;
Educators and parents to talk in confidence;
Children to store their bags and belongings;
Storage of equipment, food, dangerous materials, and family records;
Preparation of food and drinks;
Kitchen and other refuse;
Cleaning of equipment;
Male and female toilet, hand basins and hand drying facilities;
Creative and other activities;
Large and small group activities;
Display of children's activities and work;
Quiet space for children to retreat to, or do homework or lie down if
unwell.
The indoor area is to be set up to allow children to participate in a variety of
activities with easy access to equipment. Drawing paper and other materials will
be made available to the children at all times.
Easy access to areas should be maintained by making clear easily definable
passageways and walkways though the building.
Staff will ensure that children properly store their bags and that bags and other
items are not thrown into walkways or play areas.
All items obstructing areas are to be removed and placed in the correct storage
areas.
Areas must be set up to ensure that proper supervision can be maintained at all
times.
Access to the outdoor environment should be clear and easily accessible by the
children and staff.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

!

!
!
!
!
!

Outdoor Environment
! The outdoor environment provides each child with at least 7 square metres of
unencumbered outdoor space in compliance with National Regulation 108.
! The outdoor environment will be smoke free and where possible, no smoking
notices will be prominently displayed.
! The outdoor space will be inspected daily for any obstacles or dangerous items
and the hazard check will be recorded.
! Any hazardous items will be disposed of in a safe and careful manner prior to the
children playing in the area.
! The outdoor space will be set up in a variety of ways to encourage participation.
! Areas will be made available where children can play in large or small groups or
by themselves.
! Supervision should be properly maintained. Children are only to play in areas that
are clearly visible to educators, and where child/educator ratios are maintained.
! Clear boundaries shall be set and enforced.
! When it is necessary to go outside the boundaries or line of supervision, an
educator must accompany children.
! Adequate shade via trees and coverings will be maintained.
! As far as possible, activities will be set up in shaded areas.
! Use of other outdoor venues will be considered where access to the area is safe,
adequate supervision can be maintained, the area is considered of value to the
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children's physical development and personal comfort, and where adequate
staff/educator ratios can be maintained.

c) CHILD PROTECTIVE PRACTICES

(Will be updated in recognition of new working with children check legislation
when introduced.)

Mandatory Reporting
! A Mandatory Reporter is anybody who delivers services to children as part of
their paid or professional work.
! In OSHC services mandatory reporters are:
" Educators that deliver services to children;
" Management, either paid or voluntary, whose duties include direct
responsibility or direct supervision for the provision of these services.
! Educators are mandated to report to Community Services if they have current
concerns about the safety or welfare of a child relating to section 23 of the NSW
Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998
! Section 23 (1):
" Child is at significant risk of harm – neglect;
" Basic physical or psychological needs not being met or are at risk of not
being met;
" Parents/carers unwilling or unable to provide necessary medical care;
" Parents/carers unwilling or unable to arrange for the child or young
person to receive an education;
" Child is at significant risk of harm – physical/sexual abuse;
" Child is at significant risk of harm – domestic violence;
" Child is at significant risk of harm – serious psychological harm;
" Child is at significant risk of harm – prenatal report.
! Educators will undergo training in relation to child protection and reporting as
part of the training budget.
! Reports should be treated with strict confidentiality in adherence to the service’s
Confidentiality Policy and Procedures.
! Any educator who forms a belief based on reasonable grounds that a child is at
risk of harm should discuss their concerns with the Nominated Supervisor and/or
the Responsible Person in charge of daily operation as they may have
information the educator is not aware of. The incident/s that lead the educator to
form the belief should be recorded concisely, include as much detail as possible
and be kept in a secure place to ensure confidentiality.
! The Nominated Supervisor/Responsible Person will then assist staff in
completing the online Mandatory Reporters Guide (MRG) to determine whether
the report meets the threshold for significant risk of harm (see point below for
further information regarding the MRG).
! If directed by the MRG to report to Community Services, should report their
concerns to the Child Protection Helpline:
" Mandatory Reporters phone 13 36 27
" Non-Mandatory reporters phone 132 111
! When reporting to the Child Protection Helpline, it is important to have as much
information as possible available regarding the child/children involved and any
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specific incident details. This might include child’s information, family
information, reporter details and outcomes of the MRG.
If the Nominated Supervisor has been advised to but has not reported to
Community Services you are legally responsible to do so.
Once a report is made to the Child Protection Helpline no further report needs to
be made unless new information comes to hand.

Mandatory Reporting Guide (MRG)
! The MRG has been developed to help frontline mandatory reporters, including
OSHC educators, determine whether the risk to a child or young person meets
the new statutory threshold of ‘risk of significant harm’. The MRG will guide the
reporter on what action should be taken. The MRG is an interactive tool and is
available online at www.keepthemsafe.nsw.gov.au.
! If still in doubt the Community Services Helpline will provide feedback about
whether or not the report meets the new threshold for statutory intervention.
! If new information presents concerning the child or young person run the MRG
tool again.
! Where concerns do not meet the significant harm threshold, the MRG tool may
guide you to ‘Document and continue the relationship’. This requires the service
to continue to support, provide services, and coordinate assistance and referral
for the child and their family.
! The report page from the MRG should be printed and placed in the child/family
file for future reference regardless of whether or not further action is
recommended.
Information exchange:
! In order to provide effective support and referral it may be necessary to
exchange information with other prescribed bodies including government
agencies or non-government organisations and services.
! The NSW Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998 has been
amended (2009) to include chapter 16A Information Exchange
! Chapter 16A requires prescribed bodies to take reasonable steps to coordinate
decision making and the delivery of services regarding children and young
people
! Under Chapter 16 A NSW Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act
1998, educators will exchange information that relates to a child or young
persons safety, welfare or wellbeing, whether or not the child or young person is
known to Community Services and whether or not the child or young person
consents to the information exchange.
! The information requested or provided must relate to the safety, welfare or
wellbeing of the child. Information includes:
" A child or young persons history or circumstances;
" A parent or other family member, significant or relevant relationship;
" The agency’s work now and in the past.
! Where information is provided in good faith and according to legal provisions,
under section 29 & section 245G NSW Children and Young Persons (Care and
Protection) Act 1998; reporters cannot be seen as breaching professional
etiquette or ethics or as a breach of professional standards. There can be no
liability for court action.
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Where a complaint is made about an educator or someone in the service
! Should an incident occur that involves a child being put at risk of harm from an
educator, volunteer, trainee or person visiting the service, this is regarded as
‘reportable conduct’ and necessitates such conduct being reported to the NSW
Ombudsman within 30 days.
! Where the allegation is made to an educator or member of management the
facts as stated will be recorded in writing, using an Incident Report template that
includes dates, times, names of person/s involved, name of person making
allegation and the person making the report. This report should be kept on
record and treated as strictly confidential.
! If the Nominated Supervisor or responsible person in charge is suspected then
the service’s management should be informed.
! The relevant forms together with information and assistance are available on line
at www.ombo.nsw.gov.au.
! The person making the report should follow the advice of the Ombudsman’s
Departmental Officers. Management will also follow this advice.
! The matter will be treated with strict confidentiality.
! For the protection of both the children and the educator involved, the educator
should be encouraged to take special leave or be removed from duties involving
direct care and contact with children, until the situation is resolved.
! Support should be provided to all involved. This support can be given in the form
of counseling or referral to an appropriate agency.
Recruitment of staff
! All educators employed by the service including management, full time/ part
time and casual educators, volunteers and students will be subject to a Working
with Children Check carried out by the NSW Commission for Children and Young
People. Written approval from the prospective employee will be sought prior to
this check being carried out.
! When the service engages a self-employed individual to provide services, the
provider is required to provide a Certificate for Self-Employed People. This
certificate ensures verification that the person employed is not banned by law
from working with children. Application form and instructions are available at
www.kids.nsw.gov.au
CONSIDERATIONS
Education and
Care Services
National
Regulations
r82, r84, r85, r86,
r87, r89, r103,
r105, r107, r108,
r109, r110, r114,
r115, r155, r170,
r176, r168.

National
Quality
Standard
Quality
Area’s 2, 3,
4, 5 & 7.

Other Service
policies/
documentation
! Parent handbook
! Staff handbook
! Health and Safety
policies and
procedures
! Staffing policies

Other
!

!

NSW Children and
Young Person’s (Care
and Protection) Act
1998
Commission for
Children and Young
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and procedures
!

!

!

!

!

!

!
!

People Act 1998
Child Protection
(Prohibited
Employment) Act 1998
Ombudsman Act 1974
(with relevant Child
Protection
Amendments)
NSW Department of
Community Services
Mandatory Reporting
Guidelines
NSW Child Protection
Interagency Guidelines
(2006)
Legislation Amendment
(Wood Inquiry
Recommendations) Act
2009 No 13
Keep Them Safe –
Information session/
overview participants
manual 2009/ 2010
My Time, Our Place.

ENDORSEMENT BY THE SERVICE

Approval date: 1/07/2015
Date for Review: 30/06/2017
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EXCLUSION POLICY
The North Sydney Community Centre will protect children, staff and members of the
public attending the Community Centre from harassment or threatening behaviour.
If a person/s known or unknown to the Community Centre harasses or threatens
children, staff or other users of the Centre, staff will:
! Calmly and politely ask them to leave the Centre and advise them that if they do
not comply with this request, the police may be called.
! Inform the Centre Director of the situation.
! Where possible, isolate the person from others in the Centre. If this is not
possible, calmly direct Centre users away from the offending person.
! If an incident of this nature occurs during the operation of the children’s
program, child care staff are to calm the children and usher them to a safe area,
close doors/windows and provide them with suitable games and activities as far
as reasonably possible.
! If the offending person still refuses to leave, the police will be called.
! At no time should a staff member try to physically remove the unwelcome
person
! The Centre Director, or Program Coordinator will immediately obtain and, if
possible record relevant information about the intruder (eg. physical
descriptions, car registration etc).
! A staff member will witness and provide back-up for the Director, but only if it
does not place that person in a position of unacceptable risk of harm to
themselves, to any child or others.
! No one should leave the Centre building or grounds until the Centre Director is
satisfied it is safe to do so.
! All threatening situations will be recorded and evaluated as soon as possible after
the event and any necessary action taken to follow up. This should include an
incident report sent to North Sydney Police and North Sydney Council.

Draft policy prepared 1/07/2015 by the Centre Director.
For review and comment by the Management Committee & Program Coordinators.
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SUN PROTECTION POLICY
Policy Includes
Responsible Person
Date of Review
Date of Next Review

Peter Hogan
1/07/2015
30/06/2017

POLICY STATEMENT
Our service aims to balance the risk of skin cancer from too much sun exposure with
maintaining adequate vitamin D levels in our children. We aim to take a sensible
approach to sun protection in our service that empowers children to take
responsibility for their own health and wellbeing (“My Time, Our Place” Outcome 3)
The sun's ultraviolet (UV) radiation is both the major cause of skin cancer and the
best source of vitamin D. We need vitamin D to maintain good health and to keep
bones and muscles strong and healthy.
We aim to ensure that all children in attendance at the service when the UV forecast
is 3 or above will be protected from harmful rays of the sun. All staff will model
appropriate sun protection behaviour and enforce the sun protection policy.
Evidence suggests that childhood exposure to UV radiation contributes significantly
to the development of skin cancer in later life. Ultraviolet (UV) radiation cannot be
seen or felt and can be high even on cool and overcast days. This means our service
educators will teach children not to rely on clear skies or high temperatures to
determine the need for sun protection and provide them with exposure to resources
and materials that will reinforce this message and assist children to understand the
complexities of their environment (“My Time, Our Place” Outcome 2).
Strategies for teaching sun protection in the service will be based on children
actively practicing and monitoring their own implementation of sun protection
strategies as active learners (“ My Time Our Place” Outcome 4). This will include
children having opportunities to access UV alerts and monitoring the exposure to
the sun of both themselves and their peers (My Time, Our Place” Outcome 5). Our
service believes that educating children about UV
radiation will have a major impact on reducing their chance of developing skin
cancer in later life.
CONSIDERATIONS
! National Quality Standard 2 Element 2.3.2 “ Every reasonable precaution is taken
to protect children from harm and any hazard likely to cause injury”.
! National Quality Standard 6 Element 6.3.2 “ Continuity of learning and transitions
for each child are supported by sharing relevant information and clarifying
responsibilities”
! National Regulation 114 “Outdoor space – shade”
! National Regulation 100 “ Risk assessment must be conducted “
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WHS Act and Regulations 2012
NSW Cancer Council www.cancercouncil.com.au/reduce-risks/sun-protection

PROCEDURE
SCHEDULING OF ACTIVITIES
The following procedures will be implemented when scheduling activities when the
UV Rating is 3 or above.
! Outdoor activities will be scheduled where appropriate outside of peak UV times
or planned for shaded areas and sun protection used for all children.
! In non daylight saving time (April-Sept) outdoor activities can take place at any
time as long as sun protection (hats, clothing, sunscreen, shade) is used when the
UV index is 3 or above.
! Where the UV index for that day is not known, sun exposure will be minimised
between the hours of 10am and 2pm (11am and 3pm during day light saving).
! When planning excursions, sun protection will be included in the risk
assessments for service participation.
! All sun protection practices will be maintained while staff are escorting children
to and from school and on any excursions.
SHADE
! Structured outdoor activities will be held in shaded areas whenever possible
when the UV index is 3 or higher.
! The service will identify shade options at various times of the day and the year
within the outdoor space and promote these to the children. Educators will set
up activities and play spaces to make best use of the shade.
! Children will be encouraged to use available shade when playing outside during
times when the UV index is high.
CLOTHING
! Educators and children will wear protective clothing when outside during
periods of time when the UV index is 3 or above.
! When outdoors children will be encouraged to wear sun safe clothing with
sleeves, collars or covered necklines.
! Midriff, crop or singlet tops do not provide adequate protection and are not
recommended. The Family Handbook will remind families and children of the
appropriate clothing to wear to the service to meet the sun protection policy.
! Children will be encouraged to wear sun safe hats that protect the face, neck and
ears when outside. Recommended hats are bucket hats and broad brimmed hats.
Baseball caps and visors are not recommended.
! All educators will be required to wear tops with sleeves and collars or covered
necklines and longer style skirts, shorts or trousers.
! Children who do not have a hat must play in a sheltered area. Staff are to enforce
the rule that where a child has not got a hat or is wearing clothing that is not
recommended as appropriate they must access shaded areas in which to play
SUNSCREEN
! SPF 30+ Broad Spectrum water-resistant sunscreen will be available at the
service for children and educators to use.
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Educators will ensure there are regular reminders (minimum every two hours) to
apply sunscreen prior to outdoor play during the months of October to March
between 11am and 3pm or when the UV index 3 or above.
Permission to apply sunscreen will be included in the service enrolment form.
Educators will respect the parents’ right to refuse authorisation to apply
sunscreen however will require children to wear appropriate clothing or play in
the shade.

ROLE MODELLING OF STAFF
! Educators will wear protective clothing and practice a combination of sun
protection strategies (sun-safe hats, clothing, sunglasses, SPF 30+ broad
spectrum water resistant sunscreen) when in attendance at the service.
! Wherever possible, staff will seek out shade when undertaking outdoor
supervision in months where the UV alert is 3 or above.
! Educators will use opportunities to discuss with children sun protection and
demonstrate a positive and proactive approach to the management of sun
protection in the service.
COLLABORATION WITH CHILDREN
! Children will be provided with opportunities to take leadership roles in managing
sun protection.
! Children will be encouraged to access the internet/ newspaper to check the UV
ratings for the day and advise educators of the times when the UV index will be 3
or above.
! Opportunities for children to set alarms for when the UV index increases above
or drops below 3 will be provided and children assigned duties regarding UV
reminders, hats reminders and management of sunscreen.
! Children will be reminded that they can remove their hats when the UV index
falls below 3.
EDUCATION AND INFORMATION
! The sun protection policy will be available to all families using the service.
! Parents will be informed of the sun protection policy including appropriate
clothing requirements on enrolling their child in the centre through the Family
Information Booklet.
! Upon enrolment in the vacation care program, parents will be advised of suitable
protective clothing and hats for children to wear at the service and encouraged
to apply a sunscreen to their child prior to attending the service during the spring
and summer vacation care periods.
! Where children have allergies or sensitivity to the sunscreen, parents will be
asked to provide an alternative sunscreen, or the child encouraged to play in the
shade.
! The centre will incorporate sun and skin protection awareness activities in the
program and provide notices and posters about the topic from the Cancer
Council NSW as appropriate .
REVIEW
! This policy is adopted as standard for all OSHC services endorsed as Sun Smart
by the Cancer Council NSW.
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This Policy will not be changed unless advised by the Cancer Council NSW.

DATE ENDORSED: 1/7/2015
DATE FOR REVIEW AND EVALUATION: 30/06/2017
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WATER SAFETY POLICY
POLICY STATEMENT
Our service will plan experiences with appropriate levels of challenge where children
will be encouraged to explore, experiment and take appropriate risks (“My Time, Our
Place”, Outcome 4), including the use of water as a medium for play in both the
outdoor and indoor environment and on excursions.
Water use will be supervised to ensure the safety of children and educators is a
priority. The hygienic state of water will be assessed before it is used for children’s
play. Drinking water will be accessible but hygienically stored and maintained.
Children will wear sun smart clothing for a water based activity, for example, hats
and collared shirts and staff will role model effective sun smart behavior, for
example, seeking shade, wearing sunglasses and encourage the children to do the
same.
PROCEDURES
The safety and supervision of children is paramount when in or around water. This
relates to water play, excursions near or at bodies of water, hot water, drinking water
and hygiene practices with water in the service environment. Children will be
adequately supervised at all times during water play experiences.
WATER SAFETY RELATING TO EXCURSIONS
The service recognises the risks posed by bodies of water. The service will ensure
that every precaution is taken so that children are able to enjoy water-based
excursions safely. Risk assessments will be carried out for programd water-based
excursions.
The Regulations do not specify a specific educator to child ratio for activities where
water is a feature. The number of educators present is to be determined by a risk
assessment of the proposed activity. It must also be noted that in sections 165, 167
and 169 of the National Law there are clear statements about adequate supervision.
A range of factors shall determine the adequacy of supervision, including:
! Numbers, ages and abilities of the children;
! Number and positioning of educators;
! Each child’s current activity;
! Areas where children are playing, in particular the visibility and accessibility of
these areas;
! Risks in the environment and experiences provided to children;
! Educators’ knowledge of each child and each group of children, the experience,
knowledge and skill of each educator.
A risk management plan will be undertaken for all excursions near or at bodies of
water. Please refer to the service’s Excursion Policy.
DEFINITION OF A BODY OF WATER
The service recognises the following locations are bodies of water:
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Swimming pools and/or water fun parks
Wading pools
Lakes
Ponds
The sea/ocean
Creeks/rivers
Dams
Equipment used by the service that could contain 5cm or more of water and
would allow a child to submerge both nose and mouth at the same time.

WATER SAFETY RELATING TO WATER-BASED ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE SERVICE
! Water use within the service will be supervised to ensure that the safety of
children, and educators is a priority. The hygienic state of water will be assessed
before it is used for children’s play.
! At the completion of the activity the water containers will be emptied and the
containers turned upside down or packed away.
! Educators will ensure water troughs or containers for water play are filled to a
safe level. These activities will be supervised at all times by adults and containers
or troughs will be emptied onto garden areas after use. Children will be
discouraged from drinking from these water vessels.
! Children will be instructed in the safe use of equipment used during water-based
activities, eg. slip and slide, water “guns”, bubble machines, etc.
! Buckets of water used for cleaning or hand washing will not be left unsupervised
near the children and will be emptied immediately after use.
! The children’s play areas will be checked each morning to ensure that no
containers or pools of water are accessible for children. If rain occurs during the
day, outdoor play areas will be checked for safety prior to the children entering
the outdoor environment.
CONSIDERATIONS
Education and
Care Services
National
Regulations
168

National
Quality
Standard
2.3

Other Service
policies/documentation
!
!

Health & Safety
Policies.
Excursion Policy.

Other

!
!

My Time, Our Place.
Work, Health &
Safety Act 2011.

ENDORSEMENT BY THE SERVICE
Approval date: 1/07/2015
Date for Review: 30/06/2017
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INFECTION CONTROL POLICY
Policy Includes

Responsible Person
Date of Review
Next Date of Review

Immunisation
Control of Infectious Illnesses
Safe Food Handling
General Cleaning
Peter Hogan
1/07/2015
30/06/2017

OVERVIEW
Infections are common in children and often lead to illness. Although we cannot
prevent all illnesses, we play an important role in controlling infectious diseases by
recognising and isolating children with early signs of infection and encouraging
immunisation. Infections can also be prevented through safe food handling
practices and maintaining a general standard for cleanliness.
OUR COMMITMENT
IMMUNISATION
It is recommended, by the NSW Health Department, that children who are not
immunised should be isolated during an outbreak of vaccine-preventable diseases.
Following consultation with the North Sydney Demonstration School in February
2007 it was found that non-immunised children are allowed to attend school during
such outbreaks. Therefore we would not achieve our goal by excluding these
children to our program.
To maintain records and communication regarding immunisation, Leisure will:
! Request on enrolment whether child has been immunised.
! Alert parents of any outbreak of vaccine-preventable disease, and ask families of
non-immunised children for their written consent if they choose to allow their
child to attend.
CONTROL OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES
! Gloves will be used when administering first aid.
! Any child that attends Leisure with signs of an infectious disease will be isolated
from other children in the sick room. Parents will be informed immediately to
collect the child. Signs of infection include:
" Rash
" Fever
" Infectious discharge (from a wound or eye, green/yellow sputum)
" Diarrhoea and vomiting.
EXCLUSION
Staff or children with infectious diseases will be excluded from the centre for at least
the period recommended by the Department of Health. A doctor’s certificate may
be requested before they are re-admitted.
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SAFE FOOD HANDLING
Staff will ensure the following Government guidelines are followed.
! Hands will be washed and dried before preparing food, if interrupted from food
preparation and before serving.
! If a staff member has a cut or wound on their hands, it will be covered with a
waterproof dressing and they will use disposable gloves to prepare food.
! All surfaces used for food preparation will be cleaned and sanitised before and
after preparation using hot water and spray and wipe.
! Coloured boards will be used when preparing food to prevent cross
contamination.
! Food will be kept in containers when prepared.
! Tongs will be used to dispense food.
! Refrigerators will be kept at 5 degrees Celsius or less.
! All utensils and containers will be sanitised (dishwasher) between use.
! Children will be encouraged to wash their hands before eating
! Food will not be reheated.
! Prepared food that has not been kept refrigerated or consumed within four hours
of preparation must be discarded.
! Opened ingredients will be kept in a container, labelled and refrigerated if
required.
CHILD INVOLVEMENT
! We encourage children to participate in preparing food during activities and
assisting with afternoon tea serving.
! Staff must ensure children have:
" Washed their hands before serving food;
" Use tongs to serve food;
" Consider using gloves if children need to touch cooking mixture (i.e.
cookie dough).
GENERAL CLEANING
! The Community Centre employs cleaning contractors and staff are designated
jobs to maintain the general cleanliness of the centre.
! Areas of the centre used for ASC will be checked for basic hygiene daily.
! All surfaces used for food preparation and serving will be cleaned before and
after use.
! Cleaning issues and concerns should be directed to the Coordinator or Director
as they arise and will be followed up at the fortnightly OH&S meetings.
! The Coordinator or staff members have the right to refuse access if concerned
about the child’s health.
! Children and Staff with diarrhoea will be excluded for 24 hours after the
symptoms have disappeared or after a normal stool.
! A doctor’s clearance certificate will be required for all infectious diseases such as
measles, mumps diphtheria, hepatitis A, polio, tuberculosis, typhoid and
paratyphoid before returning to the service.
! Parents will be informed about the occurrence of an infectious disease in the
service ensuring that the individual rights of staff or children are not infringed
upon.
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!

All educators will ensure proper hygiene practices are carried out as outlined in
the Hygiene policy.
All educators will be advised upon appointment to the position to maintain their
immunity to common childhood diseases, tetanus and Hepatitis B through
immunisation with their local health professional

RESOURCES
! Staying Healthy in Childcare, Preventing infectious diseases in child care, 4th
edition. Australian Government, National Health and Medical Research Council,
2005.
! www.nhmrc.gov.au
! Maintaining a Healthy Environment for Children, Network of Community
Activities.
! A new approach to Food Safety in New South Wales, NSW Health Department,
2001.
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HYGIENE POLICY 2015
POLICY STATEMENT
Our Service will maintain a healthy and hygienic environment that promotes the
health of the children, educators and parents using our service. Children and parents
using the service will be encouraged to share ownership of maintaining hygiene
practices in the service. Educators will ensure that they maintain and model current
best practice hygiene procedures as advised by NSW health authorities. Educators
will engage children in experiences, conversations, routines and responsibilities that
promote children’s understanding of the importance of hygiene for the wellbeing of
themselves and others (“My Time, Our Place” Outcomes 3.2, 4.2, 4.3)
CONSIDERATIONS
! Regulations 77 (Health, hygiene and safe food practices)
! National Quality Standard 2; Children’s Health and Safety (Element 2 .1.3)
! National Food Standards Code (FSANZ)
! Food Act 2003 (NSW) & Food Regulation 2010 (NSW)
! NSW Department of Health
PROCEDURE
Educators will maintain and model appropriate hygiene practices and encourage the
children to adopt the same. As part of children taking increasing responsibility for
their own health and physical wellbeing educators should acknowledge children
who are modelling hygiene practices and look for opportunities to provide
opportunities for children who have not developed the same level of awareness.
Informal education in proper hygiene practices will be conducted on a regular basis,
either individually or as a group through conversations, planned experiences,
inclusion in service routines and reminders. Health and hygiene practices will be
highlighted to parents, and where appropriate information sheets or posters will be
used by educators to support these practices. Educators will aim to provide a nonjudgmental approach to differences in hygiene practices and standards between
families in order to support children’ developing sense of identity. Where practices
differ to standards expected in the service remind children that these are practices to
be followed in the service but they may be different for them at home.
Hand washing will be practised by all educators & children upon entering the
service, before preparing or eating food & after all dirty tasks such as toileting,
cleaning up, wiping a nose, before & after administering first aid, playing outside,
handling an animal. Educators will wash their hands before leaving the service.
All educators must wear disposable gloves when in contact with blood, open sores
or other bodily substance, clothes contaminated with bodily fluids or cleaning up a
contaminated area. Educators must wash hands with soap and water after removing
the gloves. Educators with cuts, open wounds or skin disease such as dermatitis
should cover their wounds and wear disposable gloves. Used gloves should be
disposed of safely. The service will be cleaned daily and rosters maintained as
evidence of the cleaning tasks being undertaken. All toilet facilities will have access
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to a basin or sink with running hot and cold water and soap and paper towel for
washing and drying hands. Women and girls will have access to proper feminine
hygiene disposal. Soap and paper towel will also be available in the kitchen area.
All toilets, hand basins and kitchen facilities used by the service will be cleaned and
disinfected daily. Surfaces will be cleaned with detergent after each activity and at
the end of the day and all contaminated surfaces will be disinfected. Toys will be
washed, cleaned and disinfected on a regular basis with material items such as dress
ups and cushion covers laundered as required but a minimum of quarterly.
FOOD
! All food will be prepared and stored in a hygienic manner. Children will be
encouraged to be involved in food preparation to assist them to have
opportunities to learn more about hygiene practices when preparing food. This
participation should always be supervised and explanation provided to children
on the reasons why hygienic conditions are maintained.
! Food will be stored in tightly sealed containers, away from any chemicals.
! Kitchen equipment will to be cleaned and stored appropriately
! Surfaces are cleaned before and/or after food preparation.
! All perishable foods will be stored in the refrigerator and the temperature should
be monitored to ensure it is less than 5ºC.
! The service will provide food handling and hygiene information to parents.
! The service will regularly review and evaluate food handling and practices in line
with current best practice guidelines from recognised authorities.
! Children will be encouraged not to share their drinking and eating utensils.
! Tongs and spoons will be used for the serving of food. Where possible Educators
will encourage children to self serve for food and drinks encouraging the
development of their food handling skills as well as acknowledging their growing
sense of independence.
! All cups, plates and utensils will be washed in hot, soapy water.
! Educators are not required when handling food to use gloves if correct hand
washing practices have been implemented ( See Food Act). If gloves are used,
care must be taken to avoid contaminating food by only using them for one
continuous task and then discarding them. Gloves must be removed, discarded
and replaced with a new pair before handling food and before working with
ready to eat food after handling raw food.
! Gloves must be removed, discarded & replaced after using the toilet, smoking,
coughing, sneezing, eating, drinking or touching the hair, scalp or body.
! All rubbish or left over food is to be disposed of immediately in lidded bins and
bins emptied at least daily and then wiped with disinfectant.
ENDORSEMENT BY THE SERVICE
DATE ENDORSED: 1/07/2015
DATE FOR REVIEW AND EVALUATION:30/06/2017
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NUTRITION & FOOD SAFETY POLICY
POLICY STATEMENT
Our service believes that good nutrition is essential for a child’s growth and
development. For this reason, the service will provide nutritious, good quality food,
consistent with the Dietary Guidelines for Children & Young People in Australia. We
aim to provide a relaxed and enjoyable environment for children to eat their meals
and snacks (“My Time, Our Place” 1.1). All food served at the service will be
consistent with the child’s own dietary requirements, and take into consideration the
children’s like and dislikes as well as meet any cultural requirements of families (“My
Time, Our Place” 3.2). High standards of hygiene will be maintained throughout all
food preparation. We will encourage the development of the children’s good eating
habits through the modelling and reinforcing of healthy eating and nutrition
practices by educators. Families will be encouraged to share recipes and traditions to
enrich the variety and enjoyment of food by the children and support the children’s
development of respect for and understanding of diversity (“My Time, Our Place”
1.3). Where possible we will seek out opportunities to learn about growing our own
food and collaborate with children to produce our own opportunities to use food we
have grown ourselves in our menu planning (“My Time, Our Place” 3.4).
PROCEDURE
a) NUTRITION
! A menu, developed using the principles set out in the Australian Dietary
Guidelines for Children and Adolescents, will be on display for families and
children at all times and be an accurate representation of the food and drink that
is being served.
! All children’s individual needs (allergies, cultural needs, health needs etc) will be
addressed in the menus and families advised if they’re required to supply specific
foods for their child.
! Food and drink consistent with the menu will be provided for morning and
afternoon tea as well as small nutritious snacks available as necessary.
! Fresh drinking water will be available at all times for the children and educators.
! During vacation care, families will be asked to provide their child’s lunch/drinks,
unless otherwise stated on the program.
! Children and families will be encouraged to share family and cultural traditions,
ideas and recipes to contribute to the menu.
! Education of healthy eating habits will be developed through ongoing example,
specific activities, notices, posters and information sheets to families.
! The denial of food will never be used as a punishment.
! Children’s cooking activities will be encouraged to develop life skills.
! Educators are required to attend regular professional development on nutrition
and food safety practices and document changes to practice as a result.
b) FOOD SAFETY
! All food will be prepared and stored in a hygienic manner as per the current
Australian New Zealand Food Standards.
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!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!

!

!
!
!

!

!

Opened food will be stored in tightly sealed containers, away from any
chemicals.
Kitchen equipment will be cleaned and stored appropriately.
Surfaces are cleaned and sanitised before and after food preparation.
All perishable foods will be stored in the refrigerator and the temperature should
be monitored to ensure it is less than 5ºC.
Children will be encouraged not to share their drinking and eating utensils.
Tongs and spoons will be used for the serving of food. Where possible, educators
will encourage children to serve their own food and drinks to encourage the
development of their food handling skills as well as acknowledging their growing
sense of independence.
All cups, plates and utensils will be washed in hot, soapy water.
Children should be seated while eating or drinking.
Educators can choose whether to wear gloves or not provided that effective
hand washing is being implemented. If gloves are used, care must be taken to
avoid contaminating food by only using them for one continuous task and then
discarding them. Gloves must be removed, discarded, hands washed and the
gloves replaced with a new pair before handling food and before working with
ready to eat food after handling raw food.
Gloves must be removed and discarded before using the toilet, smoking,
coughing, sneezing, using a handkerchief, eating, drinking or touching the hair,
scalp or body. They will then be replaced if food preparation continues.
All rubbish or left over food is to be disposed of immediately in lidded bins and
bins emptied daily and regularly cleaned with disinfectant.
Containers are to be cleaned & stored to ensure pests are not able to
contaminate them.
Children will be encouraged to be involved in food preparation to assist them to
have opportunities to learn more about hygiene practices when preparing food.
This participation should always be supervised and an explanation provided to
children on the reasons why hygienic conditions are maintained.
The service will regularly review and evaluate food handling practices in line with
current best practice guidelines from recognised authorities.
The service will provide food handling and hygiene information to parents.

CONSIDERATIONS
Education
and Care
Services
National
Regulations
r77, 78, 79,
80

National
Quality
Standard

Other Service
policies/documentation

Standard
2.1

!
!
!

Parent Handbook
Staff Handbook
Dealing with Infectious
Diseases Policy

Other

!

!

Australian Dietary
Guidelines for
children and
adolescents.
National Food
Standards Code
(FSANZ)
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!
!
!

Food Act 2003
(NSW)
Food Regulation
2010 (NSW)
NRG@OOSH
(Network of
Community
Activities)

ENDORSEMENT BY THE SERVICE
Approval date: 1/07/2015
Date for Review: 30/06/2017
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MANAGEMENT OF ANIMALS
POLICY STATEMENT
Our service acknowledges that whilst animals are not a necessary part of the
program, they can be a great source of enjoyment and stimulation for children. The
opportunity for children to engage with animals offers children experiences that will
enrich their understanding and appreciation of the natural environment and
promote the development of their skills in caring for others. While pets and other
animals can prove an effective inclusion into the children’s experiences whilst in
care, they may also be a risk to children, therefore any animals that enter the service
must be housed appropriately to minimise the risk of danger to the children. Strict
supervision will be maintained to ensure the health and safety of the children and
educators. Staff will ensure that everyone in the service treats all animals humanely
and with respect.
PROCEDURES
The decision to keep a pet or have an animal (or animals) visit the service will be
made by the Coordinator, based on an observed need or value to the children. The
Coordinator will inform families of the benefits and potential risks associated with
animals in the service and the procedures relating to pets and children. The
Coordinator will consult with parents to determine special considerations needed
for children whose immunity is compromised, or who have allergies or asthma.
a)
Educator’s procedures
! Wash hands after contact with animals, animal products or feed, or animal
environments.
! Supervise human-animal contact, particularly involving the younger children.
! Display animals in enclosed cages or under appropriate restraints.
! Not allow animals to roam, fly free, or have contact with wild animals/birds.
! Designate a specific area for contact with animals.
! Not allow food in animal contact areas; do not allow animals in areas where food
and drink are prepared or consumed.
! Clean and disinfect all areas where animals have been present. Children should
only perform this task under adult supervision.
! Not clean animal cages or enclosures in sinks or other areas used to prepare
food and drinks.
! Obtain appropriate veterinary care if and when necessary and ensure the animals
are kept immunised, clean and free of intestinal parasites, fleas, ticks, mites, and
lice.
! Ensure any bedding, toys, litter tray, food feeding container or water container
used or consumed by animals is inaccessible to children.
! Prepare a weekly roster to ensure the animal is appropriately fed and cared for.
! Ensure that a procedure is in place for the care of animals over the weekend,
public holidays, and school development days and/or during Vacation care particularly if the service does not operate on these days. In this instance, it may
be necessary for a staff member to take the animal home with them, or
alternatively a family enrolled at the service may agree to care for the animal on
these days.
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!
!

Remind children about the hygiene practices required for handling an animal and
ensure the practices are followed.
Maintain adequate supervision of the children and animals at all times.
Follow the service’s policies in relation to risk assessment, providing a child safe
environment and/or any incidents or injuries sustained as a result of an
interaction with an animal.

b)
Minimising risk to health and safety
The mouths and claws of all animals carry bacteria that can cause infections in flesh
around a bite, and eventually, if untreated, may spread into the bloodstream. The
following preventative measures will be followed to help minimise risk to health and
safety from contact with animals:
! A Vet should promptly treat animals that are ill, or thought to be ill. An animal
that is irritable because of pain or illness is more likely to bite or scratch.
! All children will be supervised when they have contact with animals. Children
should be discouraged from putting their face close to animals or playing with
animals while animals are eating.
! Do not allow animals to contaminate sandpits, soil, pot plants and vegetable
gardens.
! Gloves will be worn when handling animal faeces, emptying litter trays and
cleaning cages.
! Dispose of animal faeces and litter daily. Faeces and litter will be placed in a
plastic bag, sealed and put out with the garbage.
! Pregnant women in particular should avoid contact with cat faeces.
! If the animal is a bird, wet the floor of the cage before cleaning it to avoid
inhalation of powdered, dry bird faeces.
! Avoid bringing in or keeping ferrets, turtles, iguanas, lizards or other reptiles,
birds of the parrot family, or any wild or dangerous animals.
! Children and educators must wash their hands thoroughly after touching animals
and cleaning their cage/litter trays.
In addition to the above, the following must be noted:
! Bat bites. Australian bats harbour a lyssavirus, which is very similar to the rabies
virus. If you are scratched or bitten by a bat, immediately clean the wound with
soap and running water for 5 minutes and contact your doctor or a public health
unit.
! Fish and other marine organisms. Scratches from fish and other marine
organisms such as coral can cause unusual infections. If an injury caused by a
fish, or a wound contaminated by sea, pond, or aquarium water, becomes
infected, it is important to see a doctor and explain how the injury occurred.
! Fleas. Fleas can infect both animals and humans, causing irritation and
inflammation of the skin. Treat animals, their bedding and their immediate
environment (that is, where they usually rest) to destroy adult and immature
fleas.
CONSIDERATIONS
Education and
Care Services

National

Other Service

Other
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National
Regulations
Not applicable

Quality
Standard
1.1, 1.2, 2.1,
2.3, 6.1

policies/documentation
!
!
!

!

Administration of
First Aid policy
Dealing with
Infectious Diseases
Management of
Injury, Illness,
Incident and
Trauma policy
Providing a Child
Safe Environment
policy

!
!
!

Staying Healthy in
Child Care
Companion
Animals Act 1998
Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals
Act 1979

ENDORSEMENT BY THE SERVICE
Approval date: 1/07/2015
Date for Review: 30/06/2017
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ACCEPTANCE OF ROLES RELATING TO THE
NATIONAL REGULATIONS
Agreement of Certified Supervisor to accept responsibility to be placed in day-today charge of the service.
By signing this document, I accept the designation of being the ‘Responsible Person’
placed in day-to-day charge of _____________________ (service name) in the
absence of the Approved Provider and Nominated Supervisor on the service site as
per Education and Care Service National Regulation 54 and Section 162 of the Law.
I understand that ‘a Certified Supervisor placed in day to day charge of an education
and care service is not the Nominated Supervisor for the service and does not have
the same responsibilities as the Nominated Supervisor’ (r54) and that by accepting
this designation, I continue to hold the responsibilities of a Certified Supervisor.

Print Name

Signature

Certified
Supervisor No.

Date

Agreement to accept the designation of educational leader.
By signing this document, I accept the designation of being the Educational Leader
of ____________________________ (service name) ‘to lead the development and
implementation of educational programs in the service’ as per Education and Care
Service National Regulation 118.
Print Name

Signature

Date
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POLICY FOR DETERMINING WHO IS IN CHARGE
AND THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES
Policy Includes
Responsible Person
Date of Review
Date of Next Review

Peter Hogan
1/07/2015
30/06/2017

NOMINATED SUPERVISOR
! The Nominated Supervisor is the person chosen by the Committee to be in
charge of the day to day running of the centre
! A Certified Supervisor is placed in day-to-day charge of an education and care
service if the
! Approved Provider or Nominated Supervisor nominates the Certified Supervisor
as the person in day-to-day charge, and the Certified Supervisor accepts this
nomination in writing. This might will be demonstrated through a sign in and
dated record of acceptance to be placed in charge, which is available to be
sighted by the Regulatory Authority on request.
! Certified Supervisors who are placed in day-to-day charge of an education and
care service are not the equivalent of a Nominated Supervisor and do not have
the same responsibilities under the National Law as Nominated Supervisors.
ROLE OBJECTIVES
! To work as part of the North Sydney Community Centre team.
! To provide quality child care, which includes the planning and implementing of
stimulating and interesting programs for children.
! To develop positive partnerships with children, families, staff and the wider
community.
PRINCIPLE RESPONSIBILITIES
! Be realistic and positive.
! Maintain confidentiality.
! Display initiative.
! Ensure the program is sufficiently staffed with workers who have the skills and
training to maintain a safe environment.
! Be responsible for resources.
! Ensure that the program meets the needs of the children and families through
program evaluation and planning.
! Keep children safe at all times.
! Contact parent if children are sick.
! Make sure all children are accounted for at roll call.
! Call parents or care givers to locate missing children.
! Understand fire drill and evacuation procedures.
! Take mobile phone to school.
! Take the key to the school gate to school.
! Check emails prior to going to school to collect children.
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SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES
! Treat each child with dignity and respect regardless of age, sex, race, religion,
culture, language, background or disability.
! Develop, plan and implement program activities in consultation with children
and their families.
! Understand procedures in case of illness or accidents.
! Ensure health and safety standards are met.
! Access resources and gain knowledge of the stages of development and cultural
background of children in the program.
! Ensure that adequate food, drink, rest and toilet facilities are available to children.
! Encourage children to communicate with staff and evaluate feedback from
children with staff.
! Develop clear rules and maintain fair, appropriate, objective and consistent forms
of discipline.
TO PARENTS
! Maintain good relations with parents and encourage parent participation.
! Keep parents informed re issues involving their children.
! Be open and friendly and available to talk to parents each afternoon.
! Support at risk and special needs families.
! Communicate with families through regular email updates, notice-board updates
and newsletters.
! Consult families with regard to program procedures, changes to policies and
government guidelines and standards (accreditation, regulations, child care
benefit).
TO STAFF
! Establish and maintain a positive and co-operative relationship with all members
of staff.
! Ensure there is adequate staff at all times (staff/ child ratio).
! Delegate areas of responsibility to staff.
! Ensure all staff are aware of program and disciplinary procedures involving
children to maintain consistency.
! Arrange staff meetings to:
" Supervise staff;
" Evaluate and modify program;
" Evaluate feedback from children, families and the community;
" Discuss management and Committee communication;
" Identify needs of the staff;
" Discuss Quality Assurance.
! Maintain a base of casual relief staff.
! Ensure staff are aware of grievance procedures for the centre.
TO THE CENTRE DIRECTOR AND COMMITTEE
! Staff management - ensuring all staff are fulfilling their roles in the Centre.
! Be sufficiently familiar with the Centre's administration and activities so you can
step in and assist if necessary.
! Ensure the premises are kept clean and in good condition.
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Be familiar with the other programs and activities (eg. play-group, adult classes,
markets).

MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
! Oversee the ASC program and ensure its smooth running.
! Deal with problems or issues as they arise and consult with management when
required.
! Work within the limits of the budget and allocated petty cash.
! Keep accurate and complete documentation of:
" Enrolment forms;
" Specific child information and lists (ie. medical, children who arrive
unescorted);
" Enrolments, fees and invoicing on child care software;
" Attendance records/absentee reports;
" Accident and illness reports;
" Permission and/or authority for child collection, excursions, children who
arrive by themselves, children who sign themselves out;
" Staff time sheets, sick leave, leave without pay etc;
" Staff time in lieu records;
" Financial records - petty cash and reconciliation of receipts;
" Working with Children checks on new staff and volunteers;
" Keep relevant evidence for National Accreditation (meeting notes,
improvements;
" Activities and photos.
! Establish and maintain good community relations with the community including
the North Sydney Council, the schools and others OOSH services.
! Liaise with the schools and community groups, attend meetings and establish
and maintain good public relations.
! Keep up to date with Government and local information.
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STAFF ORIENTATION AND TRAINING POLICY
POLICY INCLUDES
RESPONSIBLE PERSON
DATE OF REVIEW
DATE OF NEXT REVIEW

Staff Induction
Staff In-services
Staff Training
Peter Hogan
1/07/2015
30/06/2017

OVERVIEW
Staff orientation and training is an important process in ensuring staff are equipped
to carry out their duties in the best possible way. Induction provides a clear
understanding about the service operations and the role expectations while ongoing
education enhances career and personal development.
OUR COMMITMENT
Staff Induction - The Coordinator will conduct the induction process at the time of
the applicant accepting the position and will include:
! Orientation and staff introduction of the North Sydney Community Centre.
! Operational hours of the centre and Leisure program.
! Position specifications, expectations and review/appraisal procedure.
! Explanation of daily routine and child safety considerations.
! Locating first aid equipment, fire equipment and evacuation procedures.
! Maintenance and OH &S procedures.
! Overview of kitchen and general hygiene
! Documentation for daily reporting and weekly planning and evaluation.
! Accident, incident and injury and illness procedures and documentation.
Time will also be given for new staff to familiarise themselves with Community
Centre and After School Care Policies, parent handbook and opportunities given to
ask any questions or raise concerns.
STAFF TRAINING
! All permanent staff are required to complete training and renew certificates for
First Aid and Safe Food Handling training.
! Regular in-services will be conducted by other staff or guest speakers.
! The Coordinator will seek ongoing professional development training for staff.
! Weekly evaluation of the program will include staff educational needs.
! The Coordinator is responsible to ensure all training is recorded.
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STAFFING POLICY
POLICY STATEMENT
Our service believes that educators are the most valuable asset to the quality of care
provided and that employing and keeping high quality educators is imperative. We
aim to employ the best possible educators and ensure they are fit and proper for
employment in children’s services. A flexible, harmonious working environment is
maintained, which ensures the rights of employees are met at all times with
educators employed under the appropriate awards and conditions. An orientation
process is conducted for all employees to ensure they are aware of the values and
practices of the service. Educators receive clear guidelines regarding the
expectations for their conduct and are encouraged and supported to further their
skills via professional development opportunities. Grievances are addressed quickly
and effectively with the highest standards of confidentiality practised at all times. All
educators, volunteers, students and visitors will be informed of their expectations
and requirements related to safety and the proper care of children. All practices will
be in accordance with the OSHC Code of Professional Standards. We will encourage
positive and open communication between all parties involved. (National Quality
Standards 4.2, 7.1. 7.2 &7.3)
PROCEDURES
a) STAFF SELECTION
QUALIFICATIONS
!

Coordinator
" Desirable, minimum three years experience in a relevant field and
demonstrated ability to work with children and staff.
" Holds a current first aid certificate or willing to undergo training to obtain
this.
" A person of good character, who can be entrusted with providing
adequate care for the welfare of the children.
" Awareness of child protection responsibilities.
" Has an interest and desire to work with children.
" Has an ability to communicate with adults, children and management.
" An ability to supervise and support educators.
" The Coordinator will be a minimum of 21 years of age.

!

Assistant Coordinator
" Relevant training as above and/or relevant experience to successfully
fulfill the position.
" Holds a current first aid certificate or willing to undergo training to obtain
this.
" A person of good character, who can be entrusted with providing
adequate care for the welfare of the children,.
" Awareness of child protection responsibilities.
" Has an interest and desire to work with children.
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" Has an ability to communicate with adults and children.
" The assistant shall be a minimum of 18 years.
RECRUITMENT: SELECTION PANEL
When a position becomes available, management will appoint a panel to:
! Conduct the selection process;
! Three people will be on the panel, two members of management and the
Coordinator if selecting an assistant;
! A convener of the panel will be nominated;
! Where the position is for the outgoing Coordinator, a staff representative will be
placed on the panel.
! The panel will:
" Approve the job description and select criteria for the position;
" Determine the method and placement of advertising and place the
advertisement including notification of the Working with Children Check
(WWCC);
" Ask applicants to consent to screening;
" Short-list the applicants;
" Arrange interview questions, date and time;
" Contact the applicants for interview;
" Conduct the interviews;
" Arrange for the WWCC to be conducted on the preferred applicant;
" Ensure that approval for selected educator has been approved under
WWCC;
" Make a decision on a suitable applicant, which is put before management
for final approval;
" Offer the position to the successful applicant and contact the
unsuccessful applicants after the position has been accepted;
" Set date for the commencement of employment and orientation of the
new person;
" Prepare letter of employment and contract.
RECRUITMENT: ADVERTISEMENTS
! Advertisements shall be placed at least in the local and regional papers. The
Sydney Morning Herald will also be considered.
! Advertisements are to include:
" Job title;
" Specific employment information, including hours of work and Award
rate;
" Include that a WWCC is required;
" Advice to applicants to include their contact telephone numbers, a
resume, a minimum of (2) referees with at least one a work reference, and
full contact details;
" Closing date and postal address for applications;
" Contact name and number where the applicant can obtain more
information.
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RECRUITMENT: INTERVIEW
! The selection panel will draw up suitable interview questions, which relate to all
aspects of the position and ensure equal opportunity guidelines are followed.
The panel will decide who will ask each question.
! The panel shall draw up a list of essential requirements for each answer.
! No longer than 5 days after the closing date the panel will meet to discuss the
applications, develop a short list and decide on the interview date and times.
! An appropriate time frame (approximately 30 minutes) will be allocated to each
interview, with a short break between, for discussion.
! A nominated person on the selection panel will contact the applicants to
determine the time and date of interview.
! Each applicant will be given a copy of the job description and relevant child
protection forms before the interview.
! Each applicant will be asked the same questions with their answers recorded.
! The panel can use a rating scale to evaluate each applicant's answers.
! Management will discuss each applicant and their suitability for the position
based on their answers, qualifications and experience, comments from referees,
and the selection criteria drawn up by the panel.
! Should management have difficulty in deciding between two applicants, a
second interview for these applicants will be conducted, with new questions.
! Management will then make a decision on the applicant for the job according to
the selection criteria. The preferred applicant's referees will be contacted to
confirm applicant's suitability and checked with the approved screening agency
before offering the applicant the position in a 'child related' field.
! Should the applicant decline the position, management will either make a second
choice from the other applicants or if none are seen as suitable, re-advertise the
position.
RECRUITMENT: NOTIFICATION
! Applicants will be given an approximate time that they will be contacted
regarding their success for the position.
! A person on the selection panel will notify the successful applicant and negotiate
a starting date. Preferably offers of employment will not be made until the
screening check has been completed. If this is not reasonably practical, the
employment is to be offered subject to the check being completed. Applicants
are to be notified of this condition.
! A letter of confirmation will be sent to successful applicant requesting
acceptance in writing.
! After the appointment has been made and accepted the other applicants will be
notified that the position has been filled.
RECRUITMENT: EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
! All educator positions will be advertised according to Equal Opportunity
Legislation.
! No one will be discriminated against on the basis of cultural background,
religion, sex, disability, marital status or income.
! All applicants and referees will be asked the same questions.
! All applicants will be selected according to equal opportunity guidelines.
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!

Selection will be based only on suitability for the position based on the selection
criteria, which have been drawn up by the panel. The criteria will cover issues
such as qualifications and experience, appropriate knowledge to meet the
children's needs, good communication skills, and demonstration in being a fit
and proper person for the job, including Working with Children Check and
appropriate answers to the interview question.

CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
! All relevant conditions set down by the award will apply to all employees.
! This includes sick leave, annual leave, rostered days off, overtime, jury duty, study
leave, carers leave etc.
! Management will ensure they are aware of the appropriate conditions and keep
up to date in relation to any changes in the Award.
! Educators are encouraged to remain up to date with their appropriate conditions
and inform management of any changes.
! Educator appraisals will take place after a period of one month in the position.
! Appraisals will then be conducted on an annual basis.
! All educators will maintain professional behaviour at all times.
! All grievance issues are to follow the appropriate procedures as outlined in the
grievance and discipline and dismissal policies.
! Educators will be paid fortnightly in the form as advised by management.
! Annual leave will be taken as negotiated with management.
! Annual Leave when necessary will be rostered to ensure the required staffing
levels are maintained at all times.
! Applications for leave must have 4 weeks prior notice and be approved by
management.
! Management, based on each individual's request, will determine applications for
leave without pay.
! Each educator will supply and record their full name, address, date of birth,
evidence of any qualifications they hold including first aid and the identifying
number of the employees Working With Children Check.
b) STAFF ORIENTATION
! A member of management and the Coordinator will conduct the orientation
process as soon as possible after the applicant has accepted the position.
! The orientation process will include:
! Introductions to existing educators and management
! Guided tour of the service
! Being shown where all relevant records are kept
! Discussion about working arrangements and expectations, including professional
code of conduct and duty of care
! Information about the review and appraisal system
! Opportunity to ask any questions regarding the service or expectations.
! The new educator will be provided with the following information:
" Centre operation and hours;
" The service philosophy and policies.
" Parent information book;
" Centre's code of conduct;
" Job description;
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"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Emergency procedure duties;
List of current educators, management and their positions;
Terms and conditions of employment;
Union membership information;
Superannuation information and forms;
Taxation forms;
Probation period and review and appraisal procedure;
Appropriate lines of communication with educators and management;
After the period of one week, management will sit down with the new
employee to address any further issues they may have once they have
been in the service.

c) STAFF PROFESSIONALISM
! The OSHC Code of Professional Standards, duty of care and expectations will be
discussed in the initial orientation process of all new educators.
! Educators will be made aware of their duty of care and their responsibility in
relation to supervision, health and safety of the children.
! Professional behaviour in all areas will be reviewed as part of the ongoing
employment of all educators.
! Management, in conjunction with the Coordinator, will immediately address any
breach in the professional expectations outlined. If the concern involves the
Coordinator, two representatives from management, will conduct the discussion.
! All discussions will be recorded and standard of behaviour and expectations
clearly explained.
! Any further problems will be addressed as per the discipline procedure.
! Educators will be made aware of the services philosophy and policies and will be
expected to follow these. Should educators have any concerns with the policies,
they are to raise this with the Coordinator or management liaison officer.
! Educators will be expected to know, understand and perform their duties as per
their job description.
! Educators will be expected to maintain and improve their skills through
participation in training and development opportunities. Management will ensure
that finances are made available in the budget training.
! Educators will be expected to start duties on time.
! Educators will be expected to dress appropriately for their duties.
! Educators must not attend work under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
! Educators should not attend work when they are unfit to do so due to injury or
sickness and must inform the service as soon as possible.
! Educators will use only suitable language that is not offensive to other educators,
families and children.
! Educators will be expected to follow all confidentiality issues.
! The service is a smoke free zone. Educators may not smoke in or around the
building, or in the sight of the children.
! Educators will be expected to know and follow the child protection policies.
! The quality of the service and positive working environment are dependent on
good educator and parent relationships. Educators will follow proper
communication procedures as outlined in the appropriate policies and
procedures.
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!
!

The maintenance of good teamwork will be an expectation outlined in all job
descriptions.
Any conflicts that arise must be addressed as outlined in the grievance
procedure.

d) IN-SERVICE TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
! Management will ensure that sufficient funds are made available in the budget
for all in-service training and development.
! The Coordinator will inform management of any specific training and
development needs of the educators.
! Appraisals and the services requirements will be used to ascertain further training
needs.
! The Coordinator, in conjunction with management, will access all training
available and determine what will be attended and by whom.
! Where possible a yearly plan of training will be made, including dates, educators
attending, and costs.
! All educators will be given the opportunity to be involved in some form of
training throughout the year.
! All educators will be given opportunities to upgrade their qualifications in line
with the National Quality Framework.
! A variety of training methods will be used including:
" Internal workshops, which can be conducted by educators or outside
presenters;
" External meetings with other services to exchange ideas;
" Time allocation made to educators to review any new resources that may
be of value;
" External workshops, conferences and seminars;
" Accredited short courses provided by registered training organisations.
! Educators are encouraged to share relevant skills and knowledge they obtained
from any training with the other educators in staff meetings or where more time
is required in an internal workshop.
! All educators will be considered to be at work for the duration of any training
activity they attend for the service.
! The service will cover the costs of all authorised training. The individual however
will cover tertiary study costs.
e) REVIEW AND APPRAISAL
! All educators will be informed of the appraisal system on acceptance of the
position, and given details in the orientation process.
! An initial review will be undertaken after a period of one month in the position.
! Appraisals will then be conducted on an annual basis.
! Educators and management will agree with the format of the appraisal system,
which may be updated to more suitable systems after review, discussion and
endorsement by management and educators.
! All educators will be given at least two weeks notification of an upcoming
appraisal and a convenient time arranged for both parties.
! The appraisal system shall clearly state the expectations for each position and
identify clear performance measures.
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!
!
!

!

!

The appraisal system shall ensure two way communication is maintained and is
used as a positive avenue for improving staff performance.
The appraisal system can be used, as a tool to identify future training needs of
the educators.
At the completion of the appraisal an action plan will be developed identifying
areas of training, and action to be taken and goals set for each educator. This will
be agreed to and signed by both parties.
Where it is identified that the educator is not meeting the required performance
measures then the following will be undertaken:
" Action plan developed to identify areas for improvement. This will include
a time frame for further review;
" Training areas identified and put into place as soon as possible;
" Support and guidance given to the educator to help them through the
process and assist them in achieving the required standards;
" The support can be given through the Coordinator or the management
liaison officer;
" A record made of the above, dated and signed by both parties;
" Should no improvement be made by the next review then further action
will be taken.
If the educator is still dissatisfied then they should put their concern in writing
asking for the decision to be reviewed or that they wish to pursue the issue
further through other avenues. These could include the union or mediation.

f) GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
! On commencement, all educators and management members will be given the
guidelines for grievance procedure.
! To facilitate communication between educators and management, management
will annually appoint one of its members as the Liaison Contact.
! Educators and management will annually be offered the opportunity to
participate in some form of conflict resolution training.
! All persons involved in the grievance should attempt to resolve the issue through
informal discussion and use of problem solving techniques.
! Persons directly involved in a legitimate grievance process will be expected to
continue to conduct themselves at and around the service in a professional
manner.
! Malicious or vexatious claims will not be tolerated and will be the subject of
disciplinary action where appropriate.
! Any problem, complaint or concern arising between educators or between
management should be dealt with by the persons concerned as close to the
event as possible in order to avoid an escalation of the issue.
! Meetings of educators and/or management provide regular opportunities to raise
and discuss general issues or concerns about the service. All discussions will be
conducted in a confidential manner and involve only relevant persons. Only
when all parties agree there is a benefit, should the discussion broaden to involve
children and/or parents as appropriate.
! Either party may withdraw their grievance at any time. However where the
grievance identifies other issues of concern, management may decide to
investigate those other issues.
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g) FORMAL GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
! Where the resolution of a grievance has not been satisfactorily achieved through
the informal procedure, then a more formal approach should be taken.
Grievance between educators
! As appropriate, the Coordinator, or the Liaison Contact should now be briefed
about the grievance and its current status.
Grievance between Committee members
! The whole Committee should be briefed.
! The grievance(s) will firstly be investigated by the Coordinator or management as
appropriate.
The investigation will involve:
! Interviews with both parties and/or witnesses.
! Assessment of relevant documentation eg. job descriptions, policies etc.
! Preparation of a clear description of the issue.
! Arranging a formal meeting between parties.
! A meeting will be conducted by a neutral third person. This person will manage
the conduct of the meeting, be impartial having no input to the content of the
meeting, and will prepare a written record of the outcome(s) of the meeting.
! Where the service cannot identify a suitably impartial person, management will
agree to invite a qualified mediator to assist.
The meeting will:
! Identify the issue(s) of concern and persons who are involved.
! Arrange all parties to be involved and to put forward their views.
! Identify alternative solutions.
! Attempt to reach a mutually satisfactory resolution of the issue(s).
! At formal grievance resolution meetings all parties are entitled to invite a support
person to attend. This person does not provide input to the meeting, but may
offer support and advice to their party during the meeting.
! A confidential written record of the outcome of the meeting will be given to all
participants who are to acknowledge their agreement by signing the record. A
signed copy will be kept with educator files.
! The neutral party will inform management of the meeting's outcome(s).
! Management will ensure that outcomes are included in job descriptions or
service policies as appropriate.
! If one party remains dissatisfied with the meeting's outcome(s) then this should
be put in writing to the Management Committee asking that the process be
reviewed or stating that they intend to pursue the grievance further through
other suitable avenues.
! Where the issue of grievance is between management and educators and
concerns standard of work performance or work practice, then the discipline
procedure will be followed.
h) DISCIPLINARY ACTION
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!
!
!
!
!
!

!

It is important that the educators are fully aware of their expectations as an
employee in the service and that clear guidelines are given regarding educators
duties, code of conduct and professionalism.
Management will ensure that all educators are given clear job descriptions and
orientation into the position with opportunity to clarify any issues.
Educators are responsible to address any concerns and clarify any issues in the
job description or expectations that they are unsure of.
Educators are encouraged to maintain good working relationships and have a
commitment to maintaining a quality standard of work.
Educators will be given clear notification should their standard of work or
conduct fall below what is expected and outlined in their job description.
Educators have the right to appeal against any allegation and the right to speak
on their behalf or to have a union representative appear on their behalf.
The following steps will be followed to deal with poor work performance or
conduct. There may not be the need to go through all the steps when the issue is
resolved however staff should be aware of the whole process.
Should educators fall below clearly identified standards then the Coordinator or

Management will:
! STEP 1: VERBAL WARNING
" Give a verbal warning as soon as possible indicating the specific problem
regarding the performance of their work or conduct. The issues must
clearly relate to the job description.
" Indicate what should happen to improve the situation and how the
educators can improve their performance.
" Identify any support needed to assist the educator to make the changes
and take steps to implement these.
" Indicate how the improvements will be measured, and when a review will
take place. (1-4 weeks depending on the circumstances)
" Give an opportunity for the educator to respond to the concerns and seek
union representation if required.
" If this resolves the issue then there is no need to go any further.
! STEP 2: WRITTEN NOTICE
" Where the problem continues to occur the educator will be given written
notice of the complaints against them.
" A formal documented interview with management will take place. The
educator should attend and has the right to reply and discuss any
complaints against them, or to be represented by a union member or
other representative of their choice.
" The educator will be given at least 48 hours notice of the meeting.
" Minutes will be taken of the meeting and copy put on the educator’s file
and given to the educator. The educator may attach a written reply to the
minutes.
" The aim of the meeting is to negotiate how the situation may be
improved.
" The educator will again be given specific indication of where their
performance standards are not being met, indicate where changes are
required and ways of achieving these, and told the method and date of
review of their performance.
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" The educator will be granted another probationary period.
" The educator will be informed at this stage that termination will be
considered if no changes occur.
" If this resolves the issue then there is no need to go any further.
!

STEP 3: FINAL WRITTEN WARNING
" If the problem still persists another meeting of management should be
called and the educator given notice to attend.
" The matter should be discussed as per the first meeting and further action
considered.
" At this stage the educator will be given a "final written warning".
" Again the educator has the right of reply and can discuss the situation.
They also have the right to have a union representative or person of their
choice attend the meeting.
" If this resolves the issue then there is no need to go any further.

!

STEP 4: TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
" If the problem still continues after the 3 warnings, another special
meeting of management will be called and a decision made as to the
employment of the educator.
" If management believes that the educators performance is unlikely to
improve then the educator will be dismissed.
" A written notice will be given indicating date of dismissal (1 week from
notice) and reasons for dismissal.
" The educator may be paid out in lieu of such notice.

i)
!

PROCEDURE FOR DEALING WITH SERIOUS UNACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOUR
Where an educator in the workplace:
" Intentionally endangers life;
" Is found stealing;
" Reports to work under the influence of drugs or alcohol;
" Inflicts or threatens physical or sexual abuse or harassment.
The Coordinator or management will suspend the employee without loss of pay
pending an investigation.
The investigation is to be completed within 72 hours and an interview date
determined.
If the employee is a union member the union representative will be informed.
The interview is to be attended by the Coordinator, a nominated representative
of management, the person reporting the unacceptable behaviour and the union
representative if desired. The employee is to be advised formally of the findings
of the investigation and the action being taken.
When immediate termination is required, a dismissal notice is prepared at the
interview. When continued employment is recommended a warning letter will be
issued.
All the relevant records will be recorded on the employee’s file.
If the employee is vindicated of the accusation, all relevant formal
documentation is to be removed from their file.

!
!
!
!

!

!
!
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j)
!
!
!
!
!

!

!

!
!
!

!
!

!

RELIEF EDUCATORS
The service will employ relief educators on a casual basis to fill short-term
vacancies or absences
The Coordinator will keep a register of relief educators, which will be maintained
and updated regularly.
A file recording experience, qualifications, Prohibited Employment Declaration
and completed Working with Children Check, will be kept with the register
Unsuccessful applicants for positions vacant who seem suitable will be asked if
they would like to be placed on the relief educator list.
Unless in an emergency, all relief educators will need to have been through an
interview with the Coordinator, have referees and references checked and are
deemed a fit and proper person to care for the children.
When no one from the services list is available to fill the position, the Coordinator
may contact another Out of School Hours service to employ someone they
recommend from their relief list
When necessary to employ relief educators prior to the checking process being
completed, work requirements will be modified to include additional supervision
or limiting their direct access to children.
Job descriptions will be drawn up for all relief educators.
Relief educators will be asked to fill out a casual work agreement before
commencement of duties.
The Coordinator will, where possible, provide a modified induction to the service,
which will include a tour of the service, introductions to educators, a copy of the
staff handbook, job description for relief educators, code of conduct and copies
of relevant policies. The Coordinator will ensure that they are fully aware of their
duties and the services expectations prior to commencement.
Relief educators must adhere to all areas of confidentiality.
Any one who will be collecting children from school will be given clear
instructions as to the meeting place, list of children to be collected, special
service identification such (so the children know they may go with that person)
and a copy of the procedure for missing or absent children.
All relief educators will be paid the appropriate wage and minimum hours as
outlined for casual educators under the relevant award.

k) VOLUNTEERS, STUDENTS AND VISITORS
VOLUNTEERS
! All volunteers must be interviewed by the Coordinator and provide two suitable
referees and where possible references, before they will be able to work in the
service. All volunteers will be required to comply with the WWCC guidelines.
! A job description will be drawn up for volunteers, clearly outlining their duties
and expectations of the service.
! The Coordinator will provide a modified induction to the service, which will
include a tour of the service, introductions to educators, job description for
volunteers and code of conduct. The Coordinator will ensure that they are fully
aware of their duties and the services expectations.
! All volunteers will be required to sign on and off.
! Volunteers will be given a copy of relevant policies such as behaviour
management.
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!
!
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Volunteers are not to discuss children's development or other issues with
parents.
Volunteers must adhere to all areas of confidentiality.
Volunteers should never be left alone with or in charge of any children.
Volunteers will not be used to do tasks that the employed educators normally do.
Volunteers will be supernumerary when calculating basic educator: child ratios,
except on excursions.
Volunteers will be invited to take part in social activities of the service.

STUDENTS
! Placements will be offered to high school students who wish to gain work
experience as part of a school program.
! The participating school must initiate the work experience, identify the students
suitability and work with the Coordinator in relation to times and expectations.
! The school must provide written authorisation for the student and a copy of their
insurance. This will be kept on file.
! Students attending other registered training organisations and studying a
relevant field, such as childcare, teaching, recreation or community services. The
training organisation must initiate the placement, identify the students suitability
and work with the Coordinator in relation to times and expectations. The training
organisation must provide written authorisation for the student and a copy of
their insurance. This will be kept on file.
! All placements will be negotiated through the Coordinator and placement be
only accepted on the discretion of the Coordinator based on issues such as staff
ability to supervise and be available to help the students.
! After the Coordinator sees the placement as worthy they will seek approval for
the placement from management at the next meeting or if unable to do so prior
to the meeting, get approval from the Chairperson or other delegated
management member.
! Students will be provided with guidelines identifying their responsibilities,
expectations and code of conduct while at the service.
! Students should be made aware of relevant policies such as behaviour
management.
! Students are not to discuss a child's development or other issues with the
parents.
! Students should adhere to all policies concerning confidentiality.
! Students should never be left alone with or in charge of any children.
! Students will not be used to do tasks that the employed staff normally do.
VISITORS
! Visitors may be invited to the service to stimulate the children's program.
! Visitors could include local people or parents with a skill or ability to share with
the children and educators or local community resources such as police, fire
brigade etc.
! All other visitors must make an appointment to see the Coordinator at a
convenient time.
! Professional access to the service will be at the discretion of the Coordinator or
management or when required by law to do so.
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!

!

!

l)
!

!
!

!
!

Professionals include, union representatives, State and Federal Government
Departmental Officers, Occupational Health and Safety inspectors, building
inspectors and police officers.
Any unwelcome visitor will be calmly asked to leave the service. If they refuse,
the Coordinator or educator directed by the Coordinator will call the police for
removal.
No educator is to try to physically remove the unwelcome person, but try to
remain calm and keep the person calm for as long as possible, before the police
arrive.
EDUCATOR: CHILD RATIOS
The educator: child ratios as outlined in the National Standards will be met at all
times.
" There will be a maximum of 15 children to one educator.
" There will be a maximum of eight children to one educator for excursions.
" There will be a maximum of five children to one educator for swimming
excursions.
" There will be a minimum of two educators present at all times.
When educators are sick or unable to attend work, appropriate relief educators
will be employed to meet the standards.
For an emergency or if an educator becomes sick, a replacement should be
obtained where possible before the educator leaves the service employed on a
casual basis to cover the numbers.
Volunteers will only be counted on excursions to make up the higher number of
educators required, or when temporarily employed.
Students will not be counted as part of the educator to child ratio, at any time.

m) COMMUNICATION
! EDUCATORS/MANAGEMENT
" Educators and management are to treat each other with respect, courtesy
and understanding.
" Appropriate language is to be maintained at all times.
" The Coordinator is the main line of communication between the
educators and management.
" Educators can raise any issues with management through the
Coordinator. The Coordinator will ensure that this is drawn to
management's attention through the monthly report.
" Where necessary, educators will be invited to management meetings to
discuss their concerns.
" Where the matter is seen as urgent, the Coordinator may raise the issue
with management prior to the meeting and discuss if there is a need for
immediate action to be taken at that time.
" If educators have an issue they do not wish to address with the
Coordinator they may personally write to management identifying the
problem and asking for the help of management. A copy of this letter
must be given to the Coordinator.
" The issue should be raised at the next management meeting. The
educator involved will be asked to attend the meeting to personally
discuss the issue.
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" Where there is a distinct conflict between an educator and management,
the educator or management member can act on this as per the
grievance procedures. A mediator or union representative can be brought
in to discuss any concerns that have not been able to be resolved by the
normal procedures.
!

EDUCATORS/FAMILIES
" Educators will create a comfortable and supportive environment for
families and strive for open communication and good relations.
" Educators and families will treat each other with respect, courtesy and
understanding.
" Appropriate language is to be maintained at all times.
" Educators will not be judgemental towards families and will respect their
need to use childcare.
" Educators will accept family’s individual differences in raising their
children and in all cultural issues.
" Educators will ensure families are greeted and farewelled in all sessions.
" Educators will maintain regular, open communication with families.
Educators should inform families personally about anything relating to
their children as an ongoing process. This could be praise about the
child's day or activities, any problems the child might have had in the day,
issues of behaviour that may have been a concern and so on.
" Educators will regularly talk to families about the child's interests or
activities and respond to suggestions from the families.
" Educators will regularly talk to families about the child's cultural needs
andcelebrations and respond to these.
" When family members contact the service to see how a child is settling in,
educators will provide them with information regarding the child's
participation and wellbeing.
" Conversations will be maintained at a positive level.
" Communication with families will be maintained in a variety of ways such
as:
# Greeting and farewelling;
# Personal conversations;
# Notice boards;
# Parent handbooks;
# Newsletters;
# Information from management.
" Educators will ensure that families are fully aware of all lines of
communication, and ensure these are followed.
" Educators will be aware of their limitations in relation to family’s problems
and ensure they are referred to the appropriate people when required.
" Families and educators are requested to maintain confidentiality at all
times.

!

EDUCATORS/CHILDREN
" Educators and children are to treat each other with respect, courtesy and
understanding.
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" Educators will respect children's opinions and encourage their
participation in the planning of the program and in establishing a code of
behaviour for the service.
" Appropriate language is to be maintained at all times.
" Educators will use appropriate voice tone and level when talking to
children. Shouting will be avoided.
" Educators will be supportive and encouraging and communicate to
children in a friendly positive and courteous manner.
" Educators will greet and farewell children each session.
" Educators will initiate conversations with all children, and develop an
understanding of the child and their interests.
" Educators will give praise and positive feedback to the children as often as
possible.
" Educators will form friendly and warm relationships with the children in
their care.
" When communicating with children, educators will ensure that they are
understood and to communicate at the child's level.
" Children will never be singled out or made to feel inadequate at any time.
" Educators will not threaten or verbally abuse the children in any way.
!

EDUCATOR/EDUCATOR
" Educators are to treat each other with respect, courtesy and empathy.
" Appropriate language is to be used between educators at all times.
" Educators are expected to work together as a team and be supportive of
each other in the workplace.
" Staff meetings are appropriate times to raise matters of interest or
concern to other educators. The Coordinator will arrange for educators
contributions to be placed on the meeting Agenda.
" Educators are expected to read minutes of meetings and to take notice of
changes to service policy and procedures.
" Educators are to read the daily communication book prior to the
commencement of each roster.
" Educators will familiarise themselves with the content of all notices
displayed around the service.
" An educator with concerns about the work practices or standards of
another educator will firstly approach that person to discuss the matter. If
the matter remains unresolved, then the grievance procedures will be
followed.
" Educators should not unnecessarily involve families or other educators in
their matters of grievance or complaint.

n) STAFFING ARRANGEMENTS
! The service’s Nominated Supervisor will be responsible for the service at all times
regardless of their attendance at the service.
! In the absence of the Nominated Supervisor at any time, a Responsible Person
will be selected to be in charge of the daily operation of the service. This person
will not adopt the Nominated Supervisor’s responsibilities during this time. The
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!
!

!
!

service will display the details of the Nominated Supervisor and Responsible
Person at all times the service is operating.
A Responsible Person must hold a Certified Supervisor’s Certificate.
The service will appoint an Educational Leader and display the name of this
person for families should they wish to discuss the service’s programming
practices.
At all times the service is operating, there will be at least one educator who holds
a current approved first aid, anaphylaxis and asthma management qualification.
Educators will record their name and the hours they have worked directly with
children each time they are working in the service. This record will also include
the name of the Responsible Person, the Educational Leader, and the names of
any students and visitors.

CONSIDERATIONS
Education and
Care Services
National
Regulations
r46, r54, r82, r83,
r84, r118, r136,
r146, r147, r148,
r149, r150, r151,
r168, r170, r173,
r176, r181.

National
Quality
Standard
Standard 2.3,
Standard 3.1,
QA4, QA5,
Standard 6.1,
QA7.

Other Service
policies/documentation
!
!

!
!
!
!

Staff Handbook
Providing a Child
Safe Environment
Policy.
Interactions with
Children Policy.
Governance and
Management Policy
Confidentiality
Policy.
OSHC Code of
Professional
Standards.

Other

!
!

!
!

Child Protection
Legislation.
Workplace
Health and
Safety
Legislation.
My Time, Our
Place.
Children’s
Services Award
2010.

ENDORSEMENT BY THE SERVICE

Approval date:1/07/2015
Date for Review: 30/06/2017
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CASUAL STAFF POLICY
Policy Includes

Responsible Person
Date of Review
Date of next review

Pre-employment
Orientation
Consistency for children
First Aid
Communication
Peter Hogan
1/07/2015
30/06/2017

OVERVIEW
Relief staff may be required to meet standards for staff/child ratio when a staff
member is unable to attend a shift. Leisure aims to employ appropriate casual staff
and to maintain our quality service through induction and guidelines.
OUR COMMITMENT
Prior to being selected for employment, casual staff (excluding agency staff) will
! Be interviewed by the Coordinator or senior staff member.
! Complete a Working with Children Check.
At a time convenient and preferably prior to commencing work, casual staff will be
given time to
! Be introduced to staff at the Community Centre.
! Complete an orientation of the centre with the Coordinator or staff member in
charge.
! Familiarise themselves to relevant policies and area responsibility guidelines.
! Complete an employee details, salary and tax forms.
ORIENTATION
! Tour of the North Sydney Community Centre.
! How to work the intercom for internal and 000 calls.
! Fire and evacuation procedures.
! First aid locations and documentation.
! Kitchen hygiene and afternoon tea set up.
! Child arrival and departure procedures.
! Procedures for walking children safely from school.
! Leisure rules and boundaries.
! Area supervision.
! Daily reporting book.
! Time sheets
CONSISTENCY FOR CHILDREN
To minimise disruption for children and the program, Leisure will:
! Maintain a base of casual staff and keep a current list of availabilities and contact
details.
! Give priority to casual staff known to the program.
! Minimise use of agency staff.
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FIRST AID
! Only casual staff with current first aid certificates may attend to minor injuries.
! All illnesses and severe injuries must be assessed and treated by a permanent
staff member.
COMMUNICATION
Casual staff is requested to ask for assistance from a permanent staff member if they
are unsure of their responsibilities or have difficulties in supervising their area.
! All incidents and concerns regarding children’s behaviour or safety should be
reported to the Coordinator or the staff member in charge immediately.
! A report of the afternoon will be recorded in the daily reporting book.
RELEVANT POLICIES
! About the North Sydney Community Centre
! Code of Behaviour for Employees Policy
! Staff Grievance Policy
! Assistant After School Care Worker Job Description
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CODE OF BEHAVIOUR FOR EMPLOYEES AND
CONTRACTORS
EMPLOYEES AND CONTRACTORS AGREE:
1. To abide by the philosophy of the North Sydney Community Centre.
2. To treat clients, other staff and members of NSCC with courtesy, respect and
consideration and to act on complaints and to provide services to the best of
their ability.
3. To adhere to the highest standard of conduct commensurate with their position
within the Centre.
4. To act honestly in the performance of their duties.
5. To represent North Sydney Community Centre in a positive way.
6. To not use any confidential information gained by virtue of employment at NSCC
with the intent of securing a benefit for oneself, any person, company or future
employer.
7. When on duty, not to not take illegal drugs or consume alcohol, nor to present to
work under the influence of illegal drugs or alcohol.
8. To follow any grievance procedures set down by the Management Committee to
try and resolve any conflict with other staff or members of North Sydney
Community Centre.
9. Not to harass or abuse, physically or verbally, other staff members, clients or
members of North Sydney Community Centre.
10. To desist from the use of mobile phones and Internet access for personal reasons
during working hours.

Last updated 1/7/2015
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CODE OF BEHAVIOUR FOR CHILDREN AND STAFF
Please advise the North Sydney Community Centre on the Registration Form of any
potential behaviour from your child/ren that is liable to impede the guidelines set
down for appropriate and safe play or the provision of care. If a Behaviour
Management Plan is in place for your child/ren, please discuss further with team
members and provide a copy of the plan. Please ensure that the Code of Behaviour
(outlined below) is read to/with your child/ren so they understand it and the
consequence of not abiding by it. There is also several Codes of Conduct for each
specific component of the Program eg. climbing Equipment, Walking to and from
School, Physical Play, Areas that are not for play.
Everyone at our Centres has the right to feel safe and secure both emotionally and
physically. They have the right to have their personal space and property respected.
Everyone has responsibility to care for themselves, other children, parents and
Children’s Services team members.
Everyone must take care of people's belongings, our centres’ equipment and the
centre environment.
A positive approach to behaviour is desirable to foster a climate within which
personal responsibility and self-discipline will be encouraged and developed. The
‘Code’ governs our daily actions at the centre, at school, out in the Community and
at home. Families are asked to support the Code of Behaviour.
NORTH SYDNEY COMMUNITY CENTRE ACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOUR GUIDELINES
We show Care, Consideration and Safety through Respect, Responsibility and Rights.
We all need to:
(a) Respect and support others - speak with respect to others; use appropriate
language; listen to others; use appropriate body language; be on time; use good
manners; make amends by positive action; value each other.
(b) Co-operate so that everyone can enjoy and learn - include others; co operate;
take turns; accept losing; look after each other; encourage others; be honest; think
of the feelings of others; try to understand others.
(c) Act in a manner that is safe for ourselves and others – walk with care and safety;
put things away carefully and where they ‘live’; assemble where we should with care
and consideration; use correctly and safely; follow procedures when walking and
travelling by vehicle.
(d) Respect property and the centre environment - care and use games/toys and
equipment as intended; care for the property of others and their work; care for the
centre and the environment.
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(e) Sort out problems considerately - find solutions which do not involve physical
contact; try to work out problems; ask a carer or someone else; solve problems in a
fair and reasonable manner; negotiate; listen to others; recognise that the problem
could look different from another perspective; use 'stop and think' time.
(f) Keep ourselves and others safe – play in designated areas of the centre or
grounds that are supervised and safe; play on equipment only under supervision and
follow rules; play safe games; play in a safe manner – balls only are to be thrown
(supervised) – natural things from the ground stay on the ground; use games and
sports equipment safely – as intended or instructed; use toilets appropriately – they
are not a place to play; dangerous items to be left at home; expensive/valuable items
to be left at home (or in the safe keeping of the Coordinator until collected by
parent/carer) - walkmans, computer games, mobile telephones should not be used
at the centre unless permission has been given by the coordinator.
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COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE POLICY
North Sydney Community Centre believes that the users of our services have an
important role to play in the Centre and we value their comments and feedback.
We aim to ensure that centre users feel free to communicate any concerns they
have in relation to the Centre, staff, management, programs or policies without
fearing negative consequences and that they are made fully aware of the procedures
to do this. Our priority is to do everything possible to improve the quality of our
service.
! The Centre supports the right of users of our services to complain and will make
every attempt to resolve them.
! All complaints will be dealt with objectively and fairly.
! Complaints can be made formally or informally
! All complaints will be treated with sensitivity and discretion.
! The Centre undertakes to inform the complainant of the action taken to address
their complaint.
! On receipt of any complaint, consideration will be given as to whether it may be
mandatory or advisable to report the matter to another authority.
PROCEDURE FOR ADULT CLASS STUDENTS
Students have several avenues to lodge a complaint through:
! The written (anonymous) evaluations carried out at the end of their course.
! The feedback process posted on our website.
! A formal or informal approach to the Community Centre Director.
PROCEDURE FOR PLAYGROUP AND AFTER SCHOOL CARE PARENTS
! Parents are encouraged to raise their complaint informally with the program
coordinator.
! If their complaint concerns the coordinator, they are encouraged to approach
the Community Centre Director.
! In the case of After School Care, complaints made by parents will be recorded in
the communications book indicating the issue and what steps were taken to
resolve it. The ASC Coordinator or the Centre Director will inform the parent,
either by phone or in writing, what action has been taken to address their
complaint.
! Staff will also be informed of any relevant issues that they need to address or be
aware of as a result of the complaint.
! Depending on the seriousness of the complaint, it may be addressed directly to
the President of the Management Committee. This contact should be made
available to the complainant if requested.
! Any user of the Community Centre’s services who has a grievance with the
organisation will be advised of their right to have external representation and
support.
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COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE FOR CHILDREN
Policy Includes
Responsible Person
Date of Review
Date of Next Review

Peter Hogan
1/07/2015
30/06/2017

OUR COMMITMENT
The Centre aims to ensure that the children in our care feel free to raise any
concerns they have in relation to the Centre, staff, management, programs or
policies without the fear of negative consequences. Our priority is to do everything
possible to improve the quality of our service and ensure fairness and equity for the
children in our care and we actively encourage their comments and feedback.
We support the right of the children to raise concerns and complaints and will make
every attempt to resolve them.
! All complaints will be dealt with objectively and fairly.
! Complaints can be made formally or informally.
! Complaints will be treated with sensitivity and discretion.
! The Centre undertakes to inform the child (and where appropriate, the parent/s)
of the action we have taken to address their complaint.
! On receipt of any complaint, consideration will be given as to whether it may be
mandatory or advisable to report the matter to another authority.
The process to be followed when a child has a complaint is as follows:
! If the issue or complaint is about another child or anything involving the
operation of the program, the child should raise the matter with a staff member.
! If the complaint is about one of the general staff members, the child should go to
the program coordinator and raise their concern or complaint.
! If the complaint is about the program coordinator, the child should speak to their
parent/s or guardian/s who should then make an appointment to speak directly
to the coordinator. The child should have the right to attend this meeting if they
wish.
! If the complaint is not dealt with to the satisfaction of all parties at this level, the
complaint should then be taken to the President of the Community Centre’s
Management Committee and the family should be made aware of this contact.
Any user of the Community Centre’s services who has a grievance with the
organisation will be advised of their right to have external representation and
support. This also applies to any staff member against whom a complaint may be
raised.
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INTERACTIONS WITH CHILDREN
POLICY STATEMENT
Our service will provide an environment that reflects the principles in “My Time, Our
Place” where the development of secure, respectful and reciprocal relationships with
children are fostered and encouraged and genuine respect for diversity and a
commitment to equity is reflected in all our interactions with children.
We will endeavour through our interactions with children to nurture their optimism,
happiness and sense of fun and we will aim to recognise and respond to barriers
which may impact on children achieving a positive sense of self identify.
Educators will utilise opportunities in their interactions with children to develop an
understanding of each others expectations leading to a deeper understanding of
each other and the negotiation of clear boundaries regarding safety, respect for
others and procedures for creating a caring environment.
PROCEDURES
The educators will:
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!

Maintain a positive attitude in all interactions with children.
Listen carefully to children’s experiences and perspectives and show interest in
their ideas and perspectives.
Respect children as individuals and encourage each child to voice their opinions,
concerns and ideas in a supportive forum that is free from stigmatism.
Support children in feeling confident in the environment by never using
strategies such as shouting, threats of corporal punishment or the refusal of food
or other basic needs. Educators will always treat children with respect, courtesy
and understanding.
Treat children equally regardless of race, cultural background, religion, sex or
ability and ensure interactions between children and educators exhibit this.
Sensitively manage children who are having difficulty conveying their message or
managing their emotions.
Ensure children understand what is being communicated to them during
interactions and allow them time to question or respond.
Speak to children at their level and use voice intonations, facial expressions and
body language to assist in conveying messages.
Engage in one on one conversations with all children and develop an
understanding of their likes, dislikes and interests.
Collaborate with children regarding the daily routines and practices within the
service including programming of experiences in order to meet their individual
needs, interests and abilities.
Organise environments and spaces that promote small and large group
interactions and meaningful play and leisure.
Collaborate with children to develop a set of rules or boundaries to guide their
behaviour in the service and discuss clear expectations and consequences of
inappropriate behaviours.
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!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!

!
!

Keep rules simple and only have a small number of concise rules that children
understand, focusing on appreciating and caring for each other and the
environment. All staff, families and children will be made aware of the rules and
the expected consequences. The rules will be clearly displayed.
Ensure that all educators enforce the rules and consequences consistently at all
times. Consequences will be relevant to the situation and never demeaning.
Follow up all issues that arise by discussing the situation with the child and
strategising for better solutions in future issues.
Collaborate with family members and schools regarding appropriate behaviour
management practices to ensure there is a consistent approach.
Access professional development and resources related to positive behaviour
management and include this in professional development planning.
Act as a positive role model for appropriate and expected behaviours in the
service being mindful of respectful language and tone.
Encourage and reward acceptable behaviour by giving praise and positive
feedback to children as often as possible.
Focus on the behaviours being displayed and not the child displaying them.
Assist children in developing self-discipline skills and regulating their own
behaviours by using simple conflict resolution skills, building self-reliance and
self-esteem, role modelling and positive direction.
Provide children with opportunities to interact and develop respectful and
positive relationships with each other, educators and visitors to the service.
Ensure that appropriate physical contact is maintained in regards to comforting
children, application of first aid, safety provisions such as holding hands and
maintaining respectful bodily space.
Identify when interactions with a child are not appropriate and refer to the
services ‘Providing a Child Safe Environment’ policy to address these concerns.
Maintain defined boundaries in regards to appropriate behaviour with children
and engagement with their families.

The children will:
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!

Be treated with respect, courtesy and understanding regardless of race, cultural
background, religion, sex or ability.
Be encouraged to listen to others respect, courtesy and understanding regardless
of race, cultural background, religion, sex or ability.
Be encouraged to share humour and express themselves in a variety of ways.
Practice strategies for problem solving, debating, negotiating and interacting
with others in an appropriate way with the guidance of educators.
Have opportunities to use and share their home language with other children
and educators
Collaborate with staff in developing service routines and procedures including
rules and boundaries and the consequences they should expect if these are not
followed.
Encourage their peers to adhere to the rules and expectations.
Participate in experiences that will build relationships and promote interactions
between each other, educators and visitors to the service.
Assist educators in developing programs and routines for the service that reflect
their individual needs, interests and abilities.
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!
!

Have their need for solitude or quiet time supported and respected by educators
and children
Develop an understanding of the choices they make and the responsibility they
have to manage their own behaviours in conjunction with educators.

Dealing with consistently inappropriate behaviours
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

Where a child demonstrates unacceptable behaviour consistently, educators will:
Ensure the child is aware of the limits and what is appropriate behaviour.
Ensure the expectations are appropriate for the child’s level of development and
understanding.
Look for and assess possible causes for the behaviour such as environmental
factors.
Discuss the issue with the child and their family members.
Record all incidents that occur in relation to inappropriate behaviours, making
note of the events leading up to the incident, the date and time, who was
involved and how the incident was handled.
Develop an action plan for the management of the specific behaviours and
include a plan for regular discussions with all educators, children’s families,
school professionals etc. to review the action plans effectiveness and
progression.

Where a child demonstrates harmful physical behaviour, educators will:
!
!
!
!

Remove the child from the situation as quickly as possible.
Ensure any children or educators involved have not been hurt and apply first aid
where required.
Record the details of the incident including date, time, people involved, people
injured and the action taken.
Ensure that the family members of all children involved in the incident are
notified.

Exclusion for unacceptable behaviours
!
!

Should unacceptable behaviour continue and the above strategies have not
worked effectively, the educators will inform management and discuss the issue.
Where, in the interest of the child and other children at the centre, exclusion is
seen as a necessary step, this will be decided by management and will only be
considered after:
" Adequate support and counselling has been provided.
" Family members have been notified and given the opportunity to discuss
the child’s behaviour and strategies for creating change.
" Referrals to other agencies have been suggested where necessary.
" Educators and management have given careful consideration to the issue.
" Clear procedures have been established for accepting the child back into
the centre.
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CONSIDERATIONS
Education and
Care Services
National
Regulations
r73, r74, r76, r155,
r156, r168.

National
Quality
Standard
Quality Area’s
1, 5 and 6.

Other Service
policies/documentation
!
!
!
!
!
!

Parent Handbook
Staff Handbook
Programming and
evaluation records
Grievance policy
Child Safe
Environments

Other

!

My Time, Our
Place
Outcomes 1, 2,
3, 4 & 5.

ENDORSEMENT BY THE SERVICE

Approval date: 1/07/2015
Date for review: 30/06/2017
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SUPERVISION POLICY
POLICY INCLUDES

RESPONSIBLE PERSON
DATE OF REVIEW
NEXT REVIEW

Child Ratio
Minimum Staffing
Active Supervision
Leisure Boundaries
Area Responsibilities
Supervision in Civic Park
Playground Access
Peter Hogan
1/07/2015
30/06/2017

OVERVIEW
Adult supervision is a key factor in providing a safe environment as children often
challenge their own abilities but are unable to recognise the potential risks involved.
It is a requirement under Quality Assurance that areas accessible to children are
supervised and that licensing regulation of staff to children, conforms to regulation.
OUR COMMITMENT
Child/Staff Ratios – The staff to child ratios, as outlined in the National Standards,
will be met at all times.
! There will be a maximum of 15 children to one staff member.
! There will be a maximum of 8 children to one staff member for excursions.
! There will be a maximum of 5 children to one staff member for swimming, water
based or near water excursions.
MINIMUM STAFFING
! There will be a minimum of two staff members present during operational hours
of Leisure.
! When staff are sick or unable to attend work, appropriate casual staff will be
employed to meet requirements.
! In an emergency, an office staff member may be asked to assist with the
program.
ACTIVE SUPERVISION
! Staff should actively attend and watch over their environment and avoid activities
that draw their attention away from monitoring the children. Staff will frequently
move around and position themselves where they can best observe activity in the
area.
AREA RESPONSIBILITIES
Staff are assigned to various areas and duties every day including the Wattle room,
playground and activities.
! Staff monitoring the Wattle, Jacaranda rooms and playground must ensure their
area is supervised for the duration of the program.
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!
!
!
!
!

The activity staff members are responsible for afternoon tea and then supervising
their activity.
If a staff member must leave their area, they must request another staff member
to supervise the area.
Where Leisure staff are not available, office staff may be used to supervise for
short periods.
Inside the building, staff can contact other areas and office staff via the intercom
when they cannot leave their area.
Detailed area responsibilities are provided to staff in writing when employment
commences.

LEISURE BOUNDARIES
Children are taught the following boundaries of Leisure.
! “Free play” is encouraged within the Wattle and playground.
! Year 6 students are permitted to study in the Bay room where they are visible to
and periodically checked by staff supervising the playground.
! All other areas within the centre are “out of bounds” for children unless
supervised by a staff member, music tutor or signed into the care of a parent or
authorised person.
! Children must only be placed in the sick bay when either the office staff or
Director are present and informed that a child has been placed in the room (see
Injury and Illness Policy).
SUPERVISION IN CIVIC PARK
! Civic Park is included in the ground boundaries which the North Sydney
Community Centre was built on.
! Activities in Civic Park will have maximum of 15 children to 1 staff member.
! Prior to running activities in Civic Park, staff and children’s names will be
documented and given to the staff member supervising the Wattle Room.
PLAYGROUND ACCESS
The playground is closed to the public between the hours of 3pm and 6pm, Monday
to Friday during school terms.
RELEVANT POLICIES
Visitors and Volunteers Policy, After School Care.
Child Protection Policy, After School Care.
Child Safety Policy, After School Care.
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VISITOR AND VOLUNTEER POLICY
POLICY INCLUDES

RESPONSIBLE PERSON
DATE OF REVIEW
DATE OF NEXT REVIEW

Identification
Volunteers
Volunteers under the age of 18 years
Visitors
Peter Hogan
1/07/2015
30/06/2017

OVERVIEW
Visitors and volunteers include school and TAFE students, tutors, invited guests.
Leisure also operates within a community centre where members of the public may
attend. It is therefore essential for supervision and child safety that there are clear
procedures for any person, not employed by the North Sydney Community Centre
and who enters the premises during the After School Care hours.
OUR COMMITMENT
Visitors
If a visitor requires access to the North Sydney Community Centre during Leisure’s
operating hours the following will occur.
! Visitors will report to the office sign in and out of the office.
! If the person is unknown to ASC staff, Admin staff will notify the Coordinator or
staff member in charge that a visitor is present and the nature and duration of
their visit.
! Parents and people authorised to collect children are not regarded as visitors to
the centre but staff may request identification if the person is unknown to them.
Where possible, Community Centre visitors and non-essential maintenance should
be scheduled for times outside the operational times for After School Care. If access
is required Leisure staff should be notified so areas can be isolated or supervision
increased in the area where visitors will access.
Volunteers
People who wish to gain work experience through our program will be selected only
after an interview and evaluation of their suitability and the program needs.
! Volunteers will be required to undertake a Working with Children Check.
! Personal details including emergency contacts will be kept on file.
! Volunteers will sign in and out at the office daily.
! Orientation will include introduction to staff and a tour of the premises.
! Fire evacuation and first aid procedures will be explained.
! Child/Staff ratios will include volunteers.
! Volunteers must not be left alone with or in charge of children.
! Volunteers are not to discipline children and are to report incidents to a paid staff
member.
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!

Volunteers are responsible for their own sun protection.

Volunteers under 18 years of age
As above but do not require a Working with Children Check and must
! Have written permission from a parent detailing the time and days they may
volunteer.
! Be counted as a child in the staff to child ratio.
Relevant Policies
Child Access Policy, North Sydney Community Centre Inc
Child Safety Policy, After School Care
Supervision Policy, After School Care
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ENROLMENT & ORIENTATION
POLICY STATEMENT
Our service accepts enrolments to the service for primary school age children in
accordance with funding priorities and guidelines. An orientation process is in place
for children and their families. The purpose of this is to:
! Enable educators/staff to meet and greet children and their families.
! Provide essential operational information.
! Form the foundation for a successful and caring partnership between home and
the service.
! To help children develop a sense of belonging, feel accepted, develop
attachments & trust those who care for them (“My Time, Our Place”, Outcome 1).
PROCEDURES
Eligibility
!

!

!

Access and eligibility will be subject to the Priority of Access Guidelines set down
by the Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR),
these are:
" Priority 1 – a child at risk of serious abuse or neglect
" Priority 2 – a child of a single parent who satisfies, or of parents who both
satisfy, the work, training, study test under section 14 of the A New Tax
System (Family Assistance) Act 1999
" Priority 3 – any other child
Within these main categories priority should also be given to the following
children:
" Children in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander families.
" Children in families which include a disabled person.
" Children in families on low incomes.
" Children in families from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.
" Children in socially isolated families.
" Children of single parents.
As well as the above, the service policy is that children must be enrolled in
Primary school in order to be eligible to attend the service. Children of Preschool
age will not be accepted into the program, except for the December/January
Vacation care period immediately prior to them commencing Primary school –
this enrolment will be accepted upon proof that the child is enrolled to
commence Primary school. Children who have completed Year 6 may be eligible
to attend the service at the discretion of the Nominated Supervisor.

Inclusion of children additional needs
! Provision of places for children with additional needs will be made wherever
possible, with a regular review period. Access to care will focus on the needs of
the child and the service’s ability to meet these needs. Ongoing arrangements
will be at the discretion of the Nominated Supervisor in consultation with parents
and educators.
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Waiting list
! Where demand for care exceeds the service’s number of approved places,
families will be placed on the service’s waiting list. When completing waiting list
details families will be advised of the Priority of Access Guidelines.
! Waiting lists will be refreshed annually by mail. A request for updating family
details and contact numbers will be sent to each family on the waiting list. If the
service does not receive an updated reply by mail and the form is not returned to
the service, families will be removed from the list, as it is presumed the family is
no longer requiring care.
Enrolment
! Enrolments will be created in line with the Priority of Access Guidelines and the
Child Care Management System (CCMS). There are three enrolment types under
the CCMS:
" Formal enrolments.
" Informal enrolments.
" AMEP/Other enrolment
! Enrolments will not be accepted fr.om families without full completion of the
enrolment form. To secure the enrolment, parents are required to pay the
enrolment fee and security deposit (2 weeks full fees). Information about fees is
included in the Fee Policy.
Attendance and enrolment records
! Accurate attendance records will be kept, which:
" Records the full name of each child attending the service;
" Records the date and time each child arrives and departs;
" Is signed on the child’s arrival and departure by either:
- The person who delivers or collects the child
- The Nominated Supervisor or an educator (Regulation 158); and
" Meet the requirements of the Child Care Management System (CCMS).
! An enrolment record for each child will be kept at the service which includes all
details outlined in Regulations 160, 161 and 162.
Child’s attendance once enrolled
! The service’s responsibility for the child begins when placed in the staff’s care by
parent or guardian, or when they arrive from school for the afternoon session. If
a child is to be absent on a day they are normally booked, the family must notify
the service as soon as possible. The rules for Allowable Absences under CCMS
will be followed in relation to all absences.
! If a child who is enrolled with the service, but is not on the Roll for a particular
day, arrives at the service, the Nominated Supervisor, or other relevant staff
member will be contacted immediately to see if the child has been booked in for
the day.
! If a child has not been enrolled they must not be taken into care under any
circumstances. In this case, please contact the school and/or child’s parents (if
possible) immediately.
Cancellation of enrolment
! Cancellation of an enrolment may be initiated in two different situations:
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!

!

" A parent advises the service that no further care needs to be provided;
" The service identifies that care is no longer required or being provided
(CCMS Ending Enrolments).
The family must give two weeks’ notice if they wish to cancel a child’s enrolment;
failure to do so will mean that the security deposit will not be refunded. Refunds
may be granted under exceptional circumstances after discussion with the
Nominated Supervisor.
CCMS guidelines will be followed once an enrolment is cancelled.

Confidentiality and storage of records
!

Enrolment information will be kept in strict confidence according to the services
Confidentiality Policy. All enrolment records will be kept in a safe and secure
place and kept for the period of time specified in the Regulations (Regulations
158, 159,160, 183).

Orientation
!

!

!

Families who are enrolling their child for the first time will be sent the Parent
Handbook and the key policies for families prior to the child’s first day at the
service. Families should read this handbook so that their child is prepared for
their first day at the service and to give them time to complete all relevant forms.
Parents should advise educators when they are greeted that it is their child’s first
day at the service and the educator will introduce themselves and guide them
through the sign-in/out process, check that all relevant forms and authorities
have been signed and show them around the Centre.
Educators will introduce the child to other children and engage them in an
activity. The educator will remain with the child until they are settled and
comfortable in the new environment. Educators will carefully monitor the child
whilst in the service to ensure they are settling in.

CONSIDERATIONS
Education and Care
Services National
Regulations
158, 159, 160, 161,
162, 168, 177, 183.

National
Quality
Standard
6.1, 7.3.

Service
policies/documentation
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Service Enrolment form
Family Handbook
Fee Policy
Confidentiality Policy
Delivery and Collection of
Children Policy
Acceptance & Refusal of
Authorisations Policy
Governance &
Management Policy

Other
!

!

!

!
!

Network Record
Keeping
Factsheet
Child Care
Service
Handbook
(DEEWR)
A New Tax
System (Family
Assistance) Act
1999
CCMS
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ENDORSEMENT BY THE SERVICE

Approval date: 1/07/2015
Date for Review: 30/06/2017
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FEE AND INVOICING POLICY
Policy Includes
Responsible Person
Date of Review
Date of Next Review

Peter Hogan
1/07/2015
30/06/2017

As of January 2012 Fees are as follows:
$25.00 per day for the first child and $24.00 per day for siblings.
Fees are invoiced twice a term, which means that they are billed for 5-week periods. Fees
may be paid by credit card, or Cheque that can be placed in our fee drop box that is situated
in our sign in room, or they may be paid directly into our bank account via Internet banking.
Our banking details are: - BSB 012361 Account number 487471022.
Invoices that have not been paid by the due date will incur a late payment fee of $40 per
week until payment has been received in full. Please contact the Coordinator if you are
unable to make a payment by the due date or would prefer to make payments at more
frequent intervals.
Receipts are available on the sign out table in the main room in the receipt box.
Parents can elect to have their fee statements sent by email or post, it is the parent’s
responsibility to supply a correct email address or postal address so they can receive their
Fee statement.
The Child Care Benefit (CCB) is a payment made to assist families with the costs of childcare.
The Family Assistance Office (FAO) administers and delivers CCB on behalf of the Department
of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations.
The Child Care Rebate (CCR) is an additional payment for parents from the Government on
top of the CCB, to further reduce the cost of childcare.
RELEVANT LEGISLATION
Child Care Act 1972; a New Tax System (Family Assistance and Related Measures) Act No. 45,
2000.
RESOURCES
Child Care Service Handbook (DEEWR), Department of Education, Employment and
Workplace Relations, fact sheets.
CCB ELIGIBILITY
The Child Care Benefit (CCB) is a means-tested payment based on family income. All parents
who meet Australian residency requirements, comply with immunisation requirements, meet
the work study test and who have children attending care in any approved child care service,
may be entitled to apply for Child Care Benefit.
Families who wish to apply for the CCB should do so prior to or within 28 days of their child
starting care. Families should contact the FAO (136 150). The application can either be made
directly over the telephone, online or an application form will be sent through the mail. The
CCB may be claimed directly by the family from the FAO as a lump sum at the end of the
financial year, or may be claimed by the Centre following the reduction of the weekly fees
charged to the family. If a family elects to claim as a lump sum payment, they must still
register for CCB with the FAO as the service is required to report usage on a fortnightly basis
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so that you are able to make your lump sum claim. In all instances, it is the responsibility of
the family to ensure the FAO is notified of any changes to their financial circumstances,
changes in child care arrangements, or of anything else that might affect their eligibility for
the CCB.
CHILD CARE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
All services are now operating under the Governments Child Care Management System. This
system provides a direct link from the Government to the childcare service for the exchange
of attendance details of children and the CCB and CCR entitlements for each individual
family. This system automatically applies the CCB percentage and the CCR to the family
account and accordingly adjusts the amount of fee to be paid by the family. In light of this
the services provide parents with a monthly account of the “estimated” fee for that period.
Where a change occurs in the families’ level of entitlement the fees will be adjusted and the
family notified of any variance.
CHILD CARE REBATE
Where a family meets the eligibility criteria for the Child Care Benefit they are also eligible for
the Child Care Rebate (CCR). The CCR is a payment received from the Government for 50%
of the out-of-pocket childcare expenses, up to a maximum amount per child per year.
Families can now elect to receive this payment directly to their bank account, fortnightly,
quarterly or annually, or as a payment fortnightly directly to the child care centre.
CUSTOMER REFERENCE NUMBERS
Each family member is allocated a Customer Reference Number. Families are asked to
nominate on their enrolment form which Parent CRN will be used to claim the fee relief. This
is known as the CCB Claimant and it must be the parent registered with the Family Assistance
Office as the CCB Claimant.
LIMITS ON ELIGIBLE HOURS
There is a limit on CCB of 24 hours per child per week except where both parents (and the
sole parent) are working, studying, training or looking for work. In this instance, a limit of 50
hours per child per week is granted. The FAO determines the limit on eligible hours and
provides this information to the childcare service. Please speak to the Director/Coordinator if
you require more information about this section.
RECORD KEEPING
All Centres are required to maintain accurate records of attendance to meet the recording
and accountability requirements of the FAO. Each child is to be signed in and signed out
every day of attendance by the responsible adult accompanying the child.
ABSENCES
CCB is paid for up to 42 Initial Absence Days, including public holidays, for each child per
financial year across all approved child care centres (including those not provided by North
Sydney Community Centre) that the child attends. These days are for the initial absence of 42
days, regardless of the reason. Once each child has reached 42 Initial Absence Days, CCB is
not paid for any further absences, unless the absences are taken for an Additional Absence
Day reason. Therefore parents will be required to pay full fees on any future absences not
supported with reasons as outlined below. Additional Absence Days may be taken for the
following reasons and must be supported by appropriate documentation:
! Illness (with a medical certificate)
! Non-immunisation
! Rostered days off (of parent/guardian)
! Rotating shift work (of parent/guardian)
! Temporary closure of a school or pupil-free days
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!
!
!
!

Public holidays
Periods of local emergency
Court ordered shared custody
Attendance at preschool

Evidence must be provided to the service director to claim absence under these categories.
Notification on intent to withdraw the child from a service and CCB CCR payments.
Families are required to provide a service with two weeks written notice of withdrawing or
changing a child’s enrolment pattern. Where a family provides such notice and attends the
service for each remaining session the CCB will still apply to this notice period. If during the
notification period a child is absent the parent is still required to sign the enrolment form
attesting to this. In this case the CCB applies to these absences. However in the event that a
family provides notice and does not attend for the remaining sessions the CCB does not
apply and parents will be required to pay full fees for this period. Services are required to
comply with the Governments funding guidelines to be able to provide CCB to families.
Service are subjected to Compliance Audits by the Government and if found to be in breach
of these guidelines risk losing their CCB eligibility. Similarly where a parent receives CCB
from the Government, they too are agreeing to abide by the CCB responsibilities for parents.
Where a family fails to inform a service of such changes to their circumstances based on
these responsibilities, and where the service receives a less amount from the Government as
a result of this, the centre will adjust the family account to recoup the loss. Information on
parental responsibilities for receiving the CCB can be found on the Governments website.
1.10 SPECIAL CHILD CARE BENEFIT
This is an additional pool of funds that may be applied to families in specific circumstances of
hardship, or where a child may be at risk of serious abuse or neglect. Please speak with the
Director/Coordinator for more information about this section.
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PROGRAMMING POLICY
POLICY INCLUDES

RESPONSIBLE PERSON
DATE OF REVIEW
DATE OF NEXT REVIEW

Routine
Activities
Planning and Evaluation
Film and Movies
Homework
Documentation of Daily Events
Peter Hogan - Educational Leader
1/07/2015
30/07/2017

OVERVIEW
Programs shall be designed and evaluated with regard to each child’s out of school
hours social, physical, emotional, recreational, intellectual and creative
developmental needs. (National Standards for Outside School Hours Care, Standard
4.2.1)
Leisure works on the principle of ‘free play’ where children make their own choice
about participating in structured activities or in supervised play.
OUR COMMITMENT
Daily Routine
Leisure will have a routine that will:
! Be based around regular events such as arrival, afternoon tea and activity time.
! Be flexible to allow spontaneity.
! Adapt to meet changing needs and seasonal conditions.
! Give opportunities for leadership and autonomy of choice.
Activities
! Daily activities should cater for different ages and abilities of children and be
varied between sport, art, craft, cooking, drama, music and games.
Planning and Evaluation
! Staff will participate in weekly program evaluation and planning meetings.
Supervised by the Education Leader:- These meetings will cover
! Creative and physical activities.
! Program and behavioural problems.
! Achievements.
! Feedback from children, families.
! Planning of the week ahead.
! Staffing/Management needs and communication.
Video and Movies
! Videos will only be viewed as an activity if they have a G or PG rating.
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!
!
!

Staff will supervise the movie and will discontinue the viewing if the content is
deemed inappropriate.
Movies will be scheduled on different days each week.
Planning will take into consideration the impact of a movie will have on other
activities.

Nutrition
! Leisure offers afternoon tea daily where children can choose between a variety
of quality foods.
! Fresh drinking water will be available at all times.
! Children who arrive late will be offered afternoon tea or a snack.
! Cooking activities will give a vegetarian option if possible.
! Cooking activities that contain nuts will be clearly labelled or advertised.
Homework
! A supervised space will be available for children to do their homework if they
wish.
! Staff may aid children with projects and homework.
! Staff are not responsible for checking homework has been completed.
! Children are encouraged to sign in and out of the homework club book as a
communication tool for staff and families.
Relevant Policies
! Inclusion Policy
! Behaviour Guidance Policy
! Injury and Illness Policy
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EXCURSIONS POLICY
POLICY INCLUDES

RESPONSIBLE PERSON
DATE OF REVIEW
DATE OF NEXT REVIEW

Planning
Authorisation and Notification
Child Safety
Transportation
Equipment
Supervision
Missing Child
Peter Hogan
1/07/2015
30/06/2017

OVERVIEW
Excursions give children the opportunity to experience activities in different
environments and explore the wider community. Safety precautions must be
maintained through proper preparation and ensuring supervision meets national
standards.
OUR COMMITMENT
Planning
All excursions will be planned taking into consideration
! The children’s ages, capabilities and interests.
! Suitability of the venue and access including wheelchairs if required.
! Access to bathrooms and facilities.
! Access to water.
! Weather restrictions.
! Clothing and equipment required.
! Staffing and travel requirements.
AUTHORISATION AND NOTIFICATION
! Parents will be notified of any proposed excursion with full details of the
destination, time of departure and return and staff attending.
! Written permission from a parent must be received before any child is taken on
an excursion.
! Any staff or operators at the venue will be informed of the planned excursion,
approximate numbers of children and contact details of the North Sydney
Community Centre.
! Excursions may be cancelled at any time due to weather or safety concerns
CHILD SAFETY
! An OH&S check of the venue will be completed before the excursion
commences.
! Children will be instructed regarding behaviour, road safety and what to do if
they are separated from the group
! Leisure’s Illness and Injury, Child Safety and Supervision policies will be observed
at all times during the excursion.
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EQUIPMENT
! A list of all children on the excursion and parent/emergency contact numbers.
! A list of children’s medical conditions
! First Aid kit
! Mobile phone
! Sunscreen
! Hats
! Sports equipment if required
SUPERVISION
The staff/child ratios as outlined in the standards will be met at all times.
! There will be a maximum of 8 children to 1 staff member for excursions.
! There will be a maximum of 5 children to 1 staff member for swimming or water
related activities.
! Roll checks and head counts will be taken at regular intervals throughout the
excursion and prior to returning to the North Sydney Community Centre.
MISSING CHILD
In the event that a child is found to be absent from a roll check
! A search of immediate area will be conducted.
! Community Centre administration staff will be contacted and at least one staff
member will go to the venue immediately.
! Police and Parents will be notified.
! When the administration staff arrive, other children will return to the Community
Centre and one After School Care staff member will stay to continue the search.
! The Director or Management Committee President will be informed as soon as
possible.
! The incident will be documented in the child’s notes and an incident form
completed.
RELATED POLICIES
! Programming Policy, After School Care.
! Injury and Illness Policy, After School Care.
! Child Safety, After School Care.
! Supervision Policy, After School Care.
! Risk Management Policy, North Sydney Community Centre Inc
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DELIVERY & COLLECTION OF CHILDREN POLICY
POLICY STATEMENT
Our Service will ensure that children arrive at and leave the service in a manner that
safeguards their health, safety and wellbeing. Educators will manage this by adhering
to clear procedures regarding the delivery and collection of children, ensuring that
families understand their requirements and responsibilities and accounting for the
whereabouts of children at all times whilst in the service’s care.
PROCEDURES
a) Delivery of Children
!
!
!

!

Children are not to be left at the service unattended at any time prior to the
opening hours of the service.
Any person delivering a child to the service must sign the attendance register and
record the time of arrival and their signature.
Educators will be aware of each child’s arrival at the service and exchange
information with the person delivering the child such as who will be collecting
the child.
If a child requires medication to be administered whilst at the service, the person
delivering the child must document this in writing as per the services
Management of Medical Conditions and Administration of Medication
procedures.

b) Collection of Children
!
!

!
!

!

!

!

!

Children must be collected by the closing time of the service.
Any person who is collecting a child from the service must be listed as an
authorised nominee on the child’s enrolment form with their contact details. The
collection list must be kept current and updated on a regular basis.
The authorised nominee who is collecting a child must sign the attendance
register and record the time of collection and their signature.
Written authorisation must be given in the child’s enrolment form if children have
permission to leave the service themselves. In this case, the Coordinator would
sign the child out of the service.
Educators will be aware of each child’s departure from the service to ensure
children are only collected by an authorised nominee listed on their collection
list.
Educators should be notified as soon as possible if the authorised nominee will
be later than expected and the child will be informed to avoid unnecessary
anxiety.
If a person who is not on the collection list arrives to collect a child, written
authorisation will be sought from an authorised nominee before the child is able
to leave the service. The Coordinator will also request identification from the
person collecting the child.
In the case of an emergency where a child’s authorised nominees cannot collect
the child and someone not on the collection list will be collecting the child, the
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service must be notified by phone as soon as possible by an authorised nominee.
Written authorisation should be gained where possible however verbal consent
and an identification check will be sufficient in the case of an emergency.
c) Absent and Missing Children
!

!
!

!

Families are required to notify educators as early as possible if children will be
absent from the service. Educators will record the absences in an appropriate
place where other educators will be aware of the information.
Families will be informed of their notifying responsibilities upon enrolment and
through the parent handbook.
If a child only attends after school care the families must notify educators when a
child has returned from an absence so they know to expect the child at the
service.
Should a child not arrive at the service or not be waiting in the designated area
when expected, educators will:
" Ask the other children of their knowledge of where the child might be.
" Approach the school office and ask for information regarding the child’s
attendance at school.
" If the child was absent from school, call the child’s authorised nominees
at a suitable time to remind them of their notifying responsibilities and
find out when they should expect the child to return to the service.
" If the child was present at school and the other children and school staff
are unaware of their whereabouts, educators will ask the school staff for
assistance in searching for the child in the school area. Ensure supervision
is maintained for other children during this process.
" If the child is still unable to be located, educators will return to the service
and call the child’s authorised nominees to gain further information.
Continue to call the authorised nominees on the contact list until contact
has been made. Maintain contact with the authorised nominees until the
child has been located.
" Continue to keep in contact with the school during this time.
" Arrange for appropriate supervision of children at the service and send an
educator back to the school area to continue looking for the child. Follow
up on any leads regarding children going to a friend’s home and check
common places in the local area.
" If the child remains missing, contact the police and keep the authorised
nominees and school informed of the situation.
" Educators will notify the Department of Education and Communities
(DECS) within 24 hours of the incident occurring.

d) Acknowledgement of Children’s Arrival
!

Educators will acknowledge children’s arrival at the service during After School
Care by recording the child’s name and arrival time at the service. If using
transport to deliver children to the service, ensure procedures are in place to
record that children have been collected and that educators address children by
their name to ensure the correct children have been collected. This is particularly
important when employing new or casual staff.
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CONSIDERATIONS
Education and
Care Services
National
Regulations
r99, r158-161,
r168, 176.

National
Quality
Standard
Standards 2.3
and 7.3

Other Service
policies/documentation
!
!
!
!
!
!

Other

Parent Handbook
Staff Handbook
Acceptance and Refusal of
Authorisations Policy
Enrolment and Orientation
Policy
Administration of
Medication Policy
Providing a Child Safe
Environment Policy

ENDORSEMENT BY THE SERVICE:
Approval date: 1/07/2015
Date for Review: 30/06/2017
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ACCEPTANCE & REFUSAL OF AUTHORISATIONS
POLICY STATEMENT
Our service will request authorisation from families when required to ensure safety
of children and staff and may refuse a request unless the appropriate authorisation is
provided. For example, if a child is to attend an extra-curricular activity for which
authorisation is required, but has not been given, this will result in the child not
being able to participate in the activity. Preferably, authorisation is required in
written format, however in some circumstances staff discretion may be used.
The Education and Care Services National Regulations require services to ensure that
an authorisation (permission) is obtained from families in certain situations. For
example, the Regulations stipulate an authorisation must be obtained for:
! Administering medication to children (Regulation 93)
! Children leaving the premises of a service with a person who is not a parent of
the child (Regulation 99)
! Children being taken on excursions (Regulation 102)
! Access to personal records (Regulation 181)
Authorisation from families may also be required if:
! A child is leaving the service to attend an extra-curricular activity away from the
service, for example, attending a sporting activity, dance, drama, etc. that is run
by a provider other than the OSHC service.
! Children are leaving the service to make their own way home.
PROCEDURE
The Nominated Supervisor, or the person in day-to-day charge of the service will:
! Ensure documentation relating to authorisation (permission) from families
contains:
" The name of the child enrolled in the service;
" The date;
" Signature of the child’s parent/guardian or nominated person who is on the
enrolment form;
" The approximate time the child will return to the service if the child is leaving
the service to attend an extra-curricular activity and the time they will return
to the service (if applicable);
" The original form/letter provided by the service;
! Apply these authorisations to the collection of children, administration of
medication, excursions and access to records.
! Keep these authorisations in the child’s enrolment record.
! Ensure the child will not be permitted to leave the service to attend any extracurricular activity until authorisation is obtained.
! Ensure that children are not permitted to sign themselves out or leave the service
without an authorised adult, unless written authorisation has been given.
! Obtain written authorisation, if a person other than the parents/guardian or other
nominated person cannot collect the child.
! In certain circumstances verbal authorisation, may be accepted at the discretion
of the senior staff member on duty. This would be relevant in situations where
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!
!

there has been an emergency situation and no one from the child’s authorised
list is able to collect the child. An email, fax or text message is suitable as written
authorisation.
Exercise the right to refuse if written or verbal authorisations do not comply with
the requirements outlined above.
Waive compliance for authorisation where a child requires emergency medical
treatment for conditions such as Anaphylaxis or Asthma. The service can
administer medication without authorisation in these cases, provided they
contact the family and emergency services as soon as practicable after the
medication has been administered.

CONSIDERATIONS
Education and
Care Services
National
Regulations
r93, 94, 99, 102,
157, 158, 161

National
Quality
Standard
Standard 2.3
and 7.3

Other Service
policies/documentation
!
!
!
!
!

Other

Parent Handbook
Staff Handbook
Enrolment and Orientation
Policy
Administration of
Medication Policy
Providing a Child Safe
Environment Policy

ENDORSEMENT BY THE SERVICE
Approval date: 1/07/2015
Date for Review: 30/06/2017
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POLICY ON PARENTAL ACCESS TO CHILDREN
This policy has been formulated to address the issues of parental access to children
enrolled in the After School Care Program where there is a dispute regarding the
living arrangements for children of separated parents.
Where there is a Court Order in effect, staff will follow the direction of the Court:
!

Unless there is a Court Order in effect, limiting or denying access by one parent
to their child/children, and this Court Order is sighted by the Community
Centre’s Director, staff are not in a position to comply with a request by one
parent that the other be denied access to the child/children in question.

Where there is no Court Order in process:
!

In the event that we have been told by Parent A that it is their wish that Parent B
is denied the opportuniity to spend time with the child and Parent B arrives at the
Centre to collect or see the child/children, the Centre Director will phone Parent
A and inform them that Parent B has arrived at the Centre. However, staff are not
in a position to prevent Parent B from seeing or collecting the child/children.

This policy was adopted at the North Sydney Community Centre’s Management
Committee meeting held 1/07/2015

Review 2nd March 2013.
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CONFIDENTIALITY POLICY
POLICY STATEMENT
Our Service will make every effort to protect the privacy & confidentiality of
individuals associated with the service by ensuring all records & information about
children, families, educators, staff & management are kept safe & secure & is not
divulged or communicated, directly or indirectly, to another person other than:
! To the extent necessary for the education and care of the child
! To the extent necessary for medical treatment of the child
! A parent/guardian of the child to whom the information relates
! The Regulatory Authority or authorised officer as expressly authorised, permitted
or required under the Education and Care Services National Law and Regulations
! With the written consent of the person who provided the information.
PROCEDURES
Collection of personal information
! Before collecting personal information, the service will inform individuals of:
" The purpose for collecting the information;
" Types of information to be disclosed to the public or other organisations;
" When disclosure will happen;
" Why disclosure needs to occur;
" How information is stored;
" The strategies used to keep information secure;
" Who has access to the information;
" The right of the individual to view their personal information
" The length of time information needs to retained
" How information will be disposed of.
! All information regarding children & their families is to be used solely for the
purposes of providing childcare & meeting administration requirements of
operating the service.
! All information regarding any child/family enrolled in the service will only be
accessible to authorised persons. The Approved Provider and the Nominated
Supervisor will determine who is authorised to access records.
Retention and Storage of Records
! The Service will ensure that documents set out in the Education and Care
Services National Regulations (Regulation 177) are kept in a safe and secure place
for the length of time outlined in Regulation 183 (2).
! The Approved Provider will develop a practice in relation to the retention and
disposal of records.
! In the event that approval of the service is transferred, the requirements of
Regulation 184 will be followed.
Disclosure of Information
! Personal information regarding the children and their families is not to be
discussed with anyone outside the service, except in circumstances outlined in
Regulation 181.
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!

!

!

Parents/guardians may seek access to the personal information collected about
them and their child by contacting the Nominated Supervisor at the service.
Children may also seek access to personal information about themselves.
However access may be denied where access would impact on the privacy of
others; where access may result in a breach of the service's duty of care to the
child; or where the child has provided information in confidence.
Lists of children's or parents/guardians names, emails and phone numbers are
deemed confidential and are not for public viewing and will not be issued to any
other person or organisation without written consent.
No personal information regarding a staff member is to be given to anyone
without his/her written permission.

Personal Conversations
! Personal conversations with families about their children, or other matters that
may impact on the child’s enrolment, for example, fees, will take place in an area
that affords them privacy.
! Personal conversations with educators and staff about matters relating to their
performance will take place in an area that affords them privacy.
Maintenance of Information
! The Nominated Supervisor is responsible for maintaining all service records
required under the Education and Care Services National Regulations (Regulation
168) and other relevant legislation, for example, Work, Health and Safety,
Australian Taxation Office, Family Assistance Office, Department of Education,
Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR) and for ensuring that
information is updated regularly.
! The service takes all reasonable precautions to ensure personal information that
is collected, used and disclosed is accurate, complete and up-to-date.
! Individuals will be required to advise the service of any changes that may affect
the initial information provided.
CONSIDERATIONS
Education and Care
Services National
Regulations
145 – 152, 168,
174 – 177, 183.

National
Quality
Standard
4.2, 5.1, 7.3

Other Service
policies/documentation
!
!
!
!
!
!

Governance and
Management Policy
Enrolment Form.
Parent Handbook.
Staff Handbook.
Personnel files.

Other

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

My Time, Our Place.
Network OSHC Code of
Conduct.
Network Record Keeping
Factsheet.
Work, Health and Safety Act
(2011).
Privacy Act (1988).
Child Care Service Handbook
(DEEWR).
Child Care Benefit legislation.
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COMMUNICATION POLICY
POLICY INCLUDES

RESPONSIBLE PERSON
DATE OF REVIEW
DATE OF NEXT REVIEW

Communication with children
Communication with families
Communication between staff
Communication with management
Communication with the community
Peter Hogan
1/07/2015
30/06/2017

OVERVIEW
We aim to maintain positive and open communication between all parties involved
in the Leisure After School Care Program. Staff, families and relevant community
groups will be made aware of appropriate communication avenues and procedures.
Staff are requested to maintain confidentiality at all times (see North Sydney
Community Centre Confidentiality policy).
OUR COMMITMENT
Communication With Children
! Children will be given the opportunity to voice their ideas and concerns, verbally
and in written form through surveys and a suggestion book.
! Information for children will be displayed on the “kids corner” of the noticeboard.
! Feedback from children will be included in the weekly planning and evaluation
meeting.
COMMUNICATION WITH FAMILIES
Staff will create a comfortable and supportive environment for families and strive for
open communication and good relations with parents/carers.
! Enrolment forms request information about children’s backgrounds, medical
history, and parental authority for collection, photography and observation.
! When children are collected, staff will be available for parent enquiries, feedback
or information.
! Parents are also given the opportunity to communicate to staff via email, drop
box, feedback book.
! Parent information on Leisure procedures and policies is provided in the parent
handbook, and the Community Centre website.
! The program will also communicate to families through the notice board, emails,
term newsletters and one to one parent meeting.
! Feedback from families will be discussed in weekly staff meeting and staff will
identify appropriate actions in response to family needs.
! Complaints can be made to the Coordinator or directly to management (see
North Sydney Community Centre Complaints Procedure Policy).
COMMUNICATION BETWEEN STAFF
! Staff are expected to treat other staff with respect, courtesy and consideration
(see Code of Behaviour for Employees Policy).
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Staff are expected to work as a team and be supportive of each other in the
workplace.
Administration staff may be contacted if a staff member needs to leave their area
and Leisure staff are not available.
Office staff or the Director must be informed if a child is to be placed in the Sick
Bay (see Illness and Injury Policy).
All staff will document a daily report of the afternoon in the reporting book.
Weekly Leisure staff meetings provide staff the opportunity to discuss
programming and staff needs.
Fortnightly Community Centre staff meetings provide staff the opportunity to
discuss issues regarding the operation and safety of the Centre.
A staff member with concerns about the work practices or standards of another
staff member will approach the Coordinator or the Centre Director. If the matter
is unresolved, they may follow the grievances procedures as outlined in the
North Sydney Community Centre Grievance Policy.

COMMUNICATION WITH MANAGEMENT
See also North Sydney Community Centre Support and Communication between
Staff and Management.
! Informal communication between the Coordinator and Director is ongoing.
! The Community Centre Director, who is present at fortnightly Community
Centre staff meetings, encourages staff to discuss concerns and issues that may
affect their employment as they arise.
! The Coordinator will present a report to the Management Committee at the
monthly meeting and may discuss any issues or feedback from families and the
community at this time. If an urgent matter arises, issues can be raised with the
Director and President and a committee meeting can be called if required.
! Budgets and Director’s report to the Committee will be available to After School
Care staff monthly or on request.
! A Management Sub-Committee meeting may be called to deal with specific After
School Care issues if required.
COMMUNICATION WITH THE COMMUNITY
! The Coordinator will maintain regular contact with the North Sydney
Demonstration School and After School Care programs in the immediate area.
! The Coordinator is responsible to ensure that the service maintains relevant
information and contacts on community resources and Out of School Hours
networks.
! The Community Centre maintains communications with the North Sydney
Council and neighbours (including businesses). Contact details of the Centre are
provided in the Community Centre Course Guide and in the Parent information
booklet.
! Information regarding community resources is available to families via the
noticeboard and brochures.
RELEVANT POLICIES
! Code of Behaviour for Employees Policy, North Sydney Community Centre Inc.
! Complaints Procedure, North Sydney Community Centre Inc.
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!
!
!
!
!
!

Grievances Procedure, North Sydney Community Centre Inc.
Illness and Injury Policy, After School Care.
Confidentiality Policy, North Sydney Community Centre Inc.
Conditions of Employment, North Sydney Community Centre Inc.
Staff Performance Dispute Procedure, North Sydney Community Centre Inc.
Support and Communication between Staff and Management, North Sydney
Community Centre Inc
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BULLYING POLICY
Policy includes
Responsible Person
Date of Review
Date of Next Review

Peter Hogan
1/07/2015
30/06/2017

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Bullying among children is aggressive behaviour that is persistent, intentional &
involves an imbalance of power or strength. This may occur among children of any
ages, sex or background. In most instances, children need adult assistance to deal
with bullying. This includes adults developing strategies for the prevention of
bullying, for dealing fairly & effectively with allegations of bullying and for helping to
create a safe and healthy environment in each of Council’s Children's Services.
Relevant Legislation: National Standards for Outside School Hours Care; Education
and Care Services National Regulation, National Quality Standards.
PRACTICES
According to the Raising Children Network2, half of Australian children have
admitted to being bullied at least once. Bullying can have serious ramifications,
especially on a child’s self esteem and social skills. Children who are bullies may risk
growing up a bully or becoming violent in other ways.
SIGNS OF BULLYING
Raising Children Network website, www.raisingchildren.net.au. In many cases,
bullying occurs without adults being aware of it. Bullying can include physical
violence (hitting, shoving), teasing or name-calling, social exclusion, or intimidation.
It often occurs over a period of time. Possible signs a child is being bullied might
include:
! Unexplained cuts, bruises, scratches
! Changes in behaviour, such as becoming moody, teary, depressed
! Complaints of physical ailments such as headaches or stomach aches
! Having few friends, or a breakdown in a previous friendship
! Does not want to attend school/after school care/vacation care
! Does not want to attend parties, visit other children
Children may also disclose to a trusted adult that they are being bullied.
EFFECTS OF BULLYING
Children who are bullied are more likely to be depressed, lonely, and anxious and
have low self-esteem. They may frequently feel sick and, in extreme cases, have
suicidal thoughts.
PREVENTATIVE STRATEGIES
Bullying thrives where there is not enough supervision. Where possible, OOSH
services should improve upon the staff: child ratios set by the National Standards of
Outside School Hours Care. The program of activities should be designed to meet
the needs and interests of all children in attendance to prevent periods of boredom.
Staff are to model appropriate behaviours towards other staff and children, including
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refraining from teasing, humiliating, or talking ‘behind another’s back’. This should
also include using appropriate language when dealing with behaviour management
issues, and assisting children to use the same. Children should be encouraged to
verbalise their emotions and to develop empathy and compassion.
PROCEDURE WHEN A CHILD DISCLOSES ALLEGED BULLYING
! Listen when a child attempts to tell you about behaviours that might indicate
bullying;
! Learn as much as possible about the child/ren involved and the tactics used;
! Empathise with the child and reassure them that it is not their fault;
! Ask the child what they think could be done to help, what will make them feel
safe;
! Tell the child what action you are planning to take, including that you will need
to talk to the alleged bully;
! Notify the Coordinator;
! Notify all parents involved of the allegation of bullying;
! Try to talk with the alleged bully and any witnesses without allowing them the
opportunity to discuss what they may say (bullies often do not act alone and the
responses of the bully and friends may therefore differ from the victim);
! Remember that bullies can be ‘nice’ children from ‘good’ families;
! Once the investigation is complete, advise the children, parents and Children's
Services Manager of the outcome.
PROCEDURE WHEN STAFF SUSPECTS POSSIBLE BULLYING
! Pay closer attention to the suspected victim and their interactions with other
children;
! Depending on the strength of the staff: child relationship, tell the child that you
are concerned about them and consider asking some questions such as “Do you
have any special friends at after school care?”, “Are there any kids at after school
care who you really don’t like?”;
! Consider talking with the parents of the child to determine if they have similar
concerns.
STRATEGIES FOR DEALING WITH BULLYING
! Make it clear to the bully that this type of behaviour is not acceptable;
! Don’t force a meeting between the bully and the victim. Forced apologies are not
constructive;
! Encourage the child who is being bullied to report any further occurrences to the
staff;
! Encourage and support the child who is being bullied to develop other
friendships;
! Ask the child who is bullying for possible reasons for the bullying. Address any
issues raised as appropriate.
! Discuss with the child who is bullying and their parents what the possible
sanctions may be if the bullying continues;
! Refer children & parents to the Lower North Shore Child & Family Health Centre
for additional support. This applies to the child being bullied and the child doing
the bullying.
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SANCTIONS
Possible sanctions will be dependent on each individual case, but may include:
! A warning
! Temporary exclusion from social group in the OOSH environment (i.e. child is
not to play with their usual friends if it is determined that these friends
encourage/participate in bullying)
! Temporary exclusion from OOSH
! Permanent exclusion from OOSH
GENERAL
The priority of the service is to ensure the safety of the child being bullied. Although
there may be underlying reasons ‘making’ a child bully others, it is essential that the
child being bullied receives the adult attention and support in the first instance. It is
important that the need of the child who bullies does not overshadow the needs of
the child being bullied.
The relevant school may be contacted to ensure consistency between strategies
used by the school and the OOSH.
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INCLUSION POLICY
POLICY STATEMENT
Our service aims to provide an environment that is free from bias and prejudice in
which children learn the principles of fairness and respect for the uniqueness of each
person. Children are encouraged to develop their own sense of identity and
educators will facilitate this in a way that embraces the needs and abilities of each
child (My Time, Our Place Outcome 1). Educators will ensure that children become
aware of fairness and equity and have opportunities to practice challenging bias in
their play (My Time, Our Place Outcome 2). The service involves the community to
assist educators and children to understand and accept the range of cultures and
abilities of members of the local community. Differences in backgrounds, culture
and abilities are valued and families are actively encouraged to share their
experiences with educators and other families and cultural competence in children
will be fostered. The service will ensure that appropriate inclusion support services
are accessed and families are referred to them in order to support children’s wellbeing and full access to the program.
PROCEDURES
a)
!

!

!

!

!

!
!

Inclusive practices
Educators will actively seek information from children, families and the
community about their cultural traditions, customs and beliefs and use this
information to provide children with a variety of experiences that will enrich the
environment within the service.
Educators will work in partnership with families to provide care that meets the
child’s needs and is consistent with the family’s culture, beliefs and child rearing
practices. Specific requests will be acknowledged where practical, to
demonstrate respect and ensure continuity of care of the child.
Educators will obtain and use resources that reflect the diversity of children,
families and the community and increase awareness and appreciation of
Australia’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and multicultural heritage.
Educators will be sensitive and attentive to all children and respect their
backgrounds, gender, unique qualities and abilities. The service will ensure that
the service environment reflects the lives of the children and families using the
service and the cultural diversity of the broader community, and ensure
children’s individual needs are accommodated at the service.
Children with additional needs will be provided with the necessary support and
resources to allow them to fully participate in the service. This may require the
assistance of specialty services, adaptation of the environment, changes to
routines and educator arrangements in order to facilitate inclusion. The service
will achieve this in collaboration with the child’s family.
Educators will treat all children equitably and encourage them to treat each
other with respect and fairness.
Educators will act as positive role models by encouraging all children to be
involved in a variety of activities, regardless of gender.
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!
!

!
!
!

!

!
!

!

!
b)
!

!

!

!

Educators will role model appropriate ways to challenge discrimination and
prejudice, and actively promote inclusive behaviours in children.
Children will never be singled out, or made to feel inferior to or better than
others. Educators and children will discuss incidents of bias or prejudice in
children’s play or relationships with each other to help children understand and
find strategies to counteract these behaviours.
The program will include experiences for the children that are not based on sex
role stereotypes.
Resource materials and equipment used in the service will, as far as possible, be
non-stereotyped.
Families will be consulted in the development of holistic programs that are
responsive to children’s lives, interests, learning styles, genders and reflect
children’s family, culture and community.
Educators will create opportunities for children to learn about, develop respect
for, and celebrate the diversity that exists in the service and in the broader
community by:
" Encouraging all families, children and other educators to share their
experiences, skills, cultures and beliefs;
" Inviting community members to the service to share their stories,
songs, experiences, skills, cultures and beliefs;
" Accessing and using a range of resources (including multi-cultural and
multi-lingual resources) that reflect the diversity of children and
families in the service and in the broader community.
Educator recruitment and professional development
Wherever possible, our service will aim to recruit educators from diverse cultural
and linguistic backgrounds that reflect the cultural diversity of our community
and to employ staff from both genders.
The Nominated Supervisor and educators will attend professional development
that builds awareness of their own cultural beliefs and values, increases their
cultural competence and helps them to challenge discrimination and prejudice.
All educators will be provided with a copy of the Outside School Hours Care
Code of Professional Standards.
Inclusion support agencies
The service will access bicultural support workers when necessary and/or
telephone translation services and provide information on aspects of the service
in languages that are spoken in the local community to assist in communicating
with families from diverse cultural backgrounds.
The service will access additional support, assistance and resources for children
with additional needs including children from diverse cultural backgrounds,
children with high ongoing support needs and Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander children.
Educators will talk to children’s families about any concerns they have and offer
the family links to other support services within the community such as Inclusion
Support Agencies; Community Health Services etc.
Educators will work with families, inclusion support agencies and other
specialists associated with the child to develop individual support plans.
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CONSIDERATIONS

Education and
Care Services
National
Regulations

National
Quality
Standard

73, 74, 75, 76, 155,
156, 168.

1.1, 1.2, 4.2,
5.1, 5.2, 6.1,
6.2, 6.3.

Other Service
policies/documentation
!
!
!
!
!

Providing a Child Safe
Environment
Confidentiality
Enrolment & Orientation
Interactions with
Children
Management of
Complaints

Other

!

!

!

NSW AntiDiscriminati
on Act 1977
UN
Convention
on the
Rights of
the Child
My Time,
Our Place:
Framework
for School
Age Care in
Australia

ENDORSEMENT BY THE SERVICE
Approval date: 1/07/2015
Date for review: 30/06/2017
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CHILD PROTECTION POLICY 2015
POLICY STATEMENT
North Sydney community Centre believes that it is every child’s right to be safe and
protected from all forms of abuse, violence or exploitation. It is the legal and moral
obligation of all adults who work within our service to ensure the safety and
wellbeing of all children in our care. All staff, including casual staff, volunteers and
students have a duty of care to ensure the safety and protection to all children who
access the service’s facilities and/ or programs.
The safety and welfare of all children is of paramount importance. Staff and
management have a legal responsibility, as Mandatory Reporters, to take action to
protect and support children they suspect may be at significant risk of harm. Our
service will carry out the responsibilities of Mandatory Reporters as indicated under
legislation. This responsibility involves following the procedures as outlined by
Community Services and the NSW Commission for Children and Young People.
CONSIDERATIONS
! NSW Children and Young Person’s (Care and Protection) Act 1998
! Commission for Children and Young People Act 1998
! Child Protection (Prohibited Employment) Act 1998
! Ombudsman Act 1974 (with relevant Child Protection Amendments)
! NSW Department of Community Services Mandatory Reporting Guidelines
! NSW Child Protection Interagency Guidelines (2006)
! Legislation Amendment (Wood Inquiry Recommendations) Act 2009 No 13
! Keep Them Safe – Information session/ overview participants manual 2009/
2010
! OSHCQA Quality Area 7
PROCEDURES
Mandatory Reporting
! A Mandatory Reporter is anybody who delivers services to children as part of
their paid or professional work.
! In OOSH services mandatory reporters are:
" Staff that deliver services to children
" Management, either paid or voluntary, whose duties include direct
responsibility or direct supervision for the provision of these services.
! Staff are mandated to report to Community Services if they have current
concerns about the safety or welfare of a child relating to section 23 of the NSW
Children & Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998 Section 23 (1)
a) Child is at significant risk of harm – Neglect
" Basic physical or psychological needs not being met or are at risk of
not being met;
" Parents/ carers unwilling or unable to provide necessary medical care;
" Parents/ carers unwilling or unable to arrange for the child or young
person to receive an education.
b) Child is at significant risk of harm – Physical / Sexual abuse
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!
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!
!

c) Child is at significant risk of harm – Domestic violence
d) Child is at significant risk of harm – Serious Psychological harm
e) Child is at significant risk of harm – Prenatal report
Staff will undergo training in relation to child protection and reporting as part of
the training budget.
Any staff that forms a belief based on reasonable grounds that a child is at risk of
harm should ensure they record the details of the report in a clear objective
format.
Reports should be treated with strict confidentiality in adherence to the service’s
Confidentiality Policy and Procedures.
Any staff who forms a belief based on reasonable grounds that a child is at risk of
harm should discuss their concerns with their coordinator/ authorised
supervisor, as he or she may have information the staff member is not aware of.
The coordinator will then assist staff in running the online Mandatory Reporters
Guidelines tool (see point below for more information) to determine whether the
report meets the threshold for significant risk of harm.
If directed by MRG to report to Community Services, staff should report their
concerns to the Child Protection Helpline:
" Mandatory Reporters phone 13 36 2 or Non-Mandatory reporters phone
132 111.
When reporting to the Helpline it is important to have as much information as
possible available to give to the Helpline. This might include child’s information,
family information, reporter details and outcomes of the MRG.
If Coordinator/ authorised supervisor has been advised to but has not reported to
Community Services you are legally responsible to do so.
Once a report is made to the CS Helpline no further report needs to be made
unless new information comes to hand.

Mandatory Reporting Guidance tool
! A Mandatory Reporting Guidance tool has been developed to help frontline
mandatory reporters, including OOSH workers determine whether the risk to a
child or young person meets the new statutory threshold of ‘risk of significant
harm’. The MRG will guide reporter on what action should be taken. The MRG is
an interactive tool and is available online at www.keepthemsafe.nsw.gov.au
! If still in doubt the Community Services Helpline will provide feedback about
whether or not the report meets the new threshold for statutory intervention.
! If new information presents concerning the child or young person run the MRG
tool again
! Where concerns do not meet the significant harm threshold, the MRG tool may
guide you to ‘Document and continue the relationship’. This requires the service
to continue to support, provide services, and coordinate assistance and referral
for the child and their family.
! The report page from the MRG should be printed and placed in the child/family
file for future reference regardless of whether or not further action is
recommended.
! For assistance with referral information.
" Human Services Network www.hsnet.nsw.gov.au
" Family Services NSW www.familyservices.nsw.asn.au
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Information Exchange
In order to provide effective support and referral it may be necessary to exchange
information with other prescribed bodies including government agencies or nongovernment organisations and services.
! The NSW Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998 has been
amended (2009) to include chapter 16A Information Exchange
! Chapter 16A requires prescribed bodies to take reasonable steps to coordinate
decision making and the delivery of services regarding children and young
people
! Under Chapter 16 A NSW Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act
1998, Staff will exchange information that relates to a child or young person’s
safety, welfare or wellbeing, whether or not the child or young person is known
to Community Services and whether or not the child or young person consents
to the information exchange.
! The information requested or provided must relate to the safety, welfare or
wellbeing of the child. Information includes:
" A child or young person’s history or circumstances
" A parent or other family member, significant or relevant relationship
" The agency’s work now and in the past
! Where information is provided in good faith and according to legal provisions,
under section 29 & section 245G NSW Children and Young Persons (Care and
Protection) Act 1998; reporters cannot be seen as breaching professional
etiquette or ethics or as a breach of professional standards. There can be no
liability for court action.
NOTE: It is recommended that services develop a separate policy relating specifically
to Information exchange
Where a complaint is made about a staff member, or someone in the service
! Should an incident occur that involves a child being put at risk of harm from a
member of staff, volunteer, trainee or person visiting the service, this is regarded
as ‘reportable conduct’ and necessitates such conduct being reported to the
NSW Ombudsman within 30 days.
! Where the allegation is made to a staff member or member of management the
facts as stated will be recorded in writing, using an Incident Report template that
includes dates, times, names of person/s involved, name of person making
allegation and the person making the report. This report should be kept on
record and treated as strictly confidential.
! If the Coordinator or person in charge is suspected then the chairperson on
Management Committee should be informed.
! The relevant forms together with information and assistance are available on line
at www.nswombudsman.nsw.gov.au
! The person making the report should follow the advice of the Ombudsman’s
Departmental Officers.
! Management will also follow this advice.
! The matter will be treated with strict confidentiality.
! For the protection of both the children and the staff member involved, the staff
member should be encouraged to take special leave or removed from duties
involving direct care and contact with children, until the situation is resolved.
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Support should be provided to all involved. This support can be given in the form
of counselling or referral to an appropriate agency.

Recruitment of staff
! All staff employed by the service including management, full time/ part time
carers, volunteers and students will be subject to a Working with Children Check
carried out by the NSW Commission for Children and Young People. Written
approval from the prospective employee will be sought prior to this check being
carried out.
! When the service engages a self-employed individual to provide services, the
provider is required to provide a Certificate for Self Employed People. This
certificate ensures verification that the person employed is not banned by law
from working with children. These certificates are issued through the NSW
Commission for Children and Young People. Application form and instructions
are available on www.kids.nsw.gov.au
For further information
! Keep Them Safe www.keepthemsafe.nsw.gov.au
! Human Services Network www.hsnet.nsw.gov.au
! Ombudsman www.nswombudsman.nsw.gov.au
! Community Services www.community.nsw.gov.au
! NSW Commission for Children and Young People www.kids.nsw.gov.au
! Child Protection Helpline 13 36 27
ENDORSEMENT BY THE SERVICE
Approval date: 1/07/2015
Date for review and evaluation 30/06/2017
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BEHAVIOUR GUIDANCE POLICY
POLICY STATEMENT
Our service believes that children have the right to feel physically and
psychologically safe. We aim to provide an environment where all children and
educators feel safe, cared for and relaxed and which encourages cooperation and
positive interactions between all persons (My Time, Our Place Outcome 1). This
behaviour management policy is based on guidance, redirection and positive
reinforcement. Educators will aim to guide rather than control the behaviour of the
children in our care.
Basic rules will be established based on safety, respect for others, order & cleanliness
and will be communicated to all families, children and educators along with
consequences for inappropriate behaviour. The service recognises the importance
of children’s input into developing the basic rules and helping to determine
appropriate consequences for inappropriate behaviour (My Time, Our Place
Outcome 2). Our service promotes a positive approach to managing the behaviour
of all children. Children will be encouraged to resolve problems, defeats and
frustrations where appropriate. This can be achieved by exploring possible solutions,
and helping children understand and deal with their emotions. This will depend on
the child’s age and level of development (My Time, Our Place Outcome 3).
The service will ensure no child being cared and educated for by the service is
subjected to any form of corporal punishment or any discipline that is unreasonable
in the circumstances. The service will ensure that every reasonable precaution is
taken to protect children being cared for or educated by the service from harm and
any hazard likely to cause injury.
PROCEDURES
a) Guidelines
! Educators will ensure that expectations relating to children’s behaviour are clear
and consequences for inappropriate behaviour are consistently applied.
! Educators will act as a positive role model for acceptable behaviour
and encourage and reward acceptable behaviour.
! Educators will have access to training & support in positive approaches to
behaviour management. This will be made available as part of training budget.
! Whilst at the service, we expect that the children will comply with the following
basic rules:
" Respect each other
" Respect other people's property and that of the service
" Share with other children and be inclusive
" Accept and respect individual needs and differences
" Clean up after activities
" Be polite to educators and to each other
" Follow the instructions from educators
" Play only in the allocated areas and as directed by educators and not
enter areas that educators have designated as “out of bounds”
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" Remain in the supervised area of the program until the authorised person
collecting them has signed them out
" Not participate in physical fighting (play or real), for example, spitting,
throwing toys, stones or dangerous objects.
" Not bully or engage in any form of aggressive behaviour
" Use appropriate language at all times.
b) Guiding Children’s Behaviour
! Steps that educators take towards establishing good behaviour management
include:
" Establishing positive relationships, which are the foundation for building
children’s self-respect, self- worth and feelings of security
" Observing children to identify triggers for challenging behaviours. Paying
attention to the child’s developmental level and any program issues that
may be impacting on the behaviour
" Using positive approaches to behaviour guidance. Some of these include
positive acknowledgement, redirection, giving explanations,
encouragement, giving help, collaborating to solve problems and helping
children to understand the consequences and impact of their behaviour
" Supporting children by providing acceptable alternative behaviours when
challenging behaviour occurs
" Ensuring limits are consistent, carried out in a calm, firm manner, followed
through and that children are helped to behave within the limits
" Involving the family and the child in appropriate ways in addressing
challenging behaviour
" Using other professionals when necessary to help with behaviour
guidance, for example, the Inclusion Support Facilitator (ISF)
" Identifying children’s strengths and building on them
" Seeking support from other educators and management.
c) Correction Steps
! When a child’s behaviour is deemed inappropriate to either him/herself or others,
or if a child’s behaviour is intrusive to another person’s enjoyment, then
educators will actively intervene and take steps to attempt to resolve the
situation.
! Inappropriate behaviour can include bullying, being uncooperative, not listening
to reasonable requests from educators, or consistently disregarding the basic
rules. In these instances, the following steps will be taken:
" The educator will explain to the child that this type of behaviour is
inappropriate.
" The educator will re-direct the child to a different activity within the room
(or outdoors).
" If aggressive or inappropriate behaviour continues, the child will sit away
from the group to calm down and think about their actions. After a short
period of time, the educator will have a discussion with the child with
respect to their actions, and then the child will return to play.
" A discussion will be held with the child’s family when the child is
collected.
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d) Persistent Inappropriate Behaviour
! If inappropriate behaviour continues over a period of time, a meeting between
educators, Nominated Supervisor, child and family will be arranged. The meeting
agenda will cover:
" Alternative approaches to behaviour guidance
" The child's life outside the service
" Any problems that may be causing the behaviour
! A mutual strategy for improving behaviour will be discussed & closely monitored
by educators, the Nominated Supervisor & the child’s family. Should it be
necessary, & with the consent of the family, advice & assistance will be sought
from relevant external specialists to address the matter.
! In extreme cases, to protect other children and educators, the service reserves
the right to exclude the child from the service; this may be a temporary or
permanent measure. Exclusion will only be considered after:
" The child’s family has been notified and given the opportunity to discuss
their child’s behaviour
" Educators, Nominated Supervisor and Approved Provider, have given
careful consideration to the problem.
" Adequate support and counselling is sought (if necessary)
" Clear procedures have been established for accepting the child back into
the service.
CONSIDERATIONS
Education and
Care Services
National
Regulations
r73, 74, 76, 155,
156, 157,168.

National Quality
Standard
1.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2,
5.1, 5.2, 6.1, 6.3

Other Service
policies/documentation
!
!
!
!
!

!

Confidentiality
Enrolment &
Orientation
Providing a Child
Safe Environment
Interactions with
Children
Management of
Incident, Injury &
Trauma
Child Protection

Other
!

!

!

Children (Education
& Care Services
National Law
Application) Act
2010
UN Convention on
the Rights of the
Child
My Time, Our Place.

ENDORSEMENT BY THE SERVICE
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